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In earlier work, a lab and field study were employed to evaluate participants who 
used a digital map to complete a surveying task. The lab incorporated photos to simulate 
various scenarios within the task environment. It had a high degree of experimental 
control, strengths in quantitative data collection, and it could be easily replicated. 
Whereas the field study took place in the task’s natural setting (a neighborhood); it 
afforded participants to navigate the environment on foot, which allowed for more 
ecologically valid task outcomes and rich qualitative data collection. The strengths of the 
lab method were desired, but the rich context and the ecological validity of the field study 
proved to be critical to outcomes. 
In this research, three follow-up experiments were conducted. The first two field 
experiments explored differences in task outcomes between fieldworkers with high 
spatial visualization ability and low spatial visualization ability. Participants completed a 
series of surveying tasks using paper maps while navigating a neighborhood. The results 
indicated that task performance outcomes and behavior could be linked to participants' 
spatial visualization ability, their map usage patterns, and environmental factors. 
In the third experiment, a VR lab was used to replicate a field experiment on the 
task as it was performed by digital map users. An approach is highlighted to recreate the 
task environment—a neighborhood that was large in extent—using an immersive virtual 
environment (IVE). Outcomes from the field are compared to those of the VR lab, which 
enabled participants to move through the simulated neighborhood using a hands-free 
interface. Using this approach, strengths of the lab method (i.e., its experimental control) 




indicate that real-world behaviors observed in the field—and some of the expected task 
performance outcomes—were also evident in the VR lab. Many of the findings 
corroborate those of the two prior field experiments. Comparisons made across 
experiments show that task outcomes were linked to participants’ spatial visualization 
ability, their workflows, the street layout of the neighborhood, as well as the type of map 
used (i.e., paper vs. digital) and the styles of map use. 
This methodology can be applied—in the field and in lab settings—to evaluate 
location-based tasks that involve pedestrian navigation and map use; it can also be used 
to assess and validate VR labs that are designed to replicate mobile HCI field studies by 





CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
Researchers in mobile human-computer interaction can find themselves in a “catch-
22” situation when deciding between a field study and a lab study. The challenge is that the 
environmental context of a mobile computing task (i.e., its ecological validity) is oftentimes 
critically important to task outcomes—for which a field study is well-suited. However, 
researchers have gravitated toward lab studies—which are less ecologically valid—because 
they afford greater experimental control, are more familiar to practitioners, and they are 
easier to conduct and manage (Kjeldskov & Graham, 2003). The next section presents two 
studies that the author contributed to; they exemplify the trade-offs made when choosing 
either a lab or a field study for evaluating a mobile computing task; they also highlight the 
benefits and complementary nature of these evaluation methods.  
1.1  Earlier Studies 
A lab experiment was conducted by members of our research group to examine how 
digital map users carried out a series of location-based tasks. A subsequent, one-day 
ethnographic field study on a related task was also conducted in coordination with the U.S. 
Census Bureau. This dissertation refers to the lab experiment as Rusch’s Lab Experiment 
(RLE)—named after Michelle Rusch, the principal investigator (Rusch, Nusser, Miller, 
Batinov, & Whitney, 2012; Rusch, 2008); the field study is referred to as the Ethnographic 
Field Study (EFS).  
1.1.1  Rusch’s Lab Experiment (RLE) 
 When planning user research for a location-based task, the environmental context of 
the activity is an important consideration. If the lab method is to be used, there is the 




location-based task that is central to this dissertation (address verification), Rusch et al. 
(2012) incorporated views of the task environment into an office-based lab by using two PC 
monitors to show participants vantage points (i.e., photos) of a real-world neighborhood. 
While seated at a desk, participants referenced these vantage points and used a tablet device 
to verify the correctness of residential addresses shown on a digital map; ten different address 
verification scenarios were “simulated” in this format (see Figure 1.1). In the real world, 
however, fieldworkers would complete the task in a standing position while holding the 
mobile device, they would be able to walk and freely explore the neighborhood, and they 
would be responsible for all task-related activities—not just the verification of residential 
homes, but also route planning and navigation; the absence of these elements in the 
experiment of Rusch et al. (2012) underscores the challenges of ensuring that such a method 
leads to ecologically valid outcomes. 
 
Figure 1.1 Photo of the lab experiment used by Rusch (2008). 
The experiment of Rusch et al. (2012) also made evident the strengths of using a lab 




construction zones, or other potential disruptions that we encountered in the field were no 
longer a concern in the lab; safety was no longer a concern; data collection was streamlined 
and precise; and the setup, protocol and logistics of the experiment were relatively simple 
and easy to replicate. Furthermore, in the lab, participants were given tests on several 
cognitive abilities prior to completing the address verification scenarios. Measures of task 
performance and logs of participants’ digital map usage were collected and analyzed. Rusch 
et al. found that participants’ spatial visualization and perspective-taking abilities were 
correlated to task performance and digital map usage outcomes; these results exemplified the 
lab method’s strengths in in terms of quantitative analyses and they served as a motivation 
for our group to continue to explore relationships between task outcomes and participants’ 
spatial visualization ability.  
1.1.2  The Ethnographic Field Study (EFS) 
Following the lab experiment of Rusch et al. (2012), the author was among four 
researchers that used ethnographic methods to observe Census Bureau fieldworkers for a day. 
The fieldworkers had recently completed training on a task similar to address verification. 
Our group shadowed Census Bureau fieldworkers from their office, where planning activities 
began (see Figure 1.2), to various neighborhood areas so that we could observe fieldworkers 
as they used a handheld device and map-based software to capture information on residential 
homes. Despite the fact that we shadowed just a few participants over the course of a 
workday, we learned a great deal from observing authentic users execute a series of location-
based tasks in “the wild.” The lab experiment of Rusch et al. focused on a fraction of the 
overall task, whereas the field study allowed researchers to examine the entire process. 




workflows that were grounded in real-world scenarios. We also recognized that, with the 
right planning and equipment, we could augment the quantitative measures used by Rusch et 
al. (e.g., task time, distance traveled, errors made) and complement them with the qualitative 
observations that were of focus in the Ethnographic Field Study.   
 
Figure 1.2 Photo taken during one-day ethnography of Census Bureau fieldworkers. 
Table 1.1 provides an overview of the methods and approach that were adopted for 
the earlier research activities. 
Table 1.1 Overview of the Earlier Studies on Location-Based Tasks. 
Study or Experiment 























































































Rusch’s Lab Experiment1  X  X   X  X  X  X  
Ethnographic Field Study2 X  X   X  X     X  
1 A prior lab experiment used for comparison (Rusch et al., 2012; Rusch, 2008); related, but not an experiment covered in this dissertation. 
2 A prior field study used for comparison; related, but not a study covered in this dissertation. 
For example, Table 1.1 indicates that for Rusch’s Lab Experiment: 
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• The research method is a lab experiment (per the “Research Method” column).
• Only quantitative data was collected (per the “Data Method” column).
• The environmental context was provided (i.e., the task was simulated) using a
photo-based technique (per the “Environmental Context” column).
• Participants were tested on spatial visualization ability (per the “Spatial Viz.”
column).
• Lastly, the participants used a digital map to complete their tasks (per the “Map
Type” column).
In addition to providing an overview of the earlier studies, this format will be used to 
introduce and compare the three experiments that are central to the present work; they are 
discussed in the next section. 
1.2  Overview of the Experiments 
The three experiments detailed in this dissertation—Field Experiment 1 (FE1), Field 
Experiment 2 (FE2), and the VR/Field Experiment (VRFE)— all are centered on the location-
based task that we refer to as “address verification”. An overview of each experiment is 
shown in Table 1.2. A mixed-methods approach was used for each experiment. Quantitative 
data consisted of participants’ task performance metrics and measures of their cognitive 
abilities. Qualitative data consisted of observations recorded by attending researchers in 
conjunction with participants’ use of the think aloud method and their completion of an exit 
questionnaire at the end of each experiment. All participants were shadowed by at least one 
observer per experiment. FE1 and FE2 were conducted in a natural setting (i.e. a real-world 
neighborhood), whereas the VRFE compares a field study that is conducted in a 
neighborhood to one that is conducted in an immersive virtual environment that is a replica 
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of the real-world neighborhood. Other important distinctions between the experiments 
are discussed in the Objectives Section. 
Table 1.2 Overview of Experiments Covered in this Dissertation. 
Study or Experiment 























































































Rusch’s Lab Experiment1 X X X X X X 
Ethnographic Field Study2 X X X X X 
Field Experiment 1 (oblique streets) X X X X X X X X X 
Field Experiment 2 (oblique + grid) X X X X X X X X X 
VR/Field Experiment (oblique streets) X X X X X X X X X X X 
1 A prior lab experiment used for comparison (Rusch et al., 2012; Rusch, 2008); related, but not an experiment covered in this dissertation. 
2 A prior field study used for comparison; related, but not a study covered in this dissertation. 
1.3  Objectives 
In addition to gaining valuable insights about users’ approaches to the address 
verification task, this research also addresses several other key objectives; they are described 
in this section. 
1.3.1  Improving Methods Used to Evaluate a Location-based Task 
In the preceding work, there were clear strengths to the office-based lab that was used 
by Rusch et al. (2012): It had a high degree of experimental control, a relatively simple 
implementation, strengths in quantitative analysis, and it could be easily replicated. In 
comparison, we appreciated that the ethnographic field study was situated in an authentic 
task environment (a neighborhood), thereby lending itself to rich, qualitative data collection 
as well as more ecologically valid task outcomes. The complementary nature of these 




method are used in Field Experiment 1, Field Experiment 2, and the VR/Field Experiment 
(VRFE). The VRFE is unique in that it examines the feasibility of replicating a field study by 
using a virtual reality lab to simulate the task environment, thus, both the lab and field study 
methods are employed as experimental treatments and compared in the VRFE. A major 
objective of the VRFE is to exemplify the VR lab’s ability to reproduce field study outcomes 
for a location-based task (i.e., demonstrating its ecological validity), while retaining the high 
degree of experimental control that was afforded to the office lab used in the earlier work 
(see Table 1.3). 
Table 1.3 Characteristics of the Field and Lab Evaluation Settings. 
 Ecological Validity Experimental Control 
Field Setting1 Highest Lowest 
Office Lab2 Lowest Highest 
Proposed VR Lab3 High High 
1 Field Setting: Represents the real-world neighborhoods that were used in the field studies. 
2 Office Lab: Represents the photo-based lab that was used by Rusch et al. (2012) to simulate the task in an office. 
3 Proposed VR Lab: Represents the proposed VR lab tasked with replicating a field study using an immersive virtual environment. 
1.3.2  Understanding the Impact of Spatial Viz. Ability on Task Outcomes 
The experiment of Rusch et al. (2012) evidenced connections between participants’ 
task performance and their spatial visualization ability. There was further interest from our 
research group to examine groups of individuals who possessed either high or low spatial 
visualization ability relative to their peers; these individuals were of interest due to the spatial 
reasoning skills known to be involved in the task—for example, the task requires digital map 
use, navigation, and comparisons of residences seen in the field to their depictions on a map. 
Thus, in FE1, FE2, and the VRFE, spatial visualization ability was used as a primary factor 




visualization ability groups prior to the experiments. By screening participants based on their 
spatial visualization ability, which has a well-established connection to task performance in 
computing applications (Campbell, 2011; Egan & Gomez, 1985; Kozhevnikov, Hayes, & 
Kozhevnikov, 2013; Vicente, Hayes, & Williges, 1987; Zhang & Salvendy, 2001), we expect 
to gain insights into behaviors, strategies, and workflows that can be taken advantage of (or 
mitigated) to improve mobile computing solutions tailored for location-based tasks such as 
address verification.  
1.3.3  Exploring Other Factors that Might Influence Task Outcomes 
Field Experiment 1 and Field Experiment 2 are unique because participants used 
paper maps to complete the address verification task rather than the mobile device and digital 
map combination used in the preceding work and the VR/Field Experiment. The motivation 
for using paper maps was to free participants from the constraints of pre-existing software, 
which could influence participants’ task approach and behavior. We intend to compare map 
usage outcomes across the studies to identify whether the map type has a noticeable effect on 
task outcomes. 
Printed and written materials were used by participants for FE1 and FE2. This may 
seem counterintuitive to research centered on a mobile computing task, but there is a 
rationale to this aspect of the study designs. We sought to observe the task as it has been 
performed in the past, running up to the time of the study, which is when the Census Bureau 
began incorporating handheld computers for such tasks. This would enable us to gain an 
understanding of the task as it has been performed historically and prior to the organization’s 





Field Experiment 1 and Field Experiment 2 also differ in their task environments. The 
FE1 study area was situated in a neighborhood that consisted of a complex network of 
streets, which ran and intersected at odd, oblique angles. Half of the FE1 study area was 
retained for FE2, however, FE2 incorporated a new portion of the neighborhood whereby the 
streets were arranged in a grid-like, orthogonal pattern that was more typical of neighborhood 
block layouts. The address verification scenarios of FE2 were divided between the two 
neighborhood halves. These differences in the study locations between FE1 and FE2 allowed 
us to examine whether or not the street layouts had a noticeable impact on study outcomes. 
1.4  Contributions 
1. An approach is presented to assess and validate a VR lab designed with the 
purpose of evaluating location-based tasks. This method involved the comparison 
of a field study to its VR lab equivalent. In the VR lab, the field study procedure 
was replicated within a simulated field environment. Mixed-methods were used to 
compare and contrast the outcomes of the two evaluations. Using this technique, 
connections were made between quantitative data (i.e., task performance metrics, 
map usage statistics, counts of participants’ behaviors and actions) and qualitative 
data obtained from researchers’ observations of participants who follow a think 
aloud protocol; participants also completed exit questionnaires for additional 
insights. This approach was used in the field and in the VR lab to effectively 
evaluate location-based tasks that involve map use and navigation. 
2. A VR lab was built that can be used to evaluate a location-based task in a 
controlled setting, while preserving some of the ecological validity afforded to 
field studies. The technique used involved the creation of an immersive virtual 
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environment (IVE) that is an accurate, geo-located replica of the field. The IVE is 
used in conjunction with a CAVE to simulate task environments during 
evaluations. This implementation allows for: Hands-free, simulated locomotion in 
the IVE; use of external devices and tools (e.g., a paper map or a mobile device 
and digital map); automated data collection; and the ability for observers and 
participants to interact in a shared, virtual environment. 
1.5  Organization 
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, literature is 
presented on the methods and approaches used in this research. Chapter 3 is divided into 
two sections that cover Field Experiment 1 and Field Experiment 2. In Chapter 4, the VR/
Field Experiment and its results are presented and discussed. Lastly, Chapter 5 
summarizes the entire body of work, key findings are discussed, and this dissertation is 
concluded. 
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CHAPTER 2 - REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1  Introduction 
In this dissertation, an exploratory approach is taken to study a mobile computing task 
that is referred to as “address verification,” which is a location-based task that involves 
pedestrian navigation and the use of a map for the purpose of surveying homes. Experiments 
are conducted on the task using a combination of lab and field evaluation techniques. We 
examine relationships between task outcomes and factors such as: Users’ spatial visualization 
ability; differences in the task environment; differences in map type (i.e., paper or digital), 
map preferences and strategies; as well as task-related behaviors such as route planning and 
navigation. This literature review will focus on the factors that have a bearing on task 
outcomes as well as the research methods that are utilized to examine the task. 
2.2  Evolving Evaluation Methods in Mobile HCI 
Until the late 1970s, HCI practices were mostly limited to researchers and IT 
professionals (Carroll, 2009; Myers, 1998). However, the subsequent emergence of personal 
computing meant that computers would become tools used by the masses. Caroll (2009) 
notes that personal computing “vividly highlighted the deficiencies of computers with respect 
to usability.” As computers extended their reach into people’s everyday lives, a more human-
centered approach to HCI became necessary. A focus on user-centered design (UCD) and 
usability during evaluations helped to reign in the problems that were associated with early 
computer designs. 
Whereas the personal computing revolution empowered users to access information 
“anytime,” the mobile computing revolution empowered computer users to access 




were oftentimes inappropriate for mobile computing scenarios (Coursaris & Kim, 2011; 
Johnson, 1998; Kjeldskov & Graham, 2003; Poupyrev, Maruyama, & Rekimoto, 2002). 
Grudin (2007) likens HCI’s evolution to “a moving target,” a cliché that captures the nature 
of mobile computing evaluations as well as the challenges therein. Kjeldskov and Graham 
(2003) surveyed mobile HCI research papers from 2000 to 2002 and called out a lack of 
focus on mobile evaluation methods. They recognized that a large proportion of mobile 
computing evaluations were still occurring in the lab, despite acknowledgement from the 
HCI community that techniques commonly applied to the evaluation of computer use in 
static settings would need to evolve and more emphasis should be placed on natural setting 
research (Johnson, 1998). 
2.2.1  The Lab vs. The Field 
For researchers and practitioners who are intent on evaluating mobile computing 
tasks, there was (and still is) a tension between the choice of the lab and the field study due to 
their tradeoffs. The lab has a high degree of experimental control, it places lesser demands on 
practitioners’ time and resources, data collection is enhanced in the lab (dedicated facilities 
can even be built) and lab studies are generally easier to replicate (Delikostidis, Fritze, 
Fechner, & Kray, 2015; Kjeldskov & Graham, 2003; Zhang & Adipat, 2005). However, the 
lab suffers from its deficiency in recreating the context of use for a given task, which reduces 
the ecological validity of studies and calls into question the real-world legitimacy of findings 
obtained from such evaluations. On the other hand, the field study exposes context of use 
factors that are important to task outcomes (e.g., quirks of the real task environment, 
mobility, divided attention)—all of which facilitate authentic behaviors in participants and 




Overgaard, Pedersen, Stage, & Stenild, 2006; Zhang & Adipat, 2005). The drawbacks of 
field studies include: Greater time and resource commitments from practitioners, complicated 
data collection, reduced experimental control, and study replication (i.e., the reproducibility 
of results) poses a challenge. Delikostidis et al. (2015) summarize the tradeoffs between 
these methods by stating, “Key disadvantages of either method are the inverse of the other 
method’s key benefits…” (p. 258). 
Given the legacy of HCI evaluations, which were once broadly focused on personal 
computing tasks that occurred in static settings, and the familiarity of researchers and 
practitioners with the methods of that era, it is reasonable that surveys of mobile HCI 
practices have shown that the lab method is predominant (Kjeldskov & Graham, 2003; 
Kjeldskov & Paay, 2012). The preponderance of lab studies to field studies in mobile HCI 
contradicts the assumption that, due to the nature of mobile device use, evaluations “should 
be done in the field” (Kjeldskov, Skov, Als, & Høegh, 2004, p. 62). Kjeldskov et al. (2004) 
tested this assumption by comparing outcomes between lab and field evaluations of the same 
task. They found that outcomes of their lab evaluation of a mobile, medical data collection 
task (in a simulated hospital setting) corresponded to field study outcomes. They concluded 
that a field study was not “worth the hassle.” In response, Nielsen et al. (2006) compared the 
outcomes of lab and field evaluations centered on a different task—one that involved skilled 
fieldworkers who used a mobile computer to register their use of equipment, materials, 
mileage and time. Contradicting the findings of Kjeldskov et al., Nielsen et al. concluded that 
field studies were indeed “worth the hassle.” Nielsen et al. found significantly more usability 
problems during their field evaluation and also recognized problems related to cognitive load 




2.2.2  Building on Lab and Field Evaluation Techniques 
Though a number of mobile HCI papers have argued for either lab or field 
evaluations, this dissertation reflects the views of those researchers who have taken the 
position that both methods have their place (Kjeldskov & Paay, 2012; Kjeldskov & Skov, 
2014; Nielsen, 1998). In a longitudinal review of mobile HCI research methods, despite 
finding that only 5% of multi-method evaluations explicitly combined lab and field studies 
(as is done in this dissertation), Kjeldskov and Paay (2012) maintain that “lab and field 
evaluations both have justification, albeit for studying different things, and therefore should 
be combined and integrated” (p. 75). Furthermore, Nielsen (1998) highlights that learnings 
from one method can lead to substantial improvements in the other. Both points are 
embraced in the present work, where field experiments conducted by the author’s research 
group (Batinov et al., 2016; Whitney et al., 2011; Whitney et al., 2010) were built on earlier 
lab evaluations (Rusch et al., 2012; Rusch, 2008) and vice versa (Batinov et al., 2013). 
Kjeldskov and Skov (2014) highlight improvements in both lab and field evaluation 
techniques that enable both to better converge on a shared goal: To balance ecological 
validity with experimental control. “From the lab study side our community has arrived at 
new ways of simulating context, and from the field study side it has arrived at new ways of 
experimentation in situ” (Kjeldskov & Skov, 2014, p. 7). 
Because field studies are generally more difficult to conduct than lab studies, a 
proposed alternative is to conduct lab studies on mobile computing that incorporate aspects 
of a task’s context of use, including the mobility of the user, in order to achieve more 
ecologically valid outcomes while maintaining the benefits of a controlled lab setting (Brade 




dissertation builds on an earlier lab experiment that incorporated photos of a real-world task 
environment (i.e., a neighborhood) to better contextualize a location-based task for the sake 
of comparing two digital map interfaces (Rusch et al., 2012; Rusch, 2008). The Rusch et al. 
(2012) experiment simulated task scenarios in a stationary setting while participants 
interacted with a digital map in a seated position. However, fieldworkers in the real world 
would complete the task in a standing position while holding the mobile device, they would 
be able to walk and freely explore the neighborhood, and they would be responsible for route 
planning and navigation. Though Rusch et al. simulated some elements of the task 
environment, it became clear that much of the task’s context of use could not be reflected 
using this method. More “immersive” alternatives to the lab-based approach of Rusch et al. 
were desired to further evaluate “address verification,” which is the location-based task that 
is central to the present work. 
2.3  An Opportunity for the Use of a Virtual Environment 
Virtual environments (VEs) are artificial, computer-driven environments that can 
simulate one’s presence in both real and imaginary worlds. VEs play an important role in 
HCI research because they drive studies that pertain to evaluation (Bhimani, 2017; Brade et 
al., 2017; Brade, Lorenz, Klimant, Pürzel, & Putz, 2016; Busch, Lorenz, Tscheligi, 
Hochleitner, & Schulz, 2014; Delikostidis, Fechner, Fritze, AbdelMouty, & Kray, 2013; 
Delikostidis et al., 2015) and to cognitive inquiry (Durlach et al., 2000; Nathanael, 
Vosniakos, & Mosialos, 2010; van der Ham, Faber, Venselaar, van Kreveld, & Löffler, 2015; 




2.3.1  Why use virtual environments to study a location-based task? 
Virtual environments offer a certain level of immersion that can induce cognitive 
states in users that would otherwise only be achieved in real-world situations. Lombard and 
Ditton (1997) describe this phenomenon as presence. A great deal of VE research and 
development is concerned with presence as it applies to visual experiences; thus, VEs are 
ideal for research involving spatial behavior and cognition. Furthermore, researchers have 
historically investigated human spatial abilities either by using psychometric tests or by 
exploring subject behavior in large natural environments, yet there is little empirical evidence 
that connects the psychometric literature to that of environmental cognition (Waller, 2005).  
Virtual environments may very well provide a solution to this dilemma. Durlach et al. (2000) 
outline four kinds of research that utilize VEs to study spatial behavior: 
• “VEs are being used as a research tool to help advance fundamental 
understanding of spatial behavior.” 
• “VEs are being used to help assess spatial abilities and skills.” 
• “Because users often find VEs confusing and difficult to navigate (often 
getting lost in them), efforts are being directed towards the development and 
evaluation of methods for improving spatial behavior in VEs.” 
• “Research is being conducted on the use of VEs to improve spatial behavior in 
the real world” (p. 594). 
Waller (2005) suggests that the nature of VEs make them a more logical choice than paper-
and-pencil tests for exploring spatial behavior in large-scale environments; this implies that 
they are also well suited for use in the study of location-based tasks.  
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Li and Longley (2006) used a CAVE-based immersive virtual environment to 
evaluate an application that provided location-based services; they determined that “richer 
and more diverse information” could be gleaned from such test environments to assess users’ 
wayfinding behaviors, however, no comparison was made to the field in this example. On the 
other hand, Delikostidis et al. (2015) used an “Immersive Video Environment” as a hybrid 
solution to evaluate a location-based task and compared their results to those of a field 
evaluation; this approach enabled them to identify nearly the same number of major usability 
problems as was seen in the field.  
The work presented in Chapter 4 of this dissertation is most similar to the work of 
Brade et al. (2017), who compare a CAVE-based immersive virtual environment to that of a 
field environment—an experimental design similar to that of Delikostidis et al. (2015). Brade 
et al. compared evaluation outcomes of a mobile computing task in their “virtual field 
environment” to those of a real field environment with respect to measures of presence, 
usability, and user experience. Using this approach, Brade et al. were able to achieve a high 
degree of immersion and interactivity in their virtual environment to better capture the 
ecological validity afforded to the field evaluation. The present work is also similar to that of 
Brade et al. in that their task involved pedestrian navigation in a large-scale environment 
relative to the virtual environments that are frequently cited in such work. Brade et al. 
concluded that studies in a high-fidelity “virtual field environment” can be concrete 
alternatives to real field environments for the evaluation of mobile computing products. 
2.3.2  Spatial Behavior in Virtual Environments 
Studies in computer and software use have indicated that spatial ability explains a 




studies concerning virtual environments (Durlach et al., 2000). For example, Koh and von 
Wiegand (1999) conducted a study that required subjects to learn the spatial configuration of 
a building floor either by studying the actual location, a physical model, a non-immersive 
virtual environment (VE) or an immersive virtual environment (IVE). They discovered that 
differences in spatial orientation—as determined by a Guilford and Zimmerman (1947) 
orientation test—explained more variance in participant performance in the virtual 
environments than did their treatment conditions (i.e., learning via: route, survey, or 
composite views). Arnold and Farrell (2003) suggest that such orientation differences stem 
from two interacting sources: (1) the dissimilarity of virtual and real-world environments and 
(2) the complexity of wayfinding. 
Arnold and Farrell (2003) make an important distinction between VE and real-world 
navigation by quoting James J. Gibson (1979), a psychologist renowned for his work in 
visual perception: “one sees the environment not with the eyes but with the eyes-in-the-head-
on-the-body-resting-on-the-ground” (p. 205). This quote describes proprioception: one’s 
sense of position and movement with respect to one’s own body. Arnold and Farrell (2003) 
stress that the absence of natural motion and other proprioceptive cues can be problematic in 
VE studies; they state, “in VEs, participants are effectively disembodied” (p. 659). As a 
result of this, VE studies have demonstrated that people’s perception of distance (Witmer & 
Kline, 1998) and location (Richardson, Montello, & Hegarty, 1999; Riecke & Wiener, 2006) 
are subject to error. In fact, missing vestibular and proprioceptive cues have been shown to 
impair spatial updating during imagined, real, and virtual locomotion (Klatzky & Loomis, 
1998).  
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Advances in the fidelity of displays, graphics rendering, and capabilities that enable 
navigation in VEs have increased immersion, narrowing the gap between VE and real-world 
experiences. Riecke, Heyde, and Bülthoff (2004); (2005) for example, observed that visual 
cues alone were sufficient to trigger spatial updating in a VE driven by a head-mounted 
display (HMD). Fully-immersive VEs—such as the CAVE used in Chapter 4 of this 
dissertation—are among the most effective ways to mimic real world experiences (Arns & 
Cruz-Neira, 2004; Bowman, Davis, Hodges, & Badre, 1999; Brade et al., 2017; Cruz-Neira, 
Sandin, & DeFanti, 1993; Li & Longley, 2006; Waller, Hunt, & Knapp, 1998). 
Wayfinding, the cognitive aspect of navigation, is closely tied to motion. Given that 
many cues of motion are missing in VEs, it is useful to understand the degree to which the 
visual stimulus can sufficiently support tasks that require spatial cognition. Darken and Sibert 
(1996) used a non-immersive VE to explore connections between map usage and navigation. 
They demonstrate that principles of real-world wayfinding and spatial knowledge acquisition 
can be implemented in VEs to support skilled wayfinding behavior. Darken and Sibert 
suggest that VEs should take advantage of environmental design methodology.  For example, 
the inclusion of urban design elements such as paths, edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks 
(Lynch, 1960) allow VE users to make spatial connections within their environment. The VR 
lab that is discussed in this dissertation takes advantage of such cues because the underlying 
VE is a 3D model (replica) of a real-world neighborhood and faithfully reflects many of its 
important urban design features. 
 Map usage techniques for wayfinding should also be considered. Darken and Cevik 




• “Targeted search: A searching task in which the target in question is shown on 
the virtual map.” 
• “Primed search: A searching task in which the location of the target is known, 
but the target does not appear on the virtual map.” 
• “Naïve search: A search task in which there is no prior knowledge of the 
whereabouts of the target in question and the target is not shown on the map.” 
• “Exploration: A wayfinding task in which there is no specific target.” (p. 135) 
They conclude that for egocentric tasks such as targeted searches, a forward-up map 
orientation is preferred over north-up. However, a north-up orientation is superior for 
geocentric tasks such as primed or naïve searches (map planning tasks are similar in nature).  
Furthermore, Darken and Cevik (1999) report, “Under almost every possible condition, 
individuals with high spatial abilities will be able to use either type of map better than 
individuals with low spatial abilities” (p. 139). These findings are congruent with those of 
Aretz & Wickens (1992).    
While it is important that we base VE research design and methodology on specific 
use cases, it is clear that spatial cognition theory should always be considered. As virtual 
reality systems advance and techniques are developed to provide experiences that better 
reflect those of the real world, many of the obstacles that inhibit spatial cognition in VEs will 
be mitigated or resolved. 
2.4  Considerations for the Fieldworker 
“The least flexible component of any system is the user.”  -Lowell Jay Arthur 
Consider the U. S. Decennial Census: It is said to involve the largest mobilization of a 




seasonal Census fieldworkers are unique from the specialists who tend to support the data 
collection needs of other organizations. Some of the characteristics that differentiate Census 
fieldworkers include: 
• Their demographics vary widely (e.g., culture, gender, age, experience, education). 
• They often are recruited, hired, and complete their job within a narrow time frame. 
• They likely have limited (if any) experience with Census operations. 
• They receive minimal training. 
These characteristics make it difficult to generalize an effective design for interfaces that 
support seasonal Census operations. In fact, there is no “typical” Census fieldworker. Yet, in 
order to increase the usability of the devices that they might use as tools, UCD emphasizes a 
focus on relevant user characteristics that can lead to better designs. With this end goal in 
mind, a major thread of this research involves the classification and evaluation of users based 
on cognitive ability. 
2.4.1  Individual Differences 
Many of the works seminal to human-computer interaction (HCI) emphasize a user-
centered approach for developing effective systems and software.  Designers and engineers 
are urged to conduct user analysis early so that they may better understand how differences 
in human ability and predisposition impact the usability of a product (Dillon & Watson, 
1996). Murray and Kluckhohn (1948) eloquently capture the consequence of such 
differences: “Every man is in certain respects (a) like all other men, (b) like some other men, 
(c) like no other man" (p. 35). By understanding how physiological, psychological, social, 





People differ considerably in how well they perform a variety of tasks. Such 
differences span a wide range of abilities. For example, gender, experience, age, navigational 
strategy, and working memory ability have been found to account for significant variance in 
navigational performance (Baldwin & Reagan, 2009). With such a vast amount of user 
characteristics, each of which could potentially impact a given task’s outcome, scholars have 
responded by developing frameworks for accommodating individual differences in users 
(Egan & Gomez, 1985; Messick, 1976). Egan and Gomez (1985) propose a three-stage 
approach: (1) relevant user characteristics are isolated; (2) an understanding of the quality 
and extent of these differences is established; and (3) the task or system is modified 
accordingly. In a similar fashion, Benyon, Crerar, and Wilkinson (2001) offer two questions 
that should be answered with respect to individual differences and HCI applications: (1) How 
do people differ?; and (2) Which differences are pertinent to the HCI application? 
Psychological Differences 
The physiological and sociocultural categories outlined by Benyon et al. (2001) 
certainly play an important role in HCI; however, psychological differences bear the greatest 
influence on the present work. Benyon et al. give prominence to psychological differences in 
this excerpt: 
Computers are general-purpose machines and using computer systems is, to a 
large extent, a cognitive activity. HCI involves information processing and is 
concerned with the acquisition, manipulation, and expression of abstract 
symbols that signify something else. Most other systems allow for some form 
of physical interaction, allowing the user to look inside and see how it works.  
The user of such physical artifacts can employ a broad range of strategies, 
which are unavailable to the computer user, who must judge the system purely 
by its external displays.  This is the reason why individual differences in 






Benyon et al. assert that despite there being a large number of psychological differences, 
most fall within three sub-categories: personality, cognitive style, and intelligence. 
An understanding of cognitive style and intelligence offer promise with respect to 
field data collection. Cognitive style can be expressed as the various modes of cognition that 
manifest themselves through stable attitudes, preferences, or habitual strategies—these 
determine an individual’s approach to perceiving, remembering, thinking, and problem 
solving (Messick, 1976). Dillon and Watson (1996) consider cognitive style to be the 
information-processing equivalent of personality. “[Cognitive styles] are used when 
acquiring new knowledge through perception, its subsequent storage in long-term memory, 
and finally its application in thought” (Benyon et al., 2001, p. 26). Dimensions such as “field 
dependence-independence”, “holism-serialism”, and “reflective-impulsive” exemplify the 
bipolar nature of cognitive style. Depending on the task, one’s affinity to either pole of a 
particular cognitive style dimension could potentially benefit or detriment performance. 
Dillon and Watson (1996) suggest that, in addition to personality constructs, cognitive style 
is hard to distinguish and therefore offers little for the sake of predicting user performance.  
However, participants of the studies featured in the present work are expected to demonstrate 
unique approaches to wayfinding, navigation, and the address verification task as a whole; 
these represent task-specific cognitive styles, which may be tied to abilities that do in fact 
offer predictive power (e.g., spatial ability). Some examples of such cognitive styles include 
map usage style (track-up vs. north-up) and heading preference (egocentric vs. allocentric).   
Cognitive style is not to be confused with intelligence; both describe cognitive 
processing, but they differ in measure. Cognitive style is a measure of the form that cognition 




processing (Benyon et al., 2001). Where cognitive style dimensions are often bipolar, 
intelligence dimensions are unipolar and value directional; for example, high spatial ability is 
superior to low spatial ability (Messick, 1976). This is why measures of intelligence are 
particularly useful for user and task analysis.  Differences stemming from a subcomponent of 
intelligence—spatial ability—are focal to each of the studies discussed in this dissertation. 
Spatial Ability 
Spatial ability can be defined as “the ability to generate, retain, retrieve, and 
transform well-structured visual images” (Lohman, 1996, p. 99). Lohman (1996) describes 
spatial ability components as “pivotal constructs of all models of human abilities.” The 
isolation of such ability has roots in 20th Century studies of human reasoning and mechanical 
aptitude. These studies aimed to show that spatial ability is useful in predicting job 
performance and success in vocational/technical training programs (McGee, 1979).  Because 
spatial ability is a ubiquitous reasoning skill, it has proven to be robust with regard to user 
classification. Spatial ability has been closely tied to general intelligence (Spearman & Wynn 
Jones, 1950), working memory capacity (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974), field-independent 
creativity Lohman (1996), higher-order thinking in STEM domains (Wai, Lubinski, & 
Benbow, 2009), and computer/software use (Benyon et al., 2001; Egan & Gomez, 1985; 
Norman, 1994; Pak, Rogers, & Fisk, 2006; Stanney & Salvendy, 1992). 
The literature concerning address verification (Murphy & Nusser, 2003; Rusch et al., 
2012; Rusch, 2008) suggests that computer and interface designs that account for the spatial 
ability of users may be promising. This is reasonable considering that in addition to the link 
with computer and software usage, spatial ability has been tied to individual differences in 
map usage (Aretz & Wickens, 1992; Darken & Cevik, 1999; Willis, Hölscher, Wilbertz, & 




2009; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982)—all  of which are key to the address verification 
task. It is also believed that spatial cognition and decision making are important factors for 
the address verification task, whereby fieldworkers must visually compare GIS-based 
materials and maps (which contain housing unit data points that may or may not be 
geospatially accurate) to the topography of their assignment area. For example, in two 
ethnographic studies, Murphy and Nusser (2003) showed that the use of digital navigation 
aids by Census Bureau employees led to “improved average performance as well as more 
consistent performance across addresses in an assignment” (p. 5).  Furthermore, the “Virginia 
study” results indicate that spatial ability (as measured by psychometric tests) was positively 
correlated to the number of completed assignments. The work of Murphy and Nusser (2003) 
suggests that a user-centered design approach, which accounts for individual differences in 
spatial ability, may help to improve the designs of field data collection systems. The Rusch et 
al. (2012) findings further support this conclusion. 
Ekstrom et al. (1976) describe spatial visualization as the ability to mentally 
restructure or rotate an image or configuration of spatial patterns. While numerous other 
definitions of spatial visualization exist, McGee (1979) asserts: 
All involve the ability to mentally manipulate, rotate, twist, or invert a 
pictorially presented stimulus object. The underlying ability seems to involve 
a process of recognition, retention, and recall of a configuration in which there 
is movement among the internal parts of the configuration [Thurstone, 1938] 
or the recognition, retention, and recall of an object manipulated in three-
dimensional space [French, 1951] or which involves the folding or unfolding 
of flat patterns [Ekstrom et al., 1976].  (p. 893) 
 
Norman (1994) cites spatial visualization as “the primary cognitive factor driving differences 
in performance using computers” (p. 195). Spatial visualization has also been identified as 




& Wickens, 1992). This subcomponent of spatial ability appears to be critical to address 
verification. In work closely related to that of this dissertation,  Batinov (2017) demonstrates  
that participants’ spatial visualization ability can be identified based on their digital map 
usage patterns as they carry out the address verification task.  Batinov (2017) examined map 
usage patterns of participants who completed the task in three separate environments: A non-
immersive lab, an immersive lab, and the field (i.e., the real world). His work suggests that 
once such differences are identified, software designs can then adapt to users in order to 
better accommodate them. This premise of accommodating differences in participants’ 
spatial visualization ability through adaptive interface designs is demonstrated in the follow-
up work of Patanasakpinyo (2017) and Patanasakpinyo et al. (2018).  
Classifying Fieldworkers Using Psychometric Tests 
Research in psychology has proven that we can quantify mental abilities with the aid 
of cognitive tests. Spearman (1904) developed statistically correlated tests that ushered in a 
general form of intelligence where a single factor (g)—general intelligence—is common to 
all intellectual activities, while a number of sub-factors (s) are further associated with distinct 
tasks. While Spearman focused on similarities in cognitive scores, Thurstone (1938) focused 
on statistical differences; this approach allowed for the identification of seven primary mental 
abilities: Perceptual speed, memory, verbal meaning, spatial ability, numerical ability, 
inductive reasoning, and verbal fluency. In 1963, the Educational Testing Service (ETS) 
introduced a kit of factor-referenced tests (French, Ekstrom, & Price, 1963). The experiments 
of this dissertation utilize several tests from this kit to probe and differentiate individuals 
based on cognitive aptitude; these tests include: Visualization (VZ), visual memory (MV) 
and perceptual speed (P-2). A separate measure of perspective-taking ability (Kozhevnikov, 




intelligence studies (Carroll, 1993) further validates the efficacy of such an approach to user 
classification. 
The aforementioned strides in intelligence classification are important because they 
allow us to identify, validate, and establish tests for mental abilities that have been shown to 
predictably influence user performance on various tasks. These mental abilities evidently 
influence the specific field data collection task (address verification) of concern in this 
dissertation (Batinov et al., 2015; Batinov, et al., 2011; Batinov et al., 2013; Batinov, 2017; 
Batinov et al., 2016; Meng et al., 2015; Murphy & Nusser, 2003; Thitivatr et al., 2018; 
Patanasakpinyo, 2017; Rusch, 2008; Rusch et al., 2012; Whitney et al., 2011; Whitney et al., 
2010). 
Spatial Ability and Software 
Benyon et al. (2001) state, “Of all the components of intelligence, spatial ability is the 
one that has been most frequently studied in connection with software use” (p. 25). Spatial 
ability has been positively correlated to users’ navigational efficiency with file systems 
(Vicente et al., 1987) and hypertext (Chen & Rada, 1996). Database and World Wide Web 
search task performance (Benyon, 1993; Downing, Moore, & Brown, 2005; Zhang & 
Salvendy, 2001) also show correlations to spatial aptitude. More recent work has shown that 
spatial ability is useful in characterizing users during software evaluations (Batinov et al., 
2013; Batinov, 2017; Batinov et al., 2016; Campbell, 2011; Whitney et al., 2011) as well as 
in accommodating individual differences in users through the software interface (Chellappan, 
2012; Chellappan & Miller, 2014; Patanasakpinyo et al., 2018; Patanasakpinyo, 2017). 
Because tasks such as these involve the interpretation of computer-based information, their 
dependency on spatial visualization can primarily be attributed to users’ interaction with 




cues will place additional demands on spatial visualization ability and will likely add some 
level of spatial orientation to the mix of relevant cognitive processes. Furthermore, such 
applications often use maps to represent spatial information. 
Digital maps introduce new challenges to the way that we acquire spatial knowledge.  
They are abstract visualizations that lack the tactility afforded to paper maps. Furthermore, 
maps depicted by mobile devices are constrained by screen real estate, thereby forcing users 
to rely on operations such as panning and zooming to achieve desired views (Büring, Gerken, 
& Reiterer, 2006). The side effects are apparent: Studies that contrast digital and paper map 
usage indicate that digital maps contribute to poorer route and survey-based knowledge 
(Ishikawa, Fujiwara, Imai, & Okabe, 2008; Münzer, Zimmer, Schwalm, Baus, & Aslan, 
2006; Willis et al., 2009). This is likely a consequence of the fragmented availability and 
focus of relevant spatial cues in situations where map information is used to support 
navigation. Willis et al. (2009) note, “Mobile spatial applications tend to work on a model 
where the individual is not encouraged to plan a spatial task, i.e., to conceptualize a 
schematic form of information and then act on it, but instead to proceed in a task where 
information is delivered incrementally…” (p. 109). 
In an NSF report on GIS services (Hecht & Kucera, 2000), it is suggested that 
researchers (1) “Extend the promise of cognitive research to make geographic information 
technologies more accessible to inexperienced and disadvantaged users” and (2) “Support 
research on multiple representations/interfaces focused on task-specific (procedural) 
workflow classes” (p. 2). The work presented in this dissertation is in line with these 
recommendations; it is grounded in spatial cognition theory and continues work that has 




(Batinov et al., 2011; Nusser, Goodchild, Clarke, & Miller, 2004; Nusser, Miller, Clarke, & 
Goodchild, 2002; Nusser & Fox, 2002; Rusch et al., 2012; Rusch, 2008; Whitney et al., 
2011). Egan and Gomez (1985) propose a three-stage approach to handling individual 
differences: They should be (1) isolated, (2) assayed, and (3) accommodated. The application 
of this methodology has prompted the enhancement and redesign of numerous kinds of 
interfaces, resulting in improved software user performance on a variety of tasks (Benyon, 
1993; Downing et al., 2005; Patanasakpinyo et al., 2018; Patanasakpinyo, 2017; Stanney & 
Salvendy, 1992; Vicente et al., 1987). There is far greater potential in accommodating 
individual differences in spatial ability for software that supports field surveying because 
such tasks are spatial in nature and typically require the use of digital maps. 
2.5  Cognitive Considerations for The Task 
Failing to adequately address user-centered design (UCD) at the onset of a project can be 
catastrophic, even when proper UCD practices are subsequently adopted. A deep 
understanding of users and their tasks is key to requirements-gathering. In order to create 
more usable artifacts, “design teams are urged to perform user and task analyses at the 
earliest stages of product development” (Dillon & Watson, 1996, p. 1). The central task of 
the three studies outlined in this research is known as “address verification”. During address 
verification, the fieldworker carries at least two materials: (1) a list that denotes the 
residences to be verified and (2) a map that displays the geospatial location of all “known” 
residences in the area. The fieldworker uses these materials for: 
• Route planning and navigation (How do I find my assigned addresses?). 




• Updating geospatial information (What changes need to be made to update or 
correct errors that are reflected by my materials?). 
This section will cover several aspects of cognition that are relevant to the address 
verification task as well as approaches that have been used in similar work to take these 
elements into consideration. 
2.5.1  The Acquisition of Spatial Knowledge 
During address verification, decisions are made based on the environmental 
configuration of housing units and any landmarks that are used to anchor them. It becomes 
necessary for the fieldworker to acquire an appropriate level of spatial knowledge about their 
assigned area. In a comprehensive review of allocentric and egocentric spatial 
representations, (Klatzky (1998) designates reference frames as a means to represent entity 
locations in space. Individuals use egocentric reference frames (ERF) to encode things based 
on their own position (e.g., to my right), whereas allocentric reference frames, also termed 
geocentric or world reference frames (WRF), allow for encoding that is irrespective to self-
position (e.g., to the east). Spatial knowledge is built around these reference frames in 
various scenarios—the two most common are (1) through direct exposure to the environment 
and (2) through the use of maps. The following section outlines the underlying processes 
behind these two methods. 
2.5.2  Acquiring Spatial Knowledge via Environment 
The research of Hart and Moore (1973) suggests that we establish spatial frames of 
reference based on three developmental stages: (1) egocentric orientation, (2) fixed frame of 
reference orientation, and (3) coordinated frame of reference orientation. During egocentric 




frame of reference stage, we orient ourselves based on the fixed locations of environmental 
objects. Finally, during the coordinated frame of reference stage, we acquire an allocentric 
orientation, i.e., we no longer rely on referencing based on our own position. Coordinated 
frames of reference allow us to perceive many possible routes to destinations based on a 
comprehensive knowledge of environmental objects that can be described abstractly (e.g., 
cardinal directions). In the experiments of this dissertation, it is likely that participants will 
not be able to operate based on coordinated frames of reference because they will have 
limited to no prior knowledge of the study area (based on screening procedures) and the 
study exercise is limited in its duration. 
The work of Siegel and White (1975) proposes the Landmark-Route-Survey (LRS) 
model, which consists of three phases that are defined by: (1) landmark recognition, (2) route 
knowledge, and (3) survey knowledge. During landmark recognition, we declare salient 
objects in the environment but we do not yet integrate them into a cognitive map. As we 
develop route knowledge, we make connections between landmarks and path intersections, 
we cluster them, and then we link them via topological relationships. In order to finally 
establish survey knowledge, we develop coordinated frames of reference within and across 
these clustered landmarks and path intersections. This cognitive process is complementary to 
that proposed by Hart and Moore (1973). 
Egocentric and allocentric perspectives, landmark recognition, and the use of 
reference frames enable individuals to create cognitive maps so that they may conceptualize 
their surroundings. Location-based tasks require the use of such cognitive maps, which is 
atypical to most software usage scenarios. Modern field surveyors must rely on spatial 




skills to align digital maps with newly acquired environmental knowledge. How then do we 
bridge route-based knowledge with that which is acquired from maps? 
2.5.3  Acquiring Spatial Knowledge via Maps 
If you were traveling with a group, would you want to hold the map or would you 
pass it to someone else? Your answer may very well depend on your spatial visualization and 
perspective taking abilities. Aretz and Wickens (1992) conducted two experiments to explore 
the cognitive processes that affect how people mentally rotate map displays. They 
determined that in order to achieve navigational awareness during egocentric tasks, 
individuals must perform mental rotations so that their map stays congruent with their 
forward view of the environment, i.e., the top of the map always reflects one’s heading rather 
than north. Aretz and Wickens (1992) found that the time required to perform this mental 
rotation is roughly a linear function of the rotation angle of the map with respect to its 
forward-up (track-up) alignment. As mental rotation becomes increasingly difficult during a 
map-driven task, other strategies may be employed to resolve misalignments between the 
map and the environment.  For example, researchers have observed frequent map rotations 
by individuals completing address verification tasks in spatially complex environments 
(Batinov et al., 2011; Batinov et al., 2016; Whitney et al., 2011; Whitney et al., 2010). 
Darken and Peterson (2001) assert that if a map is used before navigation, for 
example during a geocentric task such as route planning, the mental transformations outlined 
by Aretz and Wickens (1992) are not necessary (note: we are likely to orient maps north-up 
in these situations). There is preliminary evidence that links spatial ability to one’s tendency 
to perform this kind of planning using maps for such surveying tasks (Batinov et al., 2011; 




phenomenon might be that spatial knowledge that is acquired during map-based planning 
must still be translated and transformed during subsequent navigation. One’s proficiency and 
confidence in his/her ability to carry out geocentric planning, to store the plan in memory, 
and to later perform mental transformations could very well affect whether or not they decide 
to plan at the onset. This theory is supported by Aretz and Wickens (1992) conclusion that, 
“When an image must be held in memory, mental rotation becomes more difficult and may 
not be the desired strategy” (p. 325). 
2.6  Conclusion 
User and task analysis approaches from the literature have been applied to the 
experiments of this dissertation. From the user analysis angle, this research takes people’s 
spatial abilities into account to examine differences in behavior, task performance and 
workflows. In the literature, the consideration of users’ spatial ability with respect to 
computer and software use has frequently revealed connections to task outcomes. 
Furthermore, task analysis has shown that the skills that are necessary to complete the 
address verification task require some degree of spatial reasoning. In order to verify a map’s 
accuracy, users are expected to interpret the map, plan routes, navigate on foot, and compare 
homes seen in a neighborhood to their depictions on the map. In identifying the components 
of the address verification task, we see an interconnection between users’ spatial ability and 
task demands. The literature on wayfinding, navigation, the acquisition of spatial knowledge, 
and their connections to map use are germane to the present work. 
The literature has shown that evaluation methods for mobile computing tasks such as 
this, whereby the context of use is important to task outcomes, should be carefully 
considered. In order to better balance ecological validity with experimental control, mobile 
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HCI practitioners continue to advance both field and lab evaluation methods. In this 
dissertation, both methods are used in accordance with the literature to examine and conduct 
experiments on the address verification task—in comparison, Kjeldskov and Paay (2012) 
reported that only 5% of the mobile HCI studies that were reviewed in their longitudinal 
survey explicitly combined field and lab-based methods. 
The experiments covered in this dissertation are a synthesis of both lab and field 
methodologies, with each building on the learnings of the prior studies on the address 
verification task. The literature demonstrates that this approach enables researchers to 
advance mobile HCI methods while offering deeper insights into phenomena of interest 
(Nielsen, 1998). The field experiments discussed in Chapter 3 combine the methodological 
strengths of both a prior lab experiment and field study. For example, the quantitative 
techniques used to examine task performance in the earliest lab experiment were combined 
with qualitative techniques used in the earliest field study to better understand participant 
behavior and workflows. Furthermore, in Chapter 4, a virtual reality lab is used to better 
simulate the environmental context of the field, hence increasing the resulting study’s 
ecological validity—this is an improvement to the approach used in the earliest lab 
experiment to simulate the task environment. Outcomes of the VR lab evaluation are 
compared to a field evaluation that shares its study design—both of which build on the 
mixed-methods approach used in the field experiments that are discussed in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3 – TWO FIELD EXPERIMENTS ON A LOCATION-BASED TASK 
3.1  Introduction 
In this chapter, two experiments are discussed: Field Experiment 1 (FE1) and Field 
Experiment 2 (FE2). These field experiments combined the methodological strengths of two 
prior studies—Rusch’s Lab Experiment and the Ethnographic Field Study—which are 
discussed in the Earlier Studies Section. As was done in the Ethnographic Field Study, we 
conducted the field experiments in an authentic task environment—a real neighborhood. In 
addition to collecting qualitative data on participants as they completed the task, we recorded 
quantitative data as had been done in Rusch’s Lab Experiment. Quantitative measures 
included task performance data, measures of participants’ spatial visualization ability and 
several other cognitive abilities. Table 3.1 provides an overview of the field experiments 
discussed in this chapter as well as the earlier, related studies. 
Table 3.1 Overview of Field Experiments Discussed in Chapter 3. 
Study or Experiment 























































































Rusch’s Lab Experiment1 X X X X X X 
Ethnographic Field Study2 X X X X X 
Field Experiment 1 (oblique streets) X X X X X X X X X 
Field Experiment 2 (oblique + grid) X X X X X X X X X 
VR/Field Experiment (oblique streets) X X X X X X X X X X X 
1 A prior lab experiment used for comparison (Rusch et al., 2012; Rusch, 2008); related, but not an experiment covered in this dissertation. 
2 A prior field study used for comparison; related, but not a study covered in this dissertation. 
Field Experiment 1 is a smaller study (N = 10) that was situated in a neighborhood 
consisting of a complex network of streets that ran and intersected at odd, oblique angles. 
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Field Experiment 2 is a larger study (N = 26). For FE2, we retained half of the study area 
used in FE1 and added a new portion where the streets were arranged in a grid-like 
(orthogonal) pattern that is more typical of neighborhood street layouts. The six address 
verification scenarios for FE2 were divided between the two neighborhood halves. The goal 
of modifying the study area for FE2 was to examine if differences in street layout had a 
noticeable impact on participants’ behaviors and task outcomes.   
Relationships between the spatial ability of participants and their task outcomes were 
further explored in FE1 and FE2. Participants were screened into two groups based on their 
cognitive test scores: A high spatial visualization ability group (HighVZ) and a low spatial 
visualization ability group (LowVZ). Additionally, rather than use the mobile devices and 
digital maps of the prior studies, FE1 and FE2 participants were given paper maps and 
written materials to complete the address verification scenarios. This decision was made so 
that the task could be better understood before bringing in technologies that might affect 
study outcomes via pre-existing software designs and workflows.  
3.2  Organization 
In this chapter, the overarching research questions for both experiments are presented. 
The methods and results of FE1 and FE2 are described and discussed in sequence, followed 
by a conclusion for the overall work.  
3.3  Research Questions 
1. What can be learned about the address verification task by using a mixed-methods
approach?
2. How do people use printed maps and written materials to complete the address
verification task?
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3. How will differences in participants’ spatial visualization ability affect task
outcomes?
4. How will differences in the neighborhood layout affect task outcomes?
3.4  Field Experiment 1: Address Verification, a Paper Map, and Oblique 
Streets 
3.4.1  Method 
       This section covers the method used in Field Experiment 1 (IRB ID: 09-386).
Subsections address the topics of participant recruitment and screening, the address
verification task, study materials, the study neighborhood, and the study procedure. 
Participant Recruitment and Screening 
University students responded to posters placed around campus and to ads posted on 
a student web portal. A total of 39 students applied to the study. Study applicants completed 
psychometric tests that assessed spatial visualization ability (VZ-2) and visual memory (MV-
2) (Ekstrom et al., 1976), as well as perspective taking ability (Kozhevnikov et al., 2006).
Applicants also completed a survey that collected demographic information and assessed 
their knowledge of surrounding neighborhoods—those who were familiar with the study 
neighborhood were not considered. Out of the thirty-nine applicants, ten participants were 
selected. Stratified sampling was used, where the five highest and the five lowest scoring 
participants on the spatial visualization tests were divided into a high spatial visualization 
group (HighVZ) and a low spatial visualization group (LowVZ). All applicants signed 
informed consent forms at the onset of the study and received separate gift cards for their 
participation in the screening and the field exercise appointments. Field Experiment 1 
documentation can be referenced in Appendix A. 
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The Address Verification Task 
During the address verification task, participants walked through a neighborhood to 
find and verify six residential addresses with the aid of a paper map. Upon locating a 
residence, participants were to confirm whether its existence and location were accurately 
reflected on the map based on the label and placement of the residence’s “map spot” as 
shown in Figure 3.1. 
Figure 3.1 A “map spot” is shown and a definition is provided. 
In scenarios where participants identified a discrepancy between an assigned 
residence and its corresponding map spot, they were instructed to correct the map. The 
possible map editing scenarios are shown in Table 3.2. Key task performance metrics for the 
study include participants’ task time, distance traveled, and the frequency of their address 
verification errors. 
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Figure 3.2 Diagram exemplifying a participant with materials. 
Table 3.2 Possible Address Verification Scenarios and Their Descriptions. 
Scenario Description 
Address confirmed 
Residence found in neighborhood is correctly shown on map; no change is 
necessary to the corresponding map spot. 
Address added 
Residence found in neighborhood is not on map; corresponding map spot 
should be added. 
Address removed 
Residence shown on map was not found in neighborhood; corresponding 
map spot should be removed. 
Address moved 
Residence shown on map was found in a different neighborhood location; 
existing map spot should be moved to the correct location. 
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Materials 
The map given to participants (see Figure 3.3) was generated by combining 
Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing System (TIGER\Line) 
Shapefiles using ESRI’s ArcGIS Desktop© software. The map consisted of two layers of 
information: (1) a street layer that showed the streets and their respective labels and (2) an 
address layer that depicted each residential address as a map spot accompanied by an address 
number. Each participant was provided a clipboard with a paper map of the neighborhood 
attached to the front side and attached to the back was a printed list of six residences that 
were to be verified. Participants were given a multi-colored pen so that they could update 
their map, add features (e.g., landmarks) and notes with color-coding if preferred. 
Participants were also outfitted with an audio recording device. 
To introduce errors to the study map given to participants, residences (i.e., map spots) 
were deliberately added, removed, or incorrectly placed on the map to create six specific 
address verification scenarios (see Table 3.3; Figure 3.3). The modifications made to the 
study map are as follows: 
• Two residences were removed; participants were to add them to the map to
correct it.
• Two residences were added; participants were to remove them from the map.
• Two addresses were moved; participants were to move them to their correct
locations on the map.
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Table 3.3 Address Verification Scenarios for Field Experiment 1. 
Scenario Map Edit Required Count 
Residence is correctly reflected on map No change to the map (spot) needed 0 
Residence is new or missing (not on map) Map spot added to map 2 
Residence no longer exists, but is on map Map spot removed from map 2 
Residence is incorrectly placed on the map Map spot moved to correct location 2 
Observers used both a GPS-enabled smart phone and written materials to collect 
quantitative and qualitative data. The GPS provided estimates of participants’ speed and 
distance. Latitude and longitude coordinates were logged. A JAVA program was written to 
convert each participant’s coordinates into query strings per the Google® Static Maps API—
this allowed us to generate rasterized maps of each participant’s path using the Google® 
Maps service. A questionnaire was given to participants (see Appendix A) at the end of the 
exercise to gain insight into map use, planning behavior, and task difficulty. 
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Figure 3.3 Field Experiment 1 map with a key and indicators to show the corrections that 




The Study Neighborhood 
The study neighborhood was selected after a review of residential areas using an 
online map service. Close attention was paid to the street layouts, the distribution and variety 
of residences, as well as proximity to the university. A residential area that would challenge 
participants in terms of orientation, navigation, and the address verification task was 
preferred. A neighborhood was selected near the university to ease logistics and the study 
area was confined to a particularly challenging cross section—approximately 1.3 square 
miles.  
The residential area was predominantly made up of oblique, non-uniform streets that 
seldom ran parallel to the cardinal directions. Many of the residential streets formed three-
way intersections known as Y-junctions, which can be more challenging to interpret than the 
more typical T-junction intersection. The streets often ran and intersected at odd angles that 
were not orthogonal like other residential areas, adding difficulty in terms of participants’ 
understanding of their location, bearing and direction of travel. There was variety in the types 
of residences (e.g., homes, duplexes, multi-unit buildings) and landmarks (e.g., a treehouse, 
playground, and large stadium). The mix and spread of occluding landmarks such as trees 
and fences also resulted in spotty line of sight from various vantage points. Overall, these 
features presented participants with notable difficulty in acquiring spatial knowledge and 
making task-related decisions. 
Procedure 
A researcher accompanied each participant to the study neighborhood. The task was 
explained along with the think aloud protocol. Participants were equipped with a digital 
recorder and microphone. Each participant was given three training addresses to verify, 
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which allowed them to ask questions and to get comfortable with the think aloud protocol. At 
the end of the training, the participant and observer reviewed the outcomes for the three 
training addresses to ensure that the procedure and objectives were clear. The participant and 
observer then returned to the starting location to begin the main exercise. The observer 
turned on the participant’s voice recorder and started a GPS application to record the 
participant’s route. The participant was given a clipboard that had a map of the study 
neighborhood attached to the front and on the back was a list of six addresses to verify. Each 
participant was shadowed by a researcher who carried coding sheets to record observations. 
The main exercise was completed after participants verified all six of the assigned 
residences. At the end of the exercise, participants answered an exit questionnaire on the task 
(see Appendix A). 
3.4.2  Experimental Design 
A between-subjects design was used. The task outcomes of two groups of participants 
were examined: Those who were screened into a high spatial visualization ability group 
(HighVZ) and those of a low spatial visualization ability group (LowVZ). This was achieved 
through stratified sampling, whereby participants whose VZ scores fell within predefined 
thresholds for high- and low-scorers were assigned to either group.  
3.4.3  Hypothesis 
We hypothesized that participants of the high spatial visualization group (HighVZ), 
given their spatial cognition advantages, would demonstrate superior overall task 
performance compared to their low spatial visualization counterparts (LowVZ). This 
hypothesis was tested per the three task performance variables, whereby: 




b) Shorter distance traveled is better. 
c) Fewer address verification errors are better. 
We also anticipated evidence of differences between the two participant groups with respect 
to task-related behaviors, strategies, and workflows. 
3.4.4  Variables Used in Analysis 
 Four categories of data were captured during the screening and field exercise: (1) 
cognitive test scores, (2) task performance metrics, (3) coded data from participants’ written 
materials, and (4) coded data from the observations that were recorded during the field study. 
This section covers the variables stemming from these categories. 
Cognitive Test Scores 
Participants were given cognitive tests prior to the field exercise and their scores were 
calculated. The tests are as follows:  
1) Spatial Visualization (VZ-2) – (Ekstrom et al., 1976).  
2) Perspective Taking – (Kozhevnikov et al., 2006). 
3) Visual Memory (MV-2) – (Ekstrom et al., 1976). 
Task Performance 
The following task performance metrics were captured during the field exercise:  
1) Task time – Task completion time for the address verification exercise.  
2) Distance traveled – The distances that participants traveled to complete the address 
verification task as determined by a GPS device that was carried by an observing 
researcher. 
3) Address verification errors – The total number of errors that participants made (or 
corrections that they failed to make) with respect to the address verification task and 




Participants’ Written Materials 
Participants received two printed sheets: (1) A paper map of the neighborhood that 
depicted the residences within and (2) a list of residences that they were asked to verify. 
During the field study, participants took notes on these materials using a multi-colored pen. 
These materials were collected, analyzed and coded based on the types of notes that 
participants jotted down. 
Recorded Observations 
One observer was present while participants completed the field study. Coding sheets 
were used to record participants’ behaviors and any relevant think aloud responses. These 
written materials were compiled and the observations were analyzed, categorized, and 
quantified. 
3.4.5  Results (FE1) 
Descriptive statistics for the cognitive test scores are shown in Table 3.4. Descriptive 
statistics for the task performance variables are shown in Table 3.5. In terms of task 
performance, the HighVZ group consistently outperformed the LowVZ group with shorter 
mean task time, shorter distance traveled, and fewer address verification errors. 
Table 3.4 Descriptive Statistics for Cognitive Test Scores by VZ Group (FE1). 
Performance Variable HighVZ Group LowVZ Group 
 n Mean SD n Mean SD 
Spatial Visualization 5 16.4 1.3 5 5.4 1.7 
Visual Memory 5 17.7 2.0 5 15.4 4.6 
Perspective Taking 5 24.9 1.1 5 10.4 4.8 
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Table 3.5 Descriptive Statistics for Task Performance Variables by VZ Group (FE1). 
Performance Variable HighVZ Group LowVZ Group 
n Mean SD n Mean SD 
Task time (min.) 5 32.2 7.0 5 47.8 16.4 
Distance traveled (mi.) 5 1.1 0.1 5 1.6 0.4 
Address verification errors 5 0.8 0.4 5 1.6 0.9 
Correlations of Cognitive Test Scores and Task Performance 
A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was computed to assess the 
relationship between task time and spatial visualization scores. There was a negative 
correlation between the two variables, n = 10, r = -.65, p = .041. Participants with higher 
spatial visualization scores tended to finish the task sooner than those who scored lower. 
Visual memory and perspective-taking ability were not significant as predictors of task 
time. A scatterplot summarizes the results (see Figure 3.4). 
Figure 3.4 Scatterplot of task time and spatial visualization score (VZ). 
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Participants’ paths were generated via a GPS device that was carried by an observer. 
Distance traveled was negatively correlated to spatial visualization scores (n = 10, r = -.70, 
p = .025). The scatterplot is shown in Figure 3.5. Distance traveled was also negatively 
correlated to perspective taking scores and yielded nearly identical statistics before rounding 
(n = 10, r = -.70, p = .025); a scatterplot summarizes the results (see Figure 3.6). Spatial 
visualization and perspective taking scores were highly correlated (n = 10, r = .83, p = .003). 
These results imply that participants with higher spatial visualization and perspective taking 
scores tended to travel shorter routes. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7, which exemplifies the 
routes taken by a high-scoring participant and a low-scoring participant. Visual memory was 
not significant as a predictor of travel distance. 





Figure 3.6 Scatterplot of distance traveled and perspective taking score (PT). 
 
          
Figure 3.7 Routes of high spatial visualization group (example on left) were more efficient 
than those of low group (right). 
Address verification errors were negatively correlated to spatial visualization scores 
(n = 10, r = -.63, p = .046) as shown by the scatterplot in Figure 3.8. This indicates that 
higher-scoring participants tended to make fewer errors when verifying residences. 




verification errors. One participant solved all six scenarios correctly. The nine erring 
participants failed to correctly verify a residence in at least one move scenario, where an 
address that existed on their map was found to be in a different location in the 
neighborhood—this is an indicator that move scenarios are particularly troublesome for 
participants. The two participants with the lengthiest task completion times also made the 
most mistakes. However, the fastest participants did not make the fewest mistakes.   
 
Figure 3.8 Scatterplot of address verification errors and spatial visualization score (VZ). 
Notes from Participants’ Written Materials 
Participants used a multicolored pen to take notes on the paper map and the printed 
address list in order to verify residences and to correct the map when necessary. These 
materials were collected and analyzed to identify the various types of notes that participants 
jotted down. The note types found on participants’ maps are as follows: 
1) Starting position – True if participant marked their origin on the map. 





3) Verification order – True if participant numbered the assigned residences on the 
map based on the order that he or she intended to verify them (i.e., a route). 
4) Completed verifications – True if participant used the map to mark the addresses 
of assigned residences that were verified. 
5) Verification details – True if participant added notes to the map that were related 
to needed map corrections (e.g., “residence was in the wrong location”). 
6) Move indicators – True if participant recognized an assigned residence was 
incorrectly positioned on their map and subsequently drew indicators (e.g., an 
arrow) denoting the correct location. 
7) Confirmed addresses – True if participant verified addresses that were not a part 
of the assigned list.  
8) Streets of assigned residences – True if participant highlighted the streets and/or 
street labels of assigned residences on the map. 
9) Additional street labels – True if participant added extra street labels to the map. 
10) Confusing areas – True if participant highlighted areas of the neighborhood that 
were confusing. 
11) Landmarks – True if participant added indicators for landmarks in the 
neighborhood. 
12) Traced route – True if participant traced the route that they followed. 
13) Color coding – True if participant used color-coding for different types of notes 
written on the map. 







Figure 3.9 Example of a participant’s map by which color-coded notes served as task aids 





Figure 3.10 shows the types of notes found on the study maps that were given to 
participants in addition to the percentage of participants that used each type—participant 
percentages are broken out by spatial ability group. The types of notes with the highest 
participant utilization are associated with particulars that supported the verification of the 
assigned residences. The highest percentages of participants tended to: 
1) Keep track of the residences that were already verified. 
2) Specify the correct locations of residences that were incorrectly located on the map 
(i.e., provide instructions for move/relocation scenarios) 
3) Highlight the addresses of residences that they intended to verify in order to keep 
track and stay organized. 
Some types of notes found on the maps were exclusive to either the high- or low-spatial 
visualization group. Exclusive to the HighVZ group were the participants who marked their 
starting location on the map (starting position), who traced their route on the map (traced 
route), and who used color-coding to differentiate between the different types of notes that 
they wrote on the map. The LowVZ group had the only participant to draw prominent 
landmarks onto the map for use with navigation. Participants from neither group used the 
maps to jot down the order that they planned to verify residences (verification order) or 
comments, instructions and details centered on each verification scenario (verification 






Figure 3.10  Bar graph showing the types of notes found on FE1 maps and the percentage 
of participants that used each type (by VZ group). 
Shown on the lists that participants received were six addresses that they were asked 
to verify. In addition to using the lists for reference, participants also used them as 
worksheets during the task. An analysis of the lists resulted in the following note types: 
1) Verification order – True if participant numbered the assigned residences on the 
list based on the order in which he or she intended to verify them. 
2) Completed verifications – True if participant used the list to mark the addresses of 
assigned residences that were verified. 
3) Verification details – True if participant added notes to the list that were related to 
the verification of assigned residences (e.g., “residence was in the wrong 
location”). 








Note Types Found on Maps w/ Percentage of Participants that 





It is worth noting that the categories of notes found on the address lists were sometimes also 
found on the maps, hence, the note types can overlap. An example of the notes that one 







Figure 3.11  A participant’s color-coded notes written on the list of assigned residences to 





Figure 3.12 shows the types of notes found on the lists accompanied by the 
percentage of participants that used each type—participant percentages are broken out by 
spatial ability group. The address lists shared two types of notes with the study map: (1) All 
participants noted their completed verifications on their lists and (2) two of the HighVZ 
participants used color coding. The HighVZ participants were the only to jot down 
verification details or to use color coding on their lists. 
 
Figure 3.12  Bar graph showing the types of notes found on FE1 lists along with the 
percentage of participants that used each note type (by VZ group). 
 Generalizing the note-taking tendencies of participants, it appears that participants 
tended to use the address list as a worksheet that was directed toward the organization, 
verification, and documentation of the six verification scenarios that were assigned. 
Participants also used their maps for these purposes, however, the notes found on the map 






Verification order Completed verifications Verification details Color coding
Note Types Found on Lists w/ Percentage of Participants 
that Used Them (by VZ Group)
HighVZ LowVZ
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• Tracking landmarks and addresses (that were not assigned for verification) to aid
with navigation.
• Tracing travel routes, adding street labels and other visual indicators that assisted
them with navigation and ensured that proper corrections were made to the map.
Researcher Observations
During the field exercise, participants verbalized their thought processes related to the
task per the think aloud protocol, while an observer recorded their notable behaviors and 
actions. An exit questionnaire was administered at the conclusion of the field exercise to 
further probe participants on the task (see Appendix A). This section discusses key 
observations and feedback. 
Planning Behaviors 
The spatial visualization grouping of participants appeared to be linked to whether or 
not they devised a thorough plan to verify residences at the onset of the address verification 
task—we refer to this activity as pre-planning. Pie graphs of the pre-planning tendencies of 
participants from the HighVZ and LowVZ groups are shown in Figure 3.13. Four out of five 
participants in the HighVZ group pre-planned their route at the beginning of the exercise. 
Pre-planners aimed to minimize walking distance, oftentimes noting that they wanted to plan 
an efficient circular path that would lead back to their starting position. Three of the five 
high-scoring participants wished they had planned better, either by further optimizing the 
route or by adding more supplemental detail to the map. In the low-scoring group, only one 
out of five participants pre-planned. The remaining participants began moving through the 
neighborhood immediately and planned on-the-fly, typically giving priority to the assigned 




Retrospectively, the five participants that failed to plan indicated that they would do so if 
given a second opportunity. 
 
 
Figure 3.13  Pie graphs comparing FE1 participants’ pre-planning tendencies between the 
HighVZ group (top) and the LowVZ group (bottom). 
Expression of Heading and Direction 
Participants verbalized direction using two different modes: Egocentric (e.g., 
forward-backward, left-right) and cardinal (e.g., north-south, east-west). The cardinal mode 
was predominantly used to describe heading, but when describing their immediate 
surroundings, participants utilized either mode depending on preference and context. One 




















The map rotations of four participants corresponded to shifts in their heading, 
indicating that the rotations were for alignment purposes. These participants were categorized 
as track-up map users (i.e. the heading is always oriented forward/up regardless of the 
cardinal direction). Of our five HighVZ group participants, only one preferred the track-up 
orientation. Among the remaining four high-scorers who preferred a north-up orientation, 
two were observed to briefly switch to track-up in confusing areas such as convergent and 
divergent intersections, indicating that a map orientation switch to track-up may be helpful in 
situations where cognitive load is high. 
Importance of Landmarks and Neighborhood Features 
Participants mentioned landmarks such as prominent apartment complexes, Greek-
organization dormitories, and prominent buildings associated with the university (e.g., a 
student center or auditorium). Participants also noted ascending/descending and odd/even 
address numbering patterns on residential streets. When participants reviewed their maps and 
noticed that an assigned residence deviated from a recognized pattern, this sometimes served 
as an early indicator that certain map corrections would be necessary (e.g. the map shows an 
even-numbered address on an odd-numbered street). Similarly, some participants—especially 
those that pre-planned—recognized that certain assigned residences were missing from their 
maps.  
Task Difficulty 
We asked participants questions regarding the difficulty of the six address verification 
scenarios. Participants expressed that the add scenarios were the easiest of those encountered; 
these scenarios involved residences that were confirmed to be in the neighborhood, but were 




(residences that were incorrectly located on the map and needed to be moved) and the 
remove scenarios (residences that no longer existed and needed to be removed from the map) 
were thought to be the most difficult situations and required thorough comparisons of the 
maps against what was seen on the neighborhood grounds. The perceived difficulty of the 
field exercise was not correlated to cognitive test scores. 
The Task Workflow (FE1) 
A diagram of the address verification workflow based on observations from Field 
Experiment 1 is shown in Figure 3.14. The rounded shapes represent either the beginning or 
ending of the workflow. The rectangles represent the major phases of the task and the arrows 
indicate their flow. The triangle indicates where the verification decision is made. One 
iteration through the workflow equates to the verification of a single residence by a 
participant. We tabulated a total of 59 iterations through the address verification workflow—
the HighVZ group verified 30 residences and the LowVZ group verified 29 (one LowVZ 
participant failed to verify a residence). The first three shaded boxes to the right of the 
workflow diagram indicate the frequency of actions taken by participants (broken out by 
participant group) that could be associated with the workflow phases; also shown are the 
number of residences that were subject to these actions and decisions. The fourth shaded box 
to the right of the diagram is not associated with a particular phase, rather it shows the 
frequency of address verification errors made. The remainder of this section will describe the 






Figure 3.14  The task workflow diagram for Field Experiment 1. 
Planning Phase 
The earliest actions and behaviors observed in participants were centered on planning, 
thus, the first phase of the workflow is the Planning Phase. At the earliest juncture of the 
Planning Phase, participants had the ability to “pre-plan.” We define pre-planning as a 
process that occurred at the onset of the task where participants formulated a comprehensive 
plan for their route and the order in which they intended to verify residences—this minimized 




who revisited planning after having started the task without creating thorough plan at the 
onset. Figure 3.14 shows that the HighVZ group more often pre-planned (4/5 participants) 
and they did so more frequently (24/30 addresses) than the LowVZ group (1/5 participants; 
0/30 addresses). One LowVZ participant attempted to pre-plan a route, but abandoned the 
process after encountering difficulty. Some participants from the LowVZ group (3/5) 
subsequently developed comprehensive plans after verifying at least one address—this 
suggests that they recognized the utility of planning after the exercise was already underway. 
Scrutiny of the map and the residences that were to be verified during the planning 
phase was advantageous for some participants as this behavior revealed potential errors early 
on. For example, some individuals noticed that a residence deviated from a recognized 
address numbering convention and this served as an early indicator that certain map 
corrections would be necessary (e.g., the map showed an even-numbered address on an odd-
numbered street). Similarly, some participants, especially those that pre-planned, recognized 
that certain assigned residences were actually missing from their maps. 
Address Selection Phase 
The Address Selection Phase is the second phase of the workflow whereby 
participants chose the residence that they would verify next. It was, however, the first phase 
for those participants who skipped or breezed through the Planning Phase. Participants of the 
LowVZ group used one or more of the following approaches to select residential addresses 
from their list (ordered by frequency): (1) proximity, (2) a planned route, and (3) haphazardly 
chosen (e.g., randomly selected the first address from their list). Participants of the HighVZ 
group most frequently selected addresses based on either (1) a planned route or (2) 
proximity. No participants from the HighVZ group were observed selecting an address 




planned and who devised a verification order during the Planning Phase were able to 
efficiently move to the Address Selection Phase during subsequent iterations through the 
workflow without further planning.  
Navigation Phase 
During the Navigation Phase, participants used cues from the neighborhood and their maps 
to reach the vicinity of the residence that was being verified. Each of these actions is graphed 
in Figure 3.15. Navigation behaviors differed noticeably between HighVZ and LowVZ 
participants. For example, participants would check addresses along the way to reaching their 
intended destination to ensure that they were on the right track. The LowVZ group was 
observed checking such addresses approximately three times more (M = 31) than the 
HighVZ group (M = 10.6). Participants of the LowVZ group also checked street signs and 
verbally identified neighborhood streets about two and a half times more (M = 20) than 
participants of the HighVZ group (M = 8.4). The map checking tendencies between the two 
participant groups did not differ as substantially as the other actions shown in Figure 3.15, 
though the LowVZ group again relied on the map for navigation more (M = 6.6) than did the 
HighVZ group (M = 5.8). The preponderance of these behaviors during travel among the 
LowVZ group suggests that LowVZ participants relied more on such details to find their way 






Figure 3.15  The mean actions of participants during Navigation Phase (by VZ group). 
Participants either preferred a north-up (n = 6) or track-up (n = 4) map orientation, 
with some north-up participants temporarily switching to track-up in confusing areas of the 
neighborhood such as at the three-way intersections. Participants’ responses to the exit 
questionnaire indicated that the existing map features were useful during wayfinding and 
navigation. Participants also expressed that the graphical representation of the “triangles” 
(i.e., the Y-junctions formed by three-way intersections) served as cues to help them 
understand their position and bearing in the neighborhood. Participants mentioned landmarks 
such as prominent apartment complexes, Greek-organization dormitories, and other 
prominent buildings associated with the university (e.g., a student center or auditorium). 
When participants were asked how to improve the map, the two most requested map features 
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In general, participant behavior changed once they were in the vicinity of an address 
being verified. During this Verification Phase, the participant made a final decision about the 
correctness of each assigned residence with respect to the map. A key difference in 
participant behavior during the Verification Phase was the thoroughness with which they 
scrutinized a variety of cues near the residences of interest—this was done to ensure that 
each home had the correct address number, was on the proper street and was located in the 
proper place on the map as seen from the ground. An accompanying observer used a coding 
sheet to tally each of these verification-centered actions—they are shown in Figure 3.16. 
 
Figure 3.16  The mean actions of participants during Verification Phase (by VZ group). 
Participants initially checked addresses to pinpoint the precise location of the one that 
they were verifying. We observed the HighVZ group to check addresses in this manner 



























of an assigned residence, participants oftentimes scrutinized nearby and surrounding 
addresses very closely, using such addresses as anchors to ensure that the residence that they 
were verifying was properly numbered, labeled and located. Participants of the HighVZ 
group checked nearly twice as many of the nearby addresses (M = 19.6) than those of the 
LowVZ group (M = 10.6).  
Further examination of the address-checking behaviors, both before and after an 
assigned residence was first identified, revealed differences in the thoroughness with which 
the HighVZ and LowVZ groups utilized nearby addresses to ensure the correctness of the 
map. The Venn diagrams of the address checking tendencies of the HighVZ (Figure 3.17) 
and LowVZ (Figure 3.18) participant groups illustrate these differences. 
Some participants checked nearby addresses until they reached the residence that was 
assigned, at which point they made a verification decision without subsequently confirming 
other surrounding addresses for precision; the leftmost circle of the Venn diagrams (blue) 
indicate the percentage of residences that were verified in this manner. The LowVZ group 
checked more addresses (55.2%) than the HighVZ (43.3%) group prior to reaching their 
assignments and stopping there.  
A couple of participants reached an assigned residence unwittingly, at which point 
they decided to verify the residence by subsequently checking nearby addresses for precision. 
The rightmost circle of the Venn diagram associated with the HighVZ group (Figure 3.17) 
indicates that 6.7% of residences were verified in this fashion—there were no observations of 





Participants that were the most thorough in verifying residences tended to check 
nearby addresses both before identifying an assigned residence and afterward. The inner 
circle of the Venn diagrams (brown) indicate the percentage of residences that were verified 
this way. The LowVZ group checked fewer addresses in this fashion (27.6%) than the 
HighVZ group (46.7%). 
Participants that were the least thorough with their address checking during the 
Verification Phase tended to navigate directly to the residence that they were seeking and 
once they identified it, they made a decision then and there without checking nearby 
addresses to ensure correctness. The red-colored circles located to the bottom right of the 
Venn diagrams show the percentage of participants that were observed verifying residences 
without any rigorous address checking. A larger percentage of participants from the LowVZ 






Figure 3.17  Venn diagram showing the thoroughness of address checking for the HighVZ 
participant group. 
 





3.4.6  Discussion 
This study served as the first step in our group’s exploratory research agenda. We set 
out to gain a better understanding of how users with either high or low spatial ability tackled 
the mobile task of address verification in the field—a neighborhood—using a paper map. Our 
objectives were to vet and refine our methods, the study protocol, and to collect preliminary 
data that could validate our research direction.  
We hypothesized that participants of the HighVZ group, given their spatial cognition 
advantages, would demonstrate superior overall task performance compared to their LowVZ 
counterparts as measured by task time (shorter is better), distance traveled (shorter is better), 
and address verification errors (fewer are better). The quantitative analysis supports this 
hypothesis. On average, the HighVZ group demonstrated shorter task times, shorter travel 
distances, and fewer address verification errors than the LowVZ group. The significant 
Pearson correlations spanning the cognitive test scores and task performance metrics are 
listed in Table 3.6.  
Table 3.6 Significant Pearson Correlations of the Task Performance Variables and 
Cognitive Test Scores (FE1). 
Variable by Variable N r p 
Perspective Taking Spatial Visualization 10 0.84 <.01 
Perspective Taking distance traveled 10 -0.69 <.05 
Spatial Visualization task time 10 -0.64 <.05 
Spatial Visualization distance traveled 10 -0.69 <.05 
Spatial Visualization verification errors 10 -0.63 .05 
task time distance traveled 10 0.98 <.001 
 
Overall, spatial visualization score shows the most significant correlations out of the 
cognitive tests (a significant negative correlation to all three of the task performance metrics) 
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followed by perspective taking score, which has a significant negative correlation to travel 
distances. These results indicate that as participants’ spatial visualization and perspective 
taking abilities increase, so does their tendency to be more efficient at the task per the 
measures. Perspective taking scores are positively correlated to spatial visualization scores, 
which suggests that there is a link between the cognitive abilities and underlying processes 
that these tests probe. Distance traveled is positively correlated to task time, meaning that as 
participants traveled greater distances, they also tended to spend more time working on the 
task. Visual memory shows no significant correlations with the task performance metrics or 
the other cognitive test scores. 
The qualitative analysis revealed a task workflow that can be broken down into 
phases based on participant behaviors and actions. The observational data shows some trends 
within these phases. During the Planning Phase, HighVZ participants were more likely to 
pre-plan (4 out of 5 did) than their LowVZ counterparts (1 out of 5 did). The “pre-planners”
created very comprehensive plans early-on to locate and verify the six assigned residences; a 
behavior that reduced task times, travel distances, and helped some participants to identify 
potential map errors before physically arriving at the locations in question. Based on the 
frequency of observed actions and behaviors within the phases, the LowVZ participants were 
more active during the Navigation Phase than the HighVZ group. This was apparently in 
response to the difficulties presented by navigation, whereby the LowVZ group relied more 
heavily on cues from the map and environment in order to reach their destinations. However, 
during the Verification Phase, the HighVZ participants were more active. Whereas the 
LowVZ group increased their activity in response to the demands of navigation, the increased 
activity observed in the HighVZ group during verification appeared to be a function of 
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thoroughness rather than difficulty. The HighVZ group scrutinized more cues once they 
reached the vicinity of the residence being verified. Furthermore, this thoroughness extended 
to the HighVZ group’s address checking behaviors. For example, participants who were 
observed to be very thorough, checking addresses before and after identifying an assigned 
residence, did so with more frequency in the HighVZ group. Whereas the least thorough 
participants, who did not check nearby addresses for precision during the Verification Phase, 
were more frequently identified within the LowVZ participant group. 
We used a mixed-methods approach and have employed techniques that are well-
suited for the study of mobile human-computer interaction—these include the field study 
method, think aloud, user analysis and task analysis. Despite Field Experiment 1 (FE1) being 
relatively small in sample size (N = 10, it has provided a rich set of quantitative and 
qualitative data, which speaks to the strengths of the methods chosen. The findings evidence 
differences in task performance and behavior when comparing participants with high and low 
spatial visualization ability. Based on the outcomes of FE1, our team was compelled to 
conduct a larger, follow-up study that is discussed in the next section. 
3.5  Field Experiment 2: Address Verification, A Paper Map, and Grid-
Like Streets 
3.5.1  Method 
This section covers the method used in Field Experiment 2 (IRB ID: 09-386). 
Subsections address the topics of participant recruitment and screening, the address 
verification task, study materials, the study neighborhood, and the study procedure. 
Participant Recruitment and Screening 
Twenty-six participants (7 male, 19 female) were selected out of a pool of over 100 
college students. Participants responded to posters placed around campus and to ads posted 
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on a student web portal. During screening, participants completed psychometric tests of 
spatial visualization ability (VZ-2) and visual memory (MV-2) (Ekstrom et al., 1976), as well 
as perspective taking ability (Kozhevnikov et al., 2006). Participants also completed a survey 
to ensure that they had limited familiarity with the study neighborhood (see Appendix B). 
Participants signed informed consent forms and received separate gift cards for the study 
screening and exercise. 
The Address Verification Task 
Participants were asked to verify the addresses of seven residences in a neighborhood 
(and to correct any map discrepancies) while thinking aloud. The address verification 
scenarios that participants encountered are shown in Table 3.7. For a more detailed 
description of the task scenarios, refer to The Address Verification Task Section. 
Table 3.7 Address Verification Scenarios for Field Experiment 2. 
Scenario Map Edit Required Count 
Residence is correctly reflected on map No change to the map (spot) needed 1 
Residence is new or missing (not on map) Map spot added to map 2 
Residence no longer exists, but is on map Map spot removed from map 2 
Residence is incorrectly placed on the map Map spot moved to correct location 2 
Materials 
Each participant was given a clipboard with a paper map of the neighborhood 
attached to the front side (8½ x 11) and a printed list of seven residences to verify was 
attached to the back. Participants were provided with a multi-colored pen so that they could 
update their map, add features (e.g., landmarks) and notes. Participants were also outfitted 




The map given to participants was generated by combining Topologically Integrated 
Geographic Encoding and Referencing System (TIGER\Line) Shapefiles using ESRI’s 
ArcGIS Desktop© software. The map consisted of two layers of information: (1) a street 
layer that showed the streets and their respective labels and (2) an address layer that depicted 
each residential address as a map spot (i.e., a small dot and address number corresponding to 
a residence). A compass rose was also shown on the map. Participants were encouraged to 
modify their maps and to take notes during the exercise. 
Map spots were deliberately added, deleted, or incorrectly placed on the study map to 
create the seven address verification scenarios (see Table 3.7; Figure 3.19). Of the addresses 
to be verified: 
• One was left unmodified; participants were to confirm its location. 
• Two addresses were removed; participants were to add them to the map. 
• Two addresses were added; participants were to delete them from the map. 
• Two addresses were moved; participants were to move them to their correct 





Figure 3.19  Field Experiment 2 map with a key and indicators to show the corrections that 
participants should have made. 
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Observers used a GPS-enabled smart phone and written materials to collect 
quantitative and qualitative data. The GPS provided estimates on participants’ speed and 
distance. Latitude and longitude coordinates were logged. A JAVA program was written to 
convert each participant’s coordinates into query strings per the Google® Static Maps API—
this allowed us to generate rasterized maps of each participant’s path using the Google® 
Maps service. 
A questionnaire was given to participants at the end of the exercise (see Appendix 
B) to gain insight into their map use, planning behavior, and thoughts on task difficulty.
The Study Neighborhood 
The field exercise took place in the residential area depicted in Figure 3.19. The 
eastern half of the study neighborhood is what was used primarily for Field Experiment 1. It 
contains oblique, non-uniform streets that seldom run parallel with the cardinal directions. 
The three-way intersections formed by these streets are Y-junctions, rather than T-junctions. 
The four-way intersections occur at varying angles. The large triangular medians are another 
notable feature—they are formed when three Y-junctions interconnect. The streets of this 
half of the neighborhood are oblique rather than orthogonal like the western half. 
The western half of the study neighborhood—a new addition—is laid out in a grid. It 
is made up of streets that are homogeneous and closely aligned with the cardinal directions. 
The three-way intersections of this area are exclusively comprised of T-junctions; the 4-way 
intersections are similarly perpendicular. These features give this area an orthogonal, uniform 
structure. The resulting blocks are approximately rectangular in appearance. 
Field Experiment 1 was conducted in the non-uniform, eastern half of the 
neighborhood because it was believed to be the most challenging. The research team 
subsequently included the western half of the neighborhood for Field Experiment 2 in order 
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to better understand how participants tackled a grid-like, more structured neighborhood 
layout. 
Procedure 
A researcher accompanied each participant to the study neighborhood. The task and 
think aloud protocol were explained. Participants were equipped with a digital recorder and 
microphone. Participants were given a training map, a list of training addresses and a 
multicolored pen. During training, participants verified three addresses to get familiar with 
the task and think aloud protocol. The researcher provided feedback and answered questions 
during this time. At the end of the training exercise, a map key was given to participants to 
show the changes that should have been made to their map to accurately reflect what was 
seen on the grounds of the neighborhood. Any discrepancies between participants’ edited 
training maps and the map key were discussed until participants fully understood the 
procedure.  
After training, participants were walked to a uniform starting location and asked if 
they had any final questions. Participants were told that the researcher would no longer 
answer questions and would only speak to get clarification on participants’ actions and to 
remind them to think aloud. Participants were then given the study map and a list of seven 
addresses to verify. The researcher inititalized a GPS device and started each participant’s 
audio recorder. The researcher shadowed participants with a coding sheet to record 
observations and notes on participant actions and behaviors. At the end of the exercise, 
participants answered a questionnaire about the task (see Appendix B). 
3.5.2  Experimental Design 
A between-subjects design was used to test the hypotheses. Participants completed 




participants whose VZ scores fell within predefined thresholds for high- and low-scorers 
were assigned to either a HighVZ or LowVZ group. We examined the effects of participants’ 
spatial visualization ability grouping (VZ) on task outcomes. 
3.5.3  Hypothesis 
We hypothesized that participants of the HighVZ group, given their spatial cognition 
advantages, will demonstrate superior overall task performance compared to their LowVZ 
counterparts. This hypothesis was tested per the three task performance variables, whereby: 
• Lower task time is better. 
• Shorter distance traveled is better. 
• Fewer address verification errors are better. 
We also anticipated evidence of differences between the two participant groups with respect 
to task-related behaviors, strategies, and workflows. 
3.5.4  Variables Used in Analysis 
Four categories of data were captured during the screening and field exercise: (1) 
cognitive test scores, (2) task performance metrics, (3) coded data from participants’ written 
materials, and (4) coded data from the observations that were recorded during the field study. 
This section covers the variables stemming from these categories that were used in the 
analyses. 
Cognitive Test Scores 
Participants were given cognitive tests prior to the field exercise and their scores were 
calculated. The tests are as follows:  
1) Spatial Visualization (VZ-2) – (Ekstrom et al., 1976).  




3) Visual Memory (MV-2) – (Ekstrom et al., 1976). 
Task Performance 
The following task performance metrics were captured during the field exercise:  
1) Task time – Task completion time for the field study.  
2) Distance traveled – The distances that participants traveled to complete the address 
verification task as determined by a GPS device that was carried by an observing 
researcher. 
3) Address verification errors – The total number of errors that participants made (or 
corrections that they failed to make) with respect to the address verification task and 
the materials that they told to annotate. 
Participants’ Written Materials 
Participants received two printed sheets: (1) A paper map of the neighborhood that 
depicted the residences within and (2) a list of residences that they were asked to verify. 
During the field study, participants took notes on these materials using a multi-colored pen. 
These materials were collected, analyzed and coded based on the types of notes that 
participants jotted down. The note types that were originally identified in Field Experiment 1 
were re-used and did not require modification. The note types found on participants’ maps 
are as follows: 
1) Starting position – True if participant marked the starting location on the map. 
2) Residences to verify – True if participant highlighted the assigned residences on 
the map. 
3) Verification order – True if participant numbered the assigned residences on the 




4) Completed verifications – True if participant used the map to mark the addresses 
of assigned residences that were verified. 
5) Verification details – True if participant added notes to the map that were related 
to the verification of assigned residences (e.g., “residence was in the wrong 
location”). 
6) Move indicators – True if participant recognized an assigned residence was 
incorrectly positioned on the map and subsequently drew indicators of the correct 
location. 
7) Confirmed addresses – True if participant verified addresses that were not a part 
of the assigned list. 
8) Streets of assigned residences – True if participant highlighted the streets and/or 
street labels of assigned residences on the map. 
9) Additional street labels – True if participant added extra street labels to the map. 
10) Confusing areas – True if participant highlighted areas of the neighborhood that 
were confusing. 
11) Landmarks – True if participant added indicators for landmarks seen in the 
neighborhood. 
12) Traced route – True if participant traced the route that they followed. 
13) Color coding – True if participant used color-coding for different types of notes 
added to the map. 





1) Verification order – True if participant numbered the assigned residences on the 
list based on the order in which he or she intended to verify them. 
2) Completed verifications – True if participant used the list to mark the addresses of 
assigned residences that were verified. 
3) Verification details – True if participant added notes to the list that were related to 
the verification of residences (e.g., “residence was in the wrong location”). 
4) Color coding – True if participant used color-coding for different types of notes 
on list. 
It is worth noting that the categories of notes found on the address lists were also found on 
the maps, hence, the note types overlap between the two materials. 
Recorded Observations 
The recorded audio coming from participants’ think aloud was transcribed and coded 
for subsequent quantification and analysis. Below are definitions of the significant coded 
observations stemming from these analyses: 
1) Identified errors early – Some participants, early on, recognized problems with 
the residences that they were asked to verify before reaching their respective 
locations within the neighborhood (e.g., during planning a participant recognized 
an odd-numbered address on an even numbered street). 
2) Chose residences based on proximity – When verifying residences, some 
participants would queue the address nearest to them for verification. 
3) Preferred to use cardinal directions – During wayfinding and navigation, some 
participants demonstrated a preference to describe their heading and spatial 
relationships in terms of the cardinal directions (i.e., north-south, east-west) as 




3.5.5  Method of Analysis 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were computed to assess the 
relationships between the task performance variables and participants’ cognitive test scores. 
Behaviors were categorized via the analysis of qualitative data found in the observer coding 
sheets, the coded think aloud transcripts, participant annotations on the provided maps and 
address lists, and participants’ responses to the field exercise questionnaire. Behavioral 
variables that could be quantified across participants were tested against the cognitive test 
scores and the performance variables. Pair-wise correlations and a two-tailed Welch’s t test 
were computed when appropriate. The available records did not allow for coding of some 
measures, so the number of observations per variable can be fewer than 26. 
3.5.6  Results (FE2) 
Descriptive statistics for the cognitive test scores are shown in Table 3.8. Descriptive 
statistics for the task performance variables are shown in Table 3.9. In terms of task 
performance, the HighVZ group consistently outperformed the LowVZ group with shorter 
mean task times, shorter distance traveled, and fewer address verification errors. 
Table 3.8 Descriptive Statistics for FE2 Cognitive Test Scores (by VZ Group). 
Performance Variable HighVZ Group LowVZ Group 
 n Mean SD n Mean SD 
Spatial Visualization 13 16.8 2.1 13 9.0 1.8 
Visual Memory 13 22.1 1.7 13 17.6 4.3 
Perspective Taking 13 21.8 4.3 13 17.4 3.3 
Table 3.9 Descriptive Statistics for FE2 Task Performance Variables (by VZ Group). 
Performance Variable HighVZ Group LowVZ Group 
 n Mean SD n Mean SD 
Task time (min.) 13 35.5 5.1 13 44.1 9.9 
Distance traveled (mi.) 11 1.36 .17 10 1.63 .15 





Correlations of Task Performance and Cognitive Test Scores 
Parallel boxplots showing task time for the two participant groups are shown in 
Figure 3.20. Task time was negatively correlated to cognitive test scores on spatial 
visualization (N = 26, r = -.44, p = .02) and perspective-taking (N = 26, r = -.51, p = .01). 
These results indicate that participants with higher spatial visualization or perspective-taking 
ability tended to finish the exercise significantly faster. 
  
Figure 3.20  Parallel boxplots of task time by participant group. 
Parallel boxplots showing distance traveled for the two participant groups are shown 
in Figure 3.21. Distance traveled was negatively correlated with spatial visualization test 
scores (N = 21, r = -.65, p < .00), thus, participants with higher spatial visualization ability 
tended to travel shorter distances to complete the task. Distance traveled showed a positive 
correlation with task time (N = 21, r = .47, p < .05), indicating that participants who traveled 
greater distances to complete the task also spent more time doing so. 
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Figure 3.21  Parallel boxplots of distance traveled by participant group. 
Participants from the HighVZ group made fewer address verification errors on 
average (n = 13, M = 1.3, SD = 1.4) than did those of the LowVZ group (n = 13, M = 1.6, SD 
= 0.9), however, address verification errors showed no significant correlation to participants’ 
cognitive ability test scores. Parallel boxplots showing the address verification errors for the 
two participant groups are shown in Figure 3.22. 
Figure 3.22 Parallel boxplots of address verification errors by participant group. 





Notes from Participants’ Written Materials 
Figure 3.23 shows the types of notes found on the study maps that were given to 
participants in addition to the percentage of participants that used each type—participant 
percentages are broken out by spatial ability group. Consistent with the findings from Field 
Experiment 1, the types of notes with the highest participant utilization pertain to keeping 
track of the verification of the assigned residences. 
 
Figure 3.23  Bar graph showing the types of notes found on the FE2 study maps and the 
percentage of participants that used each note type (by VZ group). 
The highest percentages of participants tended to: 
• Keep track of the residences that were already verified. 
• Specify the correct locations of residences that were incorrectly located on the map 
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• Highlight the addresses of residences that they intended to verify in order to keep 
track and stay organized. 
Members of the LowVZ group were the only participants to draw prominent landmarks onto 
the map to aid with navigation—this finding is consistent with Field Experiment 1. Contrary 
to Field Experiment 1, participants from neither group used the maps to note the confusing 
areas that they encountered. 
Figure 3.24 shows the types of notes found on the lists in addition to the percentage 
of participants that used each type—participant percentages are broken out by spatial ability 
group. The four note types identified on the address lists were also found on the study maps. 
In order of participant usage, the address lists were used to capture: (1) Completed 
verifications, (2) color coding, (3) verification details, and (4) the verification order that 
participants planned to use for the assigned residences. 
 
Figure 3.24  Bar graph showing the types of notes found on the FE2 printed list of 
addresses assigned to participants along with the percentage of participants that used each 
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In terms of the overall frequency of annotations, participants from the LowVZ group 
took slightly more notes on the paper maps (n = 12, M = 4.8, SD = 1.5) than did those of the 
HighVZ group (n = 13, M = 4.2, SD = 1.8). Similarly, the printed lists of residences to be 
verified were also annotated slightly more by the LowVZ group (n = 12, M = 1.5, SD = 1.0) 
than by the HighVZ group (n = 13, M = 1.1, SD = 0.9). Consistent with the Field Experiment 
1 findings on participants’ note taking behaviors, people tended to use the address list as a 
worksheet that was directed solely toward the organization, verification, and documentation 
of the six assigned residences. Participants used their maps for these purposes as well, 
however, the notes found on the maps suggest a broader utility, where participants also 
focused on: 
• Tracking landmarks and addresses, including those that were not assigned for 
verification, to aid with navigation. 
• Tracing travel routes, adding street labels and other visual indicators that assisted 
them both with navigation and to ensure that the proper corrections were made to the 
map. 
Researcher Observations 
Correlations of Coded Observations and Cognitive Test Scores 
A think aloud protocol was used and the study audio was recorded analyzed, coded, 
and quantified. This section will cover the coded variables that are statistically significant. 
Instances where participants identified errors early were positively correlated to their 
spatial visualization scores (n = 21, r = .44, p = .05) and their perspective-taking scores (n = 
25, r = .49, p = .01). This suggests that participants with higher spatial visualization and 
perspective taking ability were more likely to identify errors associated with the assigned 




them physically identifying the residences (typically during planning). Instances where 
participants chose residences based on proximity were positively correlated to their spatial 
visualization scores (n = 21, r = .45, p = .04). This indicates that participants with higher 
spatial visualization ability consistently chose residences to verify from their list based on 
whichever was closest at a given time—this behavior contributed to reduced overall task 
times and travel distances. Instances where participants preferred to use cardinal directions 
were positively correlated to their perspective-taking scores (n = 23, r = .51, p = .01). This 
suggests that participants with higher perspective-taking ability were more likely to describe 
their heading and other spatial relationships from an allocentric frame of reference, where the 
cardinal directions (i.e., north, south, east, west) were typically used in participants’ 
descriptions rather than terms of an egocentric nature (e.g., “behind me”, “to my left”). 
Planning Behaviors 
In Field Experiment 1, there appeared to be a relationship between participants’ 
spatial visualization grouping and their tendency to devise a thorough plan at the onset of the 
field study—we refer to this behavior as pre-planning. Those who pre-planned were likely to 
be more efficient in completing the task. In Field Experiment 1, participants from the 
HighVZ group demonstrated a greater tendency to plan ahead when compared to the LowVZ 
group. This finding is confirmed with a larger sample in the present study. Pie graphs of the 
pre-planning tendencies of participants from the HighVZ and LowVZ participant groups are 
shown in Figure 3.25. Fewer participants from the LowVZ group pre-planned (30.8%; 4 of 







Figure 3.25  Pie graphs comparing FE2 participants’ pre-planning tendencies between 
HighVZ group (top) and LowVZ group (bottom). 
Expression of Heading and Direction 
Participants verbalized direction using two different modes: Egocentric (e.g., 
forward-backward, left-right) and cardinal (north-south, east-west).  The cardinal mode was 
predominantly used to describe heading, but when describing their immediate surroundings, 
participants utilized either mode depending on preference and context. 
Map Orientation 
The majority of participants preferred a track-up map orientation, where their map 


















heading or direction of travel was always in the forward direction when referencing their 
maps. Track-up is commonly a default setting in many navigation applications because it 
eliminates the need for mental rotations and more thorough understanding of the environment 
by users. The track-up preference showed up for both the HighVZ and LowVZ participant 
groups. Consistent with Field Experiment 1 findings, some participants who exhibited a 
preference for a north-up map were observed to briefly switch to track-up in confusing areas 
such as convergent and divergent intersections—this suggests that a switch to track-up may 
be helpful in situations where cognitive load is high. 
 
Figure 3.26  Map orientation of participants (by VZ group). 
Importance of Landmarks and Neighborhood Features 
 One of the most obvious groups of features on participants’ maps were the triangles 
formed by 3-way street intersections that were located in the eastern half of the 
neighborhood—these triangles served as landmarks on the map that participants referenced 
to aid with navigation. Participants also spoke to the use of landmarks that were not shown 


















prominent buildings associated with the university (e.g., a student center or auditorium). At 
least one participant was observed adding landmarks to the map for navigation purposes. 
Participants also referenced the map to observe numbering patterns in residences; for 
example, they recognized ascending/descending addresses, or arrangements where odd and 
even addresses were on opposite streets. In addition to navigational aids, these various cues 
served as anchors to help participants ensure that their maps were correct with respect to the 
assigned residences. 
Task Difficulty 
We asked participants questions regarding the difficulty of verifying the six 
residences that they were assigned. In general, responses were similar to those received 
during Field Experiment 1. The difficulty of the move scenarios was most obvious, where 
participants had to correct an assigned residence by moving a pre-existing map spot from one 
location on the map to another. For example, some participants arrived at the physical 
location of an assigned residence but recognized that the map was in error since it indicated 
no such map spot at that location (it was actually incorrectly placed on the map). In this 
situation, some participants indicated that a new address needed to be added to the map 
because they were unaware that the address already existed—i.e., participants corrected the 
map using an “add” workflow rather than a “move” workflow. Similarly, sometimes 
participants reached the physical location of a residence that was incorrectly placed on the 
map and after seeing that it was not there, they indicated that the map needed to be corrected 
by removing the address altogether; ideally, they should have spent more time to identify the 
residence’s correct location and then update the erroneous map spot—i.e., participants 
corrected the map using a “remove” workflow rather than a “move” workflow.  
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Participants expressed that the easiest verification scenarios involved only the 
confirmation of an assigned residence (i.e., no map correction was required); followed by the 
add scenarios (i.e., a residence identified in the field was missing from the map) and remove 
scenarios (i.e., a residence shown on the map was absent in the field). Lastly, researchers 
observed that the western half of the neighborhood (with a grid orientation) appeared to be 
easier for participants to navigate and work compared to the eastern half where streets 
oftentimes ran and connected at angles that were not orthogonal and aligned with the cardinal 
directions. 
The Task Workflow (FE2) 
A diagram of the address verification workflow is shown in Figure 3.27. In addition 
to the shapes that were used previously for the Field Experiment 1 workflow, the components 
of the workflow are differentiated using color-coding. The rounded, oval shapes colored in 
blue represent either the beginning or ending of the workflow. The orange-colored rectangles 
represent the major phases of the task and the arrows indicate their flow. It is worth noting 
that the present study’s workflow diagram calls out the “Address Selection” process (beige-
colored rectangle in diagram) as a part (or product) of the “Planning Phase” rather than a 
phase in and of itself as it was described for Field Experiment 1. The red triangle represents 
where the verification decision is made. One iteration through the workflow equates to the 
verification of a single residence by a participant. Reference Field Experiment 1 (see The 
Task Workflow Section (FE1)) for a more detailed description of participants’ behaviors as 





Figure 3.27  The task workflow diagram for Field Experiment 2. 
3.5.7  Discussion 
In the previous experiment, we used the field study method, a think aloud protocol, 
user analysis and task analysis to explore how people with high or low spatial visualization 
ability executed a location-based task. The Field Experiment 1 (FE1) findings suggest that 
there are differences in task performance and behavior between the two groups. To 
(a function of planning; 




corroborate these results and to potentially gain new insights, FE2 was conducted with a 
similar design—the key differences being its larger sample size (N = 26) and its 
incorporation of a new section of the study neighborhood that had a grid-like layout. 
We again hypothesized that participants of the HighVZ group, given their spatial 
cognition advantages, would demonstrate superior overall task performance compared to 
their LowVZ counterparts per the task performance measures. The quantitative analysis 
continues to support this hypothesis. On average, the HighVZ group demonstrated shorter 
task times, shorter travel distances, and fewer address verification errors than the LowVZ 
group, which is consistent with FE1.  
The significant Pearson correlations spanning the cognitive test scores and task 
performance metrics are listed in Table 3.10. Showing similarities to the FE1 findings, 
spatial visualization score has the most significant correlations out of the cognitive tests (a 
significant negative correlation to two of the three task performance metrics) followed by 
perspective taking score, which has a significant negative correlation to task time. These 
results indicate that as participants’ spatial visualization and perspective taking abilities 
increase, so does their tendency to be more efficient at the task per the correlated measures.  
In FE1, we reported a correlation between address verification errors and spatial 
visualization score, however, FE2 yielded no significant correlations between verification 
errors and other measures. This may be explained by the potential for Type I errors in the 
FE1 correlations, which were based on a smaller sample (N = 10). Another explanation can 
be seen in researcher observations and participants’ responses to the exit questionnaire, 
where the western, grid-like half of the FE2 neighborhood was noted to have a lesser degree 




the entirety of the FE1 study area. Spatial visualization scores were positively correlated to 
perspective taking and visual memory scores, which suggests that there is some 
interconnection in the cognitive abilities and underlying processes that these tests probe. 
Task time is positively correlated to distance traveled, meaning that as participants traveled 
greater distances, they also tended to spend more time working on the task.  
Table 3.10 Significant Pearson Correlations Between FE2 Task Performance Variables and 
Cognitive Test Scores. 
Variable by Variable N r p 
Visual Memory Spatial Visualization 26 .54 <.01 
Perspective Taking Spatial Visualization 26 .44 <.05 
Spatial Visualization task time 26 -.44 <.05 
Perspective Taking task time 26 -.51 <.01 
Spatial Visualization distance traveled 21 -.65 <.05 
task time distance traveled 21 .46 <.05 
 
Based on an analysis of participants’ think aloud transcripts, there were several 
behaviors that showed statistically significant differences between the two participant groups. 
HighVZ participants were more likely to identify map errors during review of the map and 
prior to arriving at the physical location of an address. LowVZ participants were observed to 
detect fewer potential errors upfront. HighVZ participants, for the sake of efficiency, were 
observed to more frequently use proximity as the basis for selecting their next residence to 
verify. LowVZ participants more frequently used other strategies; for example, some 
participants were observed selecting residences based on their printed order (which was 
randomized) rather than based on a preconceived plan or optimized route. Lastly, HighVZ 




using the cardinal directions (e.g., north, south) rather than using egocentric reference frames 
(e.g., “to my left” or “behind me”). 
The FE1 qualitative analysis led to a proposed task workflow that was broken down 
into phases based on participants’ behaviors and actions. The FE2 observations are 
compatible with the task workflow and associated behaviors that were presented in FE1, 
thus, only slight modifications were made to the task workflow diagram. For example, in 
terms of the workflow phases, the “pre-planners” that were identified in the Planning Phase 
of FE2 showed similar behavior to the FE1 pre-planners. These pre-planners were observed 
creating comprehensive plans early-on, enabling them to more efficiently complete the task. 
In FE2, we also observed that HighVZ participants were more likely to pre-plan (76.9%; 10 
out of 13 did) than LowVZ participants (30.8%; 4 out of 13 did). 
3.6  Conclusion 
A goal of this research was to utilize techniques in mobile human-computer 
interaction to more effectively evaluate a location-based task in the field—one which 
requires pedestrian navigation in addition to the use of a map. The task is complex, mobile, 
and heavily depends on the user’s environmental context and one’s ability to interpret the 
layout and structural properties of the environment. In response to these challenges, Field 
Experiment 1 (FE1) and Field Experiment 2 (FE2) both leverage a mixed-methods approach, 
and as such we have demonstrated our ability to collect and analyze rich sets of quantitative 
and qualitative data coming from the field.  
By screening participants based on their spatial visualization ability, which has a 
well-established connection to task performance in computing applications (Campbell, 2011; 




2001), we have effectively narrowed the design space. In observing the HighVZ and LowVZ 
participants “in the wild,” we were able to identify a task workflow that can be broken down 
into phases by which distinct sets of behaviors are associated. Furthermore, we demonstrate 
that differences in participants’ workflow and task performance can be linked to their spatial 
ability. This approach has resulted in an abundance of data from which user needs can be 






CHAPTER 4 – THE VR/FIELD EXPERIMENT 
4.1  Introduction 
In the numerous field studies that we have conducted, there were times when adverse 
weather, extreme outdoor temperatures and precipitation (especially during the frigid 
winters) forced our group to postpone research. The studies were situated in a neighborhood 
and they involved navigation, so an untimely construction zone, closed roads, or other 
unforeseen obstacles could have confounded our data or forced us to toss it out. In the field, 
environmental factors such as these are out of the researcher’s control. 
The appeal of lab studies is that they can be conducted in well-controlled 
environments. In the lab, environmental factors that can confound study results are 
minimized; this enables researchers to establish clearer cause-and-effect relationships in 
service of some theory or hypothesis. Laboratory settings also facilitate more consistent 
study protocols, robust data collection and precision in repeated measurements, thus, they are 
easier to replicate. Field studies, on the other hand, promote more natural behaviors and 
better reflect what would occur in a real-world setting (i.e., greater ecological validity than 
lab studies). The realism afforded to field studies also allows for richer sets of data to be 
collected. However, the disadvantages of field studies include: Greater burden on researchers 
to plan, resource and execute the studies; reduced experimental control; challenging data 
collection procedures; and less replicability than lab studies. In other words, “Key 
disadvantages of either method are the inverse of the other method’s key benefits…” 
(Delikostidis et al., 2015, p. 258). 
In the earlier work, Rusch et al. (2012) implemented a desktop simulation to study the 
relationships between people’s spatial ability and their proficiency at completing the address 
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verification task. The methodological strengths of this earlier work include the experimental 
control of the lab, the replicability of the study design as well as the ease and reliability of 
data collection. From a practical standpoint, Rusch’s Lab Experiment (RLE) was also safer 
for all parties involved and easier to manage logistically. The drawbacks, however, were 
evident in the reproduction of the study environment and its context. Photos of the 
neighborhood were shown to participants so that they had vantage points that could be used 
for orientation and decision-making, however, much of the physical and cognitive aspects of 
spatial orientation and pedestrian navigation were absent. These limitations create 
uncertainty with regard to the generalizability of such a study’s findings.  
The field experiments from the previous chapter produced rich datasets that revealed 
distinct phases of the task in which participants’ behaviors and actions could be grouped—
we refer to these as the planning, navigation, and verification phases (see The Task Workflow 
Section (FE1); The Task Workflow Section (FE2). However, in the prior lab experiment,
because our ability to contextualize the task environment was constrained, the scope of the 
evaluation was limited to a single phase of the task (the verification phase); the other two 
phases were our blind spots. And while there was merit in the lab experiment’s inclusion of 
photo-based vantage points to immerse participants in the task environment, it also became 
clear from our field studies that—by further incorporating the environmental context of the 
neighborhood—we could paint a more complete picture of the dynamics that occur between 
the user, the mobile device, and the environment.  
These previous studies raise the question: Can we capitalize on the ecological validity 




reproducibility of a lab-based study? This question is one inspiration for the VR/Field 
Experiment (VRFE). An overview of the VRFE is presented in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Overview of the VR/Field Experiment Discussed in Chapter 4. 
Study or Experiment 























































































Rusch’s Lab Experiment1  X  X   X  X  X  X  
Ethnographic Field Study2 X  X   X  X     X  
Field Experiment 1 (oblique streets) X   X X X X X   X X  X 
Field Experiment 2 (oblique + grid) X   X X X X X   X X  X 
VR/Field Experiment (oblique streets) X X  X X X X X  X X X X  
1 A prior lab experiment used for comparison (Rusch et al., 2012; Rusch, 2008); related, but not an experiment covered in this dissertation. 
2 A prior field study used for comparison; related, but not a study covered in this dissertation. 
4.2  Research Questions 
In the VR/Field Experiment, we compare the outcomes of a rigorous field study to its 
VR lab equivalent. In the VR lab, the task is simulated using an immersive virtual 
environment that is a replica of the field study neighborhood; the field study design and 
protocol are also replicated in the lab. The research questions for the present work are as 
follows:  
1. Can a neighborhood that is large in scale be accurately reflected in an immersive 
virtual environment? 
2. Can a field study that involves pedestrian navigation, use of a mobile device and 
digital map be replicated in a VR lab?  
3. Can data be generated and collected in a VR lab with comparable quality and 
reliability to that of a mobile field study? 
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4. How does task performance compare between the field and the VR lab?
5. How do individual differences in spatial ability affect task performance and behavior?
In the field? In the VR lab? How do the study results compare?
6. How do people use a digital map and software to complete the address verification
task? In the field? In the VR lab?
4.3  Method 
4.3.1  Participant Recruitment and Screening 
During recruitment, study applicants from both the university and nearby towns 
responded to posters placed around campus and to bulletins posted in local communities and 
town centers. Ads were also placed in the local newspaper and to a student web portal. For 
the screening phase, 124 applicants completed cognitive tests that assessed spatial 
visualization ability (VZ-2), visual memory (MV-2), perceptual speed (P-2) (Ekstrom et al., 
1976), and perspective taking ability (Kozhevnikov et al., 2006). 
The spatial visualization ability test was used to screen participants into high- and 
low-ability groups. Stratified random sampling was used, where participants with high spatial 
visualization scores (VZ-2 score ≥ 15 out of a possible 20) and low spatial visualization 
scores (VZ-2 score ≤ 9) were randomly assigned to one of the two treatment environments—
this yielded fifteen HighVZ group participants and seventeen LowVZ group participants.  
Participants also completed a survey to ensure that they had limited knowledge of the 
study area (see Appendix C). Out of the 124 applicants who were screened, thirty-two 
participants (14 males, 18 females) were selected to complete the field task. Participants 
signed informed consent forms at the onset of the study and received separate gift cards for 
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their participation in the screening and the field task (if selected). No participants had prior 
experience with virtual reality (IRB ID: 10-075). 
4.3.2  The Address Verification Task 
During the address verification task, participants walked through a neighborhood to 
find and verify six residential addresses with the aid of a mobile device and digital map. 
Upon locating a residence, participants were to confirm whether its existence and location 
was accurately reflected on the map based on the label and placement of the residence’s 
“map spot”. In scenarios where participants identified a discrepancy between an assigned 
residence and its corresponding map spot, they were instructed to correct the map. The 
possible map editing scenarios are shown in Table 4.2. Key performance metrics for the 
address verification task include the frequency of address verification errors, task time, and 
the distance traveled by participants. 
Figure 4.1 Photo showing a person using a mobile device to verify a residence. 
4.3.3  The Point-to-Origin Task 
All participants were escorted to the same starting location at the beginning of the 
study. While completing the address verification task, participants were interrupted and 




address verification task (i.e., half of the addresses were verified) and once again at the end. 
For the first pointing test, each participant was escorted to a uniform location in the 
neighborhood and faced due north. They were then asked to point to their starting location. A 
compass was used to record the angle of each participant’s pointing direction—measured as 
the angle of the arc formed between magnetic north and the direction that the participant was 
pointing toward. This process was repeated for the second pointing test. During the first 
pointing test, participants were still relatively close to the starting point of the study. In the 
case of the second pointing test, participants had generally spent more time walking the 
neighborhood and they were farther away from their origin. 
The key metric for the pointing tests is participants’ pointing error. The pointing error 
was calculated by subtracting the angle measure of a participant’s pointing direction from the 
ground truth angle of the starting location. The ground truth angles associated with the two 
pointing tests were calculated using GPS coordinates and were compared against the 
researchers’ compass measurements for accuracy. 
Table 4.2 Address Verification Scenarios for the VR/Field Experiment. 
Scenario Map Edit Required Count 
Residence is correctly reflected on map No change to the map (spot) needed 0 
Residence is new or missing (not on map) Map spot added to map 0 
Residence no longer exists, but is on map Map spot removed from map 1 












4.3.4  The Mobile Device and Study Software 
The mobile device was set up to resemble prototype systems that were being tested by 
the U.S. Census Bureau at the time. Participants used a Pharos Traveler 535x paired with a 
stylus to operate the study software (see Figure 4.3). The software and digital map provided 
the core functions necessary to verify the residences. Participants could manipulate the 
digital map using pan and zoom controls. If the location of an assigned address needed to be 
updated on the map, participants could edit its corresponding “map spot”. Map spots are the 
dots on the map with address numbers that correspond to residences. 
Using the software, a participant could select one of the six residences to be verified 
from a dropdown list. Once an address was selected, it became active and the participant 
could add or remove its associated map spot at any time. Once an address was selected and 
made active, the software was able to log all operations associated with the address for later 
analysis; these include: Taps on the screen, the addition and removal of map spots, and 
button presses. The ‘Reset map’ button undid all zooms and pans, returning the map to its 
original state at the beginning of the study. The ‘Reset question’ button undid any changes 
made to the active address’s map spot. The ‘Submit’ button saved the participant’s changes 






Figure 4.3 Diagram of mobile device and software functions used for address verification. 
The digital map of the study neighborhood was generated by combining TIGER\Line 
Shapefiles using ESRI’s ArcGIS Desktop© software (see Figure 4.3). The digital map 
included two layers of information: 1) a street layer that shows the streets and their respective 
labels and 2) an address layer that depicted each residential address as a map spot (i.e., a 
small dot) accompanied by an address number. The accuracy of residential addresses shown 
on the map was verified by researchers who walked the study neighborhood during review of 
the map. Graphics editing software was used to make final touches to the study map before it 
was segmented and integrated into the study application. The map did not incorporate GPS or 
other map aids that utilize the device’s radios or onboard sensors. 
4.3.5  Real-World Treatment: A Nearby Neighborhood 
Core to the task of address verification is one’s ability to interpret a map and locate 
addresses in a residential area. The study location was an important consideration because 




Google Maps™ was used to identify several potential neighborhoods for the study. Close 
attention was paid to the street layouts, the distribution and variety of residences, as well as 
proximity to the university. We preferred a neighborhood that would challenge participants 
in terms of wayfinding, navigation, and the address verification task itself. 
 
Figure 4.4 Map showing neighborhood study area (right); it is not orthogonal like left half. 
A neighborhood was selected nearby campus and the study area was confined to a 
particularly demanding cross section that spanned approximately 1.3 square miles. It was 
comprised of many non-uniform streets that seldom ran parallel to the cardinal directions. 
Many of the residential streets formed three-way intersections known as Y-junctions, which 
can be more challenging to interpret than the more typical T-junction intersection. The streets 
often ran and intersected at odd angles that were not orthogonal like other residential areas—
this added difficulty in participants’ understanding of their location, bearing and direction of 
travel. There was variety in the types of residences (e.g., homes, duplexes, multi-unit 
buildings) and landmarks (e.g., a treehouse, playground, and large stadium). The mix and 
Study Area 
This left half of the 
experiment neighborhood 
was excluded from the 
study area. Its layout 
presented less navigation 
challenges than the right 
half, where streets run 





spread of occluding landmarks such as trees and fences also resulted in spotty line of sight 
from various vantage points. Overall, these features presented participants with notable 
difficulty in making task-related decisions and acquiring spatial knowledge. 
4.3.6  Virtual Reality Treatment: A Neighborhood 3D Replica 
A significant challenge in executing the experiment was creating the virtual reality 
treatment (VRT). It is an interactive, 3D replica of the real-world study neighborhood that is 
discussed in the previous section. The VRT was comprised of three key technical 
components: (1) the CAVE hardware interface, (2) the 3D model of the neighborhood, and 
(3) the software application that tied it all together. 
CAVE Hardware Interface 
The C6, located at Iowa State University’s Virtual Reality Applications Center 
(VRAC), was the lab space in which the virtual reality treatment was administered. The C6 is 
a Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE), an integration of hardware and software 
that enabled users to interact with the immersive virtual environment (IVE) in a room that 
spanned 1000 cubic feet (10x10x10 ft.). A cluster of computers generated stereoscopic 
images—left eye and right eye—that were projected onto the four walls, ceiling, and floor of 
the space. Participants wore a pair of shutter glasses that wirelessly synced with the C6 
projectors so that each eye received the correct stereoscopic image; this allowed participants 
to perceive a 3-dimensional virtual environment. The C6 was outfitted with a wireless, 
optical tracking system so that a participant’s location within the space could be determined 
based on sensors situated on the shutter glasses. The tracking system enabled a primary 
user—the participant—to trigger the walking interface (i.e., stepping farther away from the 
center of the space accelerated one’s virtual walking speed). The tracking system also 




images would show the proper perspective of the virtual neighborhood. Altogether, the 
CAVE implementation afforded several key interactions that were not feasible with 
alternative VR systems such as those based on head-mounted displays or other display 
configurations. 
• Participants could simultaneously see and interact with the mobile device, the 
digital map, the virtual neighborhood, and attending researchers in a shared, 
immersive virtual environment. 
• Participants could use both hands to hold the mobile device and manipulate the 
digital map and address verification software because the interface for locomotion 
enabled hands-free travel through the virtual neighborhood. 
• Attending researchers could directly observe participants’ interactions with the 
mobile device and virtual environment. They could also see and talk to each other 





Figure 4.5 Photo of researcher in the VR lab standing at a street intersection within the 
virtual neighborhood. 
3D Model of the Study Neighborhood 
A significant challenge in readying the virtual reality treatment (VRT) was designing 
a sufficiently high-fidelity 3D replica of the study neighborhood, which spanned 
approximately 1.3 square miles. Several months were spent designing the 3D model from 
scratch. SketchUp™ was selected as the primary 3D modeling application for its strengths in 
rapid architectural modeling, the creation of large-scale 3D environments, its support for the 
geo-location of models, its education-friendly licensing, and its large repository of 
community-shared 3D assets. 
Prior to designing the 3D model, the team spent significant time walking the real-
world neighborhood, taking photographs, and creating maps of the streets and residences. 
Effective planning and iterative design were critical in recreating a virtual environment of 




important urban design elements such as the paths, edges, nodes, and landmarks (Lynch, 
1960) of the neighborhood and surrounding area. We started the design by creating the 
terrain, the network of streets, and by placing pre-existing 3D models of houses, buildings, 
and other structures in their corresponding locations. To do this efficiently and accurately, we 
overlaid satellite imagery of the neighborhood in SketchUp™ to draw and extrude the terrain 
and streets. We placed homes based on their locations as indicated by the satellite imagery 
(see Figure 4.6)—this also ensured that the key features of the neighborhood were accurately 
geo-located. 
    
Figure 4.6 Satellite imagery aided w/ modeling and geo-locating neighborhood features. 
During a walk-through of an earlier iteration of the VR neighborhood, members of 
the research team who frequently walked the real neighborhood noticed incongruences. For 
example, they could see across much greater distances because objects like trees and fences, 
which limit one’s line of sight, were not present at the time. They recognized that memorable 
landmarks were also missing such as several large university buildings that were viewable 




neighborhood were also missing (e.g., a playground that was centrally located). Overall, the 
early VE felt barren in comparison to the real thing. To get the best results out of the VRT, 
such features were added to reflect the real-world as closely as possible. We frequently 
referenced Google Street View™ during the design process to add fine touches to the model 
for realism (see Figure 4.7).  
    
Figure 4.7 Panoramas of the real-world (left) were referenced to fine tune the model (right). 
Over dozens of iterations, prominent buildings and landmarks were added to the 3D 
model as well as hundreds of trees, traffic signs, fire hydrants, and we even went so far as to 
create a realistic sky with the sun positioned to the west to approximate the time of day—at 
least one participant used this as a directional queue during the study. Altogether, a balanced 
combination of geo-located residences, core urban design features and embellishments made 
the VE feel more authentic. 
Design time and computational power were constraints in reproducing certain 
neighborhood landmarks and features in sufficient detail. The VE also lacked auditory 
feedback such as an outdoor soundscape. Additionally, the activity that one would expect 




VR Application Software 
The software for the VRT was written in C++. It served multiple functions, including 
interfacing with the CAVE hardware, loading the 3D model of the neighborhood, facilitating 
locomotion within the VE, and logging participants’ performance metrics (i.e., time, distance 
traveled, and routes). The software application was built using VR Juggler, a cross-platform, 
open source virtual reality application development framework (Cruz-Neira, Bierbaum, 
Hartling, Just, & Meinert, 2002). The 3D model was handled using OpenSceneGraph, an 
open source 3D graphics toolkit and API. We implemented a hands-free locomotion interface 
that enabled users to move through the virtual neighborhood with relative ease while 
simultaneously being able to interact with the mobile device and digital map. The locomotion 
interface is described in Figure 4.8. The top speed of locomotion was restricted to 





Figure 4.8 Researcher uses the locomotion interface to traverse the virtual neighborhood. 
4.3.7  Procedure 
Prior to the address verification exercise, participants were randomized to either the 
real-world treatment (RWT) or the virtual reality treatment (VRT). 
For the RWT, two researchers accompanied each participant to the study 
neighborhood. The task was explained along with the think aloud protocol. Participants were 
told that they should travel to each of the assigned residential addresses to determine whether 
their digital map accurately reflected what was seen on the grounds of the neighborhood. An 
assigned address needed to either be added to the map, removed, moved to a new location, or 
confirmed to be correct in its existing location (i.e., no map change). Participants were told to 
only correct the addresses that they were assigned, which showed up in a drop-down list, and 
to ignore other potential errors on the map. Participants were then taught how to edit the map 
A hands-free locomotion 
interface was used for travel. 
The researcher in this photo is 
moving westward through the 
virtual neighborhood because he 
stepped outside of the center 
region of the physical space in 
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Stepping farther away from the 
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down and eventually stop 
moving by returning to and 





spots associated with residences on the digital map and were given instruction on the think 
aloud protocol and the verbalization of their thoughts. 
The map software was started in training mode and participants were asked to locate 
and verify three training addresses in the immediate vicinity. Observers answered procedural 
questions and provided feedback on the quality of the think aloud. At the end of the training, 
the participant and observers reviewed the outcomes for the three training addresses to ensure 
that the procedure and objectives were clear. Observers answered any final questions the 
participants had and explained that they would refrain from talking during the exercise, other 
than to prompt the participant to keep verbalizing or to ask follow-up questions on behaviors 
or actions.  
Observers then returned the participant to the starting location, switched the map 
software to experiment mode, and started an audio recorder worn by the participant. A GPS-
enabled tracking app was started and carried by one of the observers to record the routes 
taken by the participant. During the exercise, each participant was shadowed by two 
researchers who carried coding sheets to record their observations. After participants verified 
half of the assigned addresses, they were taken to a uniform location and asked to point to the 
starting location of the study while an observer recorded the pointing angle. The pointing 
error was later measured as the angle (in degrees) formed by the arc between participants’ 
pointing direction and the actual direction of the origin. The main exercise was completed 
after participants verified all six of the assigned residences. After verifying the sixth address, 
each participant was asked a second time to point to their origin, this time from a different 
location and the pointing angle was again recorded. Participants answered an exit 
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questionnaire on the task (see Appendix C) at the end of the exercise, observers’ written 
notes were filed, and participants’ route data from a GPS logging app was saved. 
Figure 4.9 Photo of VR treatment w/ observer (left) shadowing participant (right). 
The procedure for the VRT was nearly identical to that of the RWT. Two researchers 
accompanied each participant to the C6 facility at Iowa State University’s Virtual Reality 
Applications Center (VRAC). In addition to training participants on the task and use of the 
handheld device, they were also briefed on virtual reality and given instructions on use of the 
CAVE and the “virtual walking” interface. Participants were coached on the same three 
training addresses that were used for the RWT while observers ensured that the procedure 
and objectives were clear. Before proceeding to the main exercise, observers also checked to 
see if participants experienced any sickness symptoms that stemmed from use of the VR 
system and locomotion method. For the primary exercise, observers used a remote control 




assigned residences, and the routes that they traveled. The shadowing of participants in the 
VRT by observers required much less walking, with observers diligently maintaining a 
position behind the participant so as not to distract them from the task. The procedures 
described for the RWT were followed in terms of completion of the primary exercise, the 
pointing task, and the disposition of study data. 
4.4  Experimental Design 
 A between-subjects design was used to test the hypotheses. We examined the effects 
of the environment condition (ENV) combined with participants’ spatial visualization ability 
grouping (VZ) on task outcomes. To compare a field task occurring in a real-world setting to 
one simulated in an immersive virtual environment, participants were randomly assigned to 
two treatments of the environment factor: (1) The real-world treatment (RWT) and (2) the 
virtual reality treatment (VRT). Prior to being assigned to either of the two environments, 
participants were screened based on their scores on psychometric tests of spatial visualization 
ability. Stratified random sampling was used, where participants whose VZ scores fell within 
predefined thresholds for high- and low-scorers were assigned to either a high spatial 
visualization group (HighVZ) or a low spatial visualization group (LowVZ). Pairs were then 
taken from the HighVZ and LowVZ groups and were randomized together to give 
participants from each group an equal chance of being assigned to either of the two 
treatments.  
Comparisons were first made based on the ENV factor alone—irrespective of 
participants’ spatial visualization groupings. For these comparisons, the HighVZ and LowVZ 
participant groups were merged into a single group of participants for each treatment 




1. RWT Group – the combination of high and low spatial visualization participant 
groups who completed tasks in the real-world neighborhood (i.e., RWT+HighVZ 
combined with RWT+LowVZ). 
2. VRT Group – the combination of high and low spatial visualization participant 
groups who completed tasks in the virtual reality neighborhood replica (i.e., 
VRT+HighVZ combined with VRT+LowVZ). 
Further comparisons consider both the ENV factor and the participants groups in 
combination, which resulted in the following four experimental groups: 
3.  RWT+HighVZ – participants of the high spatial visualization group who completed 
the field tasks in the real-world neighborhood. 
4. RWT+LowVZ – participants of the low spatial visualization group who completed 
the field tasks in the real-world neighborhood. 
5. VRT+HighVZ – participants of the high spatial visualization group who completed 
the field tasks in the virtual reality neighborhood replica 
6. VRT+LowVZ – participants of the low spatial visualization group who completed 
the field tasks in the virtual reality neighborhood replica. 
4.5  Variables Used for Analyses 
 This section covers the variables stemming from the categories that were used in the 
analyses. Three categories of dependent variables were captured in both study treatments: (1) 
task performance metrics, (2) digital map operations, and (3) recorded observations via the 




4.5.1  Task Performance Variables 
The following task performance metrics were captured in both treatments for later 
analysis:  
Address Verification Task Variables 
1) Task time – Participants’ task completion time for the address verification exercise.  
2) Distance traveled – A GPS device was used to determine the distance that 
participants traveled in the real-world neighborhood. The immersive virtual 
environment (IVE) was georeferenced so that a subroutine could calculate and output 
participants’ travel distances in the virtual neighborhood. 
3) Address verification errors – Participants’ total number of address verification errors 
were determined using both the study software logs and the observer notes pertaining 
to each verification decision. 
Pointing Task Variables 
4) 1st point-to-origin test error – Participants were asked to point to their starting 
location after they verified half of the assigned addresses. The error angles, in 
degrees, were recorded. 
5) 2nd point-to-origin test error – Participants were asked a second time to point to the 
starting location after verifying their last address. The error angles, in degrees, were 
recorded. 
4.5.2  Digital Map Operation Variables 
Participants used the study software to manipulate the digital map and to edit map 
spots that corresponded to the addresses being verified. The digital map operations were 
saved to log files by the software; they are as follows: 
1) Pans – Participants had the ability to pan the map up, down, left, or right 
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2) Zooms – Participants could switch between five different zoom levels.
3) Pan limit reached – During panning, if participants reached the bounds of the map
and continued to pan in the bounded direction, the software displayed a notification.
4) Zoom limit reached – During use of the map zoom feature, participants were notified
when they attempted to go beyond the minimum or maximum zoom levels that were
available.
5) Address added – If a participant reached the physical location of an assigned address
and concluded that the address was not present on the map, the instruction was to
correct the map by adding the corresponding map spot in the proper location.
6) Address removed – If a participant traveled to the location of an assigned address as
indicated by the map and he or she concluded that the address no longer existed, the
instruction was to correct the map by removing the corresponding map spot.
7) Map resets – Participants could reset the map view to its original state at the onset of
the address verification exercise—effectively undoing all pan and zoom operations.
4.5.3  Recorded Observations 
Two observers were present while participants completed the field tasks. The 
observers used coding sheets to record participants’ behaviors and any relevant think aloud 
responses. These written materials were compiled and the observations were analyzed, 
categorized, and quantified. A total of 113 variables were created for the categories that were 
identified from the coded observations (see Appendix D). 
4.6  Hypotheses 
We expect that participants of the real-world treatment (RWT) will outperform their 




environment. Three sets of hypotheses were generated to test for differences in task 
performance between the RWT group and the VRT group: 
H1) We hypothesized that participants of the RWT group would outperform those of 
the VRT group per the five task performance variables (A – E), whereby: 
A. Lower task time is better. 
B. Shorter distance traveled is better. 
C. Fewer address verification errors are better. 
D. Smaller pointing angles are better for the 1st point-to-origin test error. 
E. Smaller pointing angles are better for the 2nd point-to-origin test error. 
H2) For the high spatial visualization group, we hypothesized that participants of the 
real-world treatment (RWT+HighVZ) would outperform those of the virtual 
reality treatment (VRT+HighVZ) per the five task performance variables (A – E). 
H3) Similarly, for the low spatial visualization group, we hypothesized that 
participants of the real-world treatment (RWT+LowVZ) would outperform those 
of the virtual reality treatment (VRT+LowVZ) per the five task performance 
variables (A – E).  
In the first three sets of hypotheses, we expect significant differences in participants’ 
task performance between the real-world treatment and the virtual reality treatment. In a 
similar fashion, we expect significant differences in task performance between the high 
spatial visualization (HighVZ) and low spatial visualization (LowVZ) participant groups. In 
our previous field studies on the task in a real neighborhood, participants who were screened 
into HighVZ and LowVZ groups used a paper map rather than a digital map to verify 




with high spatial visualization ability typically outperform those with low ability. In the 
present experiment, we expected comparable results in the real-world treatment environment 
and we anticipated that the virtual reality treatment environment, assuming that it has 
sufficient ecological validity, would yield results similar to the real-world treatment. 
Therefore, hypotheses were generated for each treatment environment to test for differences 
in task performance between HighVZ and LowVZ groups. These hypotheses are as follows: 
H4) For the real-world treatment environment, we hypothesized that participants of 
the high spatial visualization group (RWT+HighVZ) would outperform those of 
the low spatial visualization group (RWT+LowVZ) per the five task performance 
variables (A – E). 
H5) Similarly, for the virtual reality treatment environment, we hypothesized that 
participants of the high spatial visualization group (VRT+HighVZ) would also 
outperform those of the low spatial visualization group (VRT+LowVZ) per the 
five task performance variables (A – E). 
To complement the task performance analyses between treatment groups, a set of hypotheses 
was generated to test for differences in participants’ use of the digital map operations 
between treatments: 
H6) We hypothesized that participants’ digital map operations in the RWT would 
differ from those of the VRT group per the seven map operation variables (F – L): 
F. Fewer pans tend to indicate better task performance. 
G. Fewer zooms tend to indicate better task performance. 





I. Fewer zoom limit reached occurrences tend to indicate better task 
performance. 
J. Greater address added occurrences tend to indicate better task 
performance. 
K. Greater address removed occurrences tend to indicate better task 
performance. 
L. Fewer map resets tend to indicate better task performance. 
H7) For the high spatial visualization group, we hypothesized that participants’ digital 
map operations in the real-world treatment (RWT+HighVZ) would differ from 
those of the virtual reality treatment (VRT+HighVZ) per the map operation 
variables (F, G, J, K). Note: Three map operation variables were excluded (H, I, 
L) because they lacked the necessary frequencies to test the hypotheses against 
crosses of the participant groups and treatment environments. 
H8) Similarly, for the low spatial visualization group, we hypothesized that 
participants’ digital map operations in the real-world treatment (RWT+LowVZ) 
would differ from those of the virtual reality treatment (VRT+LowVZ) per the 
map operation variables (F, G, J, K). 
Sets of hypotheses were also generated for each treatment environment to test for differences 
in participants’ use of the digital map operations between the high and low spatial 
visualization groups. These hypotheses are as follows: 
H9) For the real-world treatment environment, we hypothesized that high spatial 
visualization group participants (RWT+HighVZ) would differ in their digital map 
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operations from the low spatial visualization group (RWT+LowVZ) per the map 
operation variables (F, G, J, K). 
H10) Similarly, for the virtual reality treatment environment, we hypothesized that high 
spatial visualization group participants (VRT+HighVZ) would differ in their 
digital map operations from the low spatial visualization group (VRT+LowVZ) 
per the map operation variables (F, G, J, K). 
4.7  Results 
The results of the quantitative analyses are presented in this section. The impact of 
these results on the hypotheses will be elaborated on in the Discussion Section.
4.7.1  Task Performance Comparisons Between Treatment Environments 
Descriptive statistics for the task performance variables pertaining to the whole of 
participants in each treatment environment are shown in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 Descriptive Statistics for the Task Performance Variables by Treatment. 
Performance Variable 
Real World Virtual Reality 
n Mdn Mean SD n Mdn Mean SD 
Task time (min.) 16 30.5 36.6 15.0 14 41.5 37.1 9.1 
Distance traveled (mi.) 15 1.1 1.3 .6 15 1.3 1.3 .3 
Address verification errors 16 2.5 3.1 2.0 14 2.5 2.5 1.3 
1st point-to-origin error (deg.) 14 11.5 14.7 14.0 14 19.5 37.6 54.5 
2nd point-to-origin error (deg.) 16 14.0 17.3 16.0 14 23.5 35.4 43.8 
A series of analyses were performed to determine if there were significant differences 
in task performance between participants of the real-world treatment (RWT) group and those 
of the virtual reality treatment (VRT) group. Inspection of the histograms and Q-Q Plots for 
task time and distance traveled indicated that the distributions were not approximately 
normal for both the RWT and VRT (see Table 4.4), thus, a Mann-Whitney U test (Mann & 
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Whitney, 1947) was selected for the comparisons. The distribution of address verification 
errors appeared to be approximately normal, so the Shapiro-Wilk test (Shaphiro & Wilk, 
1965) was used to further confirm the assumption of normality. The distributions of the 1st 
point-to-origin test error and 2nd point-to-origin test error were skewed to the right, so a 
log transformation was applied to normalize both variables and the Shapiro-Wilk test of 
normality was used to confirm the normality assumption for the transformed data. The 
Shapiro-Wilk test results are shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 Results of Shapiro-Wilk Test of Normality for Performance Variables by 
Treatment. 
Performance Variable 
Real World Virtual Reality 
n W p N W p 
Task time 16 .799 .003* 14 .856 .027* 
Distance traveled 15 .715 .000* 15 .922 .207 
Address verification errors 16 .915 .139 14 .906 .140 
Log(1st point-to-origin test error) 14 .943 .464 14 .953 .603 
Log(2nd point-to-origin test error) 16 .964 .729 14 .963 .777 
* p < .05; rejected H0: Distribution is normal for specified variable and treatment group.
Levene’s test for equality of variances (Levene, 1960) was used to confirm the 
assumption of homogeneity of variance for address verification errors, the 1st point-to-origin 
test error and the 2nd point-to-origin test error (see Table 4.5). For address verification 
errors and the 1st point-to-origin test error, we rejected the null hypothesis of equality of 
variances, thus, we selected a Welch’s t-test to compare means between treatments. We 
failed to reject the null hypothesis for the 2nd point-to-origin test error, in which case an 
independent-samples t-test was chosen to compare means. 
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F d.f. p 
Address verification errors 4.42 28 .045* 
Log(1st point-to-origin test error) 4.91 26 .036* 
Log(2nd point-to-origin test error) 1.12 28 .298 
* p < .05; rejected H0: Treatments have equal variances for specified variable.
We expected the RWT group participants to have shorter task times than those of the 
VRT group (shorter time is better). The parallel boxplot medians (see Figure 4.10) indicate 
that participants of the RWT group did take less time on average to verify addresses (Mdn = 
30.5) than did those of the VRT group (Mdn = 41.5). There was no significant difference in 
the distributions of participants’ task times between the RWT group and the VRT group 
(Mann–Whitney U = 96.0, nrw = 16, nvr = 14, p = .522). The boxplot interquartile ranges are 
similar between the RWT (IQR = 17.7) and the VRT (IQR = 17.0). The boxplots differ in 
that the RWT task times are skewed to the right, have a greater spread and an outlier beyond 
the 70-minute mark; whereas task times for the VRT are left-skewed with a tighter spread 
and no outliers present. 
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Figure 4.10  Parallel boxplots of task time by treatment. 
We expected the RWT group participants to travel shorter distances than those of the 
VRT group in order to complete the task (shorter distance is better). The parallel boxplot 
medians for distance traveled (see Figure 4.11) indicate that participants of the RWT group 
did travel shorter distances on average (Mdn = 1.1) than did those of the VRT group (Mdn = 
1.3). However, there was no significant difference in the distributions of participants’ travel 
distances between the RWT group and the VRT group (Mann–Whitney U = 83.0, nrw = 
15, nvr = 15, p = .230). The interquartile ranges of the boxplots are similar between the RWT 
(IQR = .3) and the VRT (IQR = .4). The boxplots differ in that the RWT travel distances are 
skewed to the right and have two outliers beyond the 2.5-mile mark; whereas travel distances 
for the VRT are closer to the center with a single outlier short of the 2-mile mark. The 
presence of more extreme outliers for the RWT may indicate that participants who struggled 
with navigation in the real-world neighborhood were penalized to a greater degree than those 





Figure 4.11  Parallel boxplots of distance traveled by treatment. 
We expected the RWT group participants to make fewer address verification errors 
than those of the VRT group (fewer errors is better). The parallel boxplot medians (see 
Figure 4.12) indicate that participants of the RWT group unexpectedly made more 
verification errors (M = 3.1, SD = 2.0) than did those of the VRT group (M = 2.5, SD = 1.3). 
A Welch’s t-test was calculated and it was determined that there was no significant 
difference in verification errors between treatments (t(26) = .933, nrw = 16, nvr = 14, p = 
.360). The address verification errors shown in the RWT boxplot have a greater interquartile 
range (IQR = 3.0) and spread when compared to the VRT (IQR = 2.0)—bear in mind that 
these boxplots can appear misleading considering the narrow range of potential verification 





Figure 4.12  Parallel boxplots of address verification errors by treatment. 
Participants were asked to point to their starting location midway through the field 
exercise and the error angle was measured in degrees (1st point-to-origin test error). We 
expected the RWT group participants to make less error on the 1st point-to-origin test than 
those of the VRT group (smaller error angles are better). The parallel boxplot medians (see 
Figure 4.13) indicate that participants of the RWT group did err less pointing to their starting 
location (M = 14.7˚, SD = 14.0˚) than did those of the VRT group (M = 37.6˚, SD = 54.5˚). A 
Welch’s t-test was calculated to compare the pointing error angles between the treatment 
groups. Prior to the t-test, a logarithmic transformation was applied to the error data for both 
treatments to normalize their distributions. There was no significant difference in pointing 
errors between treatments (t(21.6) = .696, nrw = 14, nvr = 14, p = .503). The boxplots do 
reveal noticeable differences in the interquartile ranges of the RWT (IQR = 9.0) and VRT 
(IQR = 27.7). Another noticeable difference can be seen in the outliers of the two treatments, 
where the VRT has extreme outliers in comparison to the RWT; these outliers indicate that 




completely turned around, with pointing error angles that exceeded 140˚. The presence of 
these extreme outliers might imply that difficulty with spatial orientation and path integration 
among participants of the VRT was exacerbated by the simulated environment and the 
walking interface of the virtual reality lab. 
 
Figure 4.13  Parallel boxplots of 1st point-to-origin test error by treatment. 
Participants were asked to point to their starting location a second time at the end of 
the field exercise and the error angle was measured in degrees (2nd point-to-origin test error). 
We expected the RWT group participants to make fewer errors on the 2nd point-to-origin test 
than those of the VRT group (smaller error angles are better). The parallel boxplot medians 
(see Figure 4.14) indicate that participants of the RWT group did err less pointing to their 
starting location (M = 17.3˚, SD = 16.0˚) than did those of the VRT group (M = 35.4˚, SD = 
43.8˚). An independent-samples t-test was calculated to compare the pointing error angles 
between the treatment groups. Prior to the t-test, a logarithmic transformation was applied to 
the error data for both treatments to normalize their distributions. There was a significant 




nrw = 16, nvr = 14, p = .050). Unlike the previous pointing test, the interquartile ranges were 
similar between the RWT and the VRT. There is also an extreme outlier in the VRT, which is 
similar to outliers seen in the VRT for the 1st point-to-origin test, where outlying participants 
errantly thought that the bearing of the origin was in the opposite direction of its true 
location. 
 
Figure 4.14  Parallel boxplots of 2nd point-to-origin test error by treatment. 
4.7.2  Task Performance Comparisons Between Crosses of the Treatment 
Environments and Participant Groups 
The following analyses involve comparisons of the task performance variables that 
are associated with the four experimental groups that are crosses of the treatment 
environments (RWT/VRT) and the participant groups (HighVZ/LowVZ). We examined 
parallel box plots, key statistics and statistical tests. A Mann-Whitney U test was chosen 
for statistical comparisons due to its robustness in situations when the normality of a 
sample cannot be assumed. The associated descriptive statistics are shown in Table 4.6. 









HighVZ Group LowVZ Group 








 Task time (min.) 8 29.0 28.1 3.5 8 43.5 45.0 17.5 
Distance traveled (mi.) 7 1.0 1.0 .15 8 1.3 1.6 .7 
Address verification errors 8 2.0 2.1 1.4 8 4.5 4.0 2.1 
1st point-to-origin test error (deg.) 8 11.5 14.6 9.8 7 10.0 14.1 17.7 










  n Mdn Mean SD n Mdn Mean SD 
Task time (min.) 7 27.0 31.7 9.1 9 43.0 44.1 7.4 
Distance traveled (mi.) 7 1.3 1.4 .3 9 1.3 1.2 .3 
Address verification errors 7 2.0 2.1 1.2 9 3.0 2.9 1.3 
1st point-to-origin test error (deg.) 7 15.0 32.0 50.8 9 12.0 36.0 55.3 
2nd point-to-origin test error (deg.) 7 17.0 39.0 62.2 9 29.0 42.1 38.8 
  
When comparing like participant groups, we expected the RWT group participants to 
have shorter task times than those of the VRT group (shorter time is better). The parallel 
boxplot medians indicate that the RWT+HighVZ group unexpectedly had a slightly higher 
median task time of 29 minutes compared to the VRT+HighVZ group’s median task time of 
27 minutes. The distributions of the two treatments did not differ significantly (Mann–
Whitney U = 25.5, nrw = 8, nvr = 7, p = .818). The RWT+LowVZ group also had a slightly 
higher median task time of 43.5 minutes compared to the VRT+LowVZ group’s median task 
time of 43.0 minutes. The distributions of the two treatments did not differ significantly 
(Mann–Whitney U = 35.0, nrw = 8, nvr = 9, p = .960). The boxplots also show a striking 
difference in the spread and interquartile ranges of the RWT+LowVZ group (IQR = 32.5 
min.) when compared to the VRT+LowVZ group (IQR = 5.5 min.). 
We expected the HighVZ group to have shorter task completion times than the 




that this was true in both cases. The RWT+HighVZ group had a median task time of 29.0 
minutes compared to the 43.5-minute median task time of the RWT+LowVZ group; the 
distributions of the two groups differed significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 11.5, nhigh = 
8, nlow = 8, p = .036). The VRT+HighVZ group had a median task time of 27 minutes 
compared to the 43-minute median task time of the VRT+LowVZ group; the distributions of 




Figure 4.15  Parallel boxplots of task time for treatments by VZ group. 
There is a pattern in the task time boxplots that will also be seen in the boxplots of 
other task performance variables where the treatment environments and spatial visualization 
groups have been crossed. Notice that the location of the HighVZ group boxplots (darker 
shade) tend to always be lower than those of the LowVZ group. In general, this trend 
suggests that regardless of the treatment environment, the HighVZ group tends to outperform 







the LowVZ group; this is because lower values can be associated with better performance for 
each of the task performance variables. 
For distance traveled, we expected the RWT group participants to travel shorter 
distances than those of the VRT group in order to complete the task (shorter distance is 
better). The boxplot medians indicate that the RWT+HighVZ group had a shorter median 
travel distance of 1.02 miles compared to the VRT+HighVZ group’s median travel distance 
of 1.33 miles; the distributions of the two treatments differed significantly (Mann–
Whitney U = 5.0, nrw = 7, nvr = 7, p = .015). The RWT+LowVZ group unexpectedly had a 
slightly higher median travel distance of 1.29 miles compared to the VRT+LowVZ group’s 
median travel distance of 1.28 miles. However, for the LowVZ group there was no 
significant difference between the two treatments (Mann–Whitney U = 26.0, nrw = 8, nvr = 
9, p = .363). The spread and interquartile range of the RWT+LowVZ group (IQR = 1.24 
mi.) is far greater than the VRT+LowVZ group (IQR = .41 mi.) or any other groups for that 
matter. 
We expected the HighVZ group to travel shorter distances than the LowVZ group in 
both treatments. The parallel boxplot medians (see Figure 4.16) indicate that this was true 
for the RWT, however, for the VRT the medians were similar between the HighVZ and 
LowVZ groups. The RWT+HighVZ group had a median travel distance of 1.02 miles, 
which was shorter than the RWT+LowVZ group’s median travel distance of 1.29 miles; the 
distributions of the two groups differed significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 7.0, nhigh = 
8, nlow = 7, p = .018). Notice that the VRT+LowVZ group’s boxplot is not in a higher 
location than the VRT+HighVZ group’s boxplot as was expected. The VRT+HighVZ 




VRT+LowVZ group’s median travel distance of 1.28 miles; the distributions of the two 
groups did not differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 22.0, nhigh = 7, nlow = 9, p = .342).  
 
Figure 4.16  Parallel boxplots of distance traveled for treatments by VZ group. 
We expected the RWT group participants to make fewer address verification errors 
than those of the VRT group (fewer errors is better). The boxplot medians indicate that the 
RWT+HighVZ group and the VRT+HighVZ group both had a median error frequency of 2.0 
errors; the distributions of the two treatments did not differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 
27.5, nrw = 8, nvr = 7, p = 1.00). The RWT+LowVZ group had a median error frequency of 
4.5 errors, which was unexpectedly higher than the VRT+LowVZ group’s median error 
frequency of 3.0 errors; there was no significant difference between treatments for the 
LowVZ group (Mann–Whitney U = 23.5, nrw = 8, nvr = 9, p = .250). Notice that the 
RWT+LowVZ group boxplot has a greater spread and interquartile range (IQR = 4.5) than 
the VRT+LowVZ group boxplot (IQR = 2.0) or those of any other experimental groups for 
that matter. 






We expected the HighVZ group to make fewer address verification errors than the 
LowVZ group in both treatments. The boxplots exemplify the HighVZ participants’ superior 
performance in both treatment environments. The RWT+HighVZ group had a median error 
frequency of 2.0 errors, which was lower than the RWT+LowVZ group’s median error 
frequency of 4.5 errors (see Figure 4.17), however, the distributions of the two groups did 
not differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 16.0, nhigh = 8, nlow = 8, p = .103). The 
VRT+HighVZ group had a median error frequency of 2.0 errors, which was lower than the 
VRT+LowVZ group’s median error frequency of 3.0 errors, however, the distributions of the 
two groups did not differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 21.0, nhigh = 7, nlow = 9, p = 
.289). 
 
Figure 4.17  Parallel boxplots of address verification errors for treatments by VZ group. 
We expected the RWT group participants to make fewer errors on the 1st point-to-
origin test than those of the VRT group (smaller error angles are better). The parallel boxplot 
medians indicate that the RWT+HighVZ group had a smaller median pointing error angle of 




distributions of the two treatments did not differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 
27.0, nrw = 8, nvr = 7, p = .952). The RWT+LowVZ group’s median pointing error angle of 
10.0˚ was also smaller than the VRT+LowVZ group’s median pointing error angle of 12.0˚; 
there was no significant difference between treatments for the LowVZ group (Mann–
Whitney U = 22.0, nrw = 7, nvr = 9, p = .522). 
We expected the pointing error of the HighVZ group to be lower than that of the 
LowVZ group for both treatments. However, the parallel boxplot medians (see Figure 4.18) 
indicate that the opposite was true for both treatments and LowVZ participants outperformed 
their HighVZ counterparts. The RWT+HighVZ group had a median pointing error angle of 
11.5˚, which was slightly larger than the RWT+LowVZ group’s median pointing error of 
10.0˚, however, the distributions of the two groups did not differ significantly (Mann–
Whitney U = 20.5, nhigh = 8, nlow = 7, p = .418). Similarly, the VRT+HighVZ group had a 
median pointing error angle of 15.0˚, which was slightly larger than the VRT+LowVZ 
group’s median pointing error of 12.0˚, however, the distributions of the two groups did not 
differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 28.5, nhigh = 7, nlow = 9, p = .795). 
For the pointing tests, we expected less errors from the HighVZ group than from the 
LowVZ group. It is interesting that, to the contrary, the LowVZ group erred slightly less for 
both treatment environments; the outcome for the 2nd point-to-origin test is indeed different. 
Also note the patterns in the outliers for the treatment environments and the spatial 
visualization groups. The presence of extreme outliers for the VRT group boxplots (the 
rightmost two) may indicate signs of pronounced disorientation from those participants; they 
errantly thought that the bearing of the origin was in the opposite direction of its true location 





Figure 4.18  Parallel boxplots of 1st point-to-origin test error for treatments by VZ group. 
Participants were asked to point to their starting location a second time at the end of 
the field exercise and the error angle was measured in degrees (2nd point-to-origin test error). 
We expected the RWT group participants to make fewer errors on the 2nd point-to-origin test 
than the VRT group (smaller error angles are better). As expected, the parallel boxplot 
medians indicate that the RWT+HighVZ group had a smaller median pointing error angle of 
10.5˚ when compared to the VRT+HighVZ group’s median pointing error angle of 17.0˚; the 
distributions of the two treatments did not differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 
17.5, nrw = 8, nvr = 7, p = .246). The RWT+LowVZ group’s median pointing error angle of 
15.5˚ was also smaller than the VRT+LowVZ group’s median pointing error angle of 29.0˚; 
there was no significant difference between treatments for the LowVZ group (Mann–
Whitney U = 21.5, nrw = 8, nvr = 9, p = .177).  
We expected the HighVZ group’s pointing error to be lower than that of the LowVZ 
group in both treatments. The parallel boxplot medians (see Figure 4.19) indicate that this 




group had a median pointing error angle of 10.5˚, which was smaller than the RWT+LowVZ 
group’s median pointing error of 15.5˚, however, the distributions of the two groups did not 
differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 25.0, nhigh = 8, nlow = 8, p = .497). For the virtual 
reality treatment, the VRT+HighVZ group had a median pointing error angle of 17.0˚, which 
was smaller than the VRT+LowVZ group’s median pointing error angle of 29.0˚, however, 
the distributions of the two groups did not differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 
17.0, nhigh = 7, nlow = 9, p = .139). 
 
Figure 4.19  Parallel boxplots of 2nd point-to-origin test error for treatments by VZ group. 
The boxplots exemplify the patterns that we expected for the treatment environments 
and the spatial visualization groups, where the RWT group boxplots (the leftmost two) have 
a lower location than those of the VRT group, and the HighVZ group boxplots (shaded) have 
a lower location than those of the LowVZ group. The presence of extreme outliers for the 
VRT group indicate that those participants errantly thought that the bearing of the origin was 
in the opposite direction of its true location in the simulated environment.  
 140 
4.7.3  Digital Map Operation Comparisons Between Treatment 
Environments 
Participants’ digital map operations were logged by the study software and analyzed 
to determine if there were significant differences between the RWT group and the VRT 
group. Descriptive statistics for this dataset are shown in Table 4.7. 
Table 4.7 Descriptive Statistics for Map Operation Variables by Treatment. 
Performance Variable 
Real World Virtual Reality 
n Mean SD Mdn n Mean SD Mdn 
Pans 15 45.2 30.8 40.0 15 70.0 35.2 68.0 
Zooms 15 30.3 13.9 28.0 15 26.5 16.8 29.0 
Pan limit reached 15 1.1 .9 1.0 15 1.9 2.0 2.0 
Zoom limit reached 15 .53 .9 0 15 .1 .4 0 
Addresses added 15 4.8 1.8 5.0 15 4.8 1.3 5.0 
Addresses removed 15 2.4 1.9 2.0 15 3.9 1.7 4.0 
Map resets 15 2.3 3.1 0 15 0.7 1.0 0 
Initial inspection of the histograms and Q-Q Plots for the map operation variables 
indicated that, in each case, the distributions of either one or both treatment groups did not 
appear to be approximately normal. Thus, a Mann-Whitney U test was chosen for statistical 
comparisons because of its robustness when normality of the data cannot be assumed. The 
Mann-Whitney U test was used to determine whether the distributions of scores between 
treatments were significantly different for the following variables: Pans, zooms, pan limit 
reached, zoom limit reached, addresses added, addresses removed, and map resets. 
Participants had the ability to pan the map up, down, left, or right (pans). We 
expected the RWT group participants to pan the map less than those of the VRT group (less 
panning implies better performance). The parallel boxplot medians (see Figure 4.20) show 




those of the VRT group (Mdn = 68.0). There was a significant difference in the distribution 
of participants’ pans between the RWT group and the VRT group (Mann–Whitney U = 
54.5, nrw = 15, nvr = 15, p = .017). The boxplots reflect the significant differences between 
the treatments, as can be seen in the spread and interquartile ranges of the RWT group (IQR 
= 15.0) and the VRT group (IQR = 39.0).  
 
Figure 4.20  Parallel boxplots of map pan operations (pans) by treatment. 
Participants could switch between five different zoom levels during their interaction 
with the digital map (zooms). We expected the RWT group participants to use the zoom 
function less than those of the VRT group (less zooming implies better performance). The 
parallel boxplot medians in Figure 4.21 show that participants of the RWT group did change 
the zoom level of their maps slightly less on average (Mdn = 28.0) than did participants of 
the VRT group (Mdn = 29.0). There was no significant difference in the distribution of 
participants’ zooms between the RWT group and the VRT group (Mann–Whitney U = 
95.0, nrw = 15, nvr = 15, p = .478). The boxplots show similar interquartile ranges between the 




RWT group (IQR = 27.0) and the VRT group (IQR = 25.5); the VRT group also has a greater 
spread. 
 
Figure 4.21  Parallel boxplots of map zoom operations (zooms) by treatment. 
During panning, if participants reached the bounds of the map and continued to pan in 
the bounded direction, the software displayed a notification to prevent further attempts (pan 
limit reached). We expected the RWT group participants to have less occurrences of reaching 
the pan limit than those of the VRT group (less pan limiting occurrences implies better 
performance). The parallel boxplot medians in Figure 4.22 show that participants of the 
RWT group did attempt to go beyond the bounds of the map slightly less on average (Mdn = 
1.0) than did participants of the VRT group (Mdn = 2.0). There was no significant difference 
in the distribution of participants’ pan limit reached occurrences between the RWT group 





Figure 4.22  Parallel boxplots of blocked pan operations (pan limit reached) by treatment. 
During use of the map zoom feature, participants were notified when they attempted 
to go beyond the minimum or maximum zoom levels that were available (zoom limit 
reached). We expected the RWT group participants to have less occurrences of reaching the 
zoom limits than those of the VRT group (fewer zoom limiting occurrences implies better 
performance). The parallel boxplot medians in Figure 4.23 show that participants of the 
RWT group were notified of reaching a zoom limit slightly more on average (Mdn = 0, M = 
.53) than were participants of the VRT group (Mdn = 0, M = .1). There was no significant 
difference in the distribution of participants’ zoom limit reached occurrences between the 





Figure 4.23  Parallel boxplots of blocked zoom operations (zoom limit reached) by 
treatment. 
If a participant reached the physical location of an assigned address and concluded 
that the address existed but was not present on the map, the instruction was to correct the 
map by adding the corresponding map spot for the address to the proper location (addresses 
added). We expected the RWT group participants to add more addresses than those of the 
VRT group (more address additions imply better performance). The parallel boxplot medians 
in Figure 4.24 show that participants of the RWT group added the same number of addresses 
on average as did those of the VRT group (Mdn = 5.0). There was no significant difference 
in the distribution of participants’ addresses added between the RWT group and the VRT 
group (Mann-Whitney U = 99.5, nrw = 15, nvr = 15, p = .603). The spreads and interquartile 







Figure 4.24  Parallel boxplots of operations to add addresses (address added) by 
treatment. 
If a participant traveled to the location of an assigned address as indicated by the map 
and he or she concluded that the address no longer existed, the instruction was to correct the 
map by removing the corresponding map spot for the address (addresses removed). We 
expected the RWT group participants to remove more addresses than those of the VRT group 
(more address removals imply better performance). The parallel boxplot medians in Figure 
4.25 show that participants of the RWT group removed less addresses on average (Mdn = 
2.0) than those of the VRT group (Mdn = 4.0). There was a significant difference in the 
distribution of participants’ addresses removed between the RWT group and the VRT group 





Figure 4.25  Parallel boxplots of address removal operations (address removed) by 
treatment. 
Participants could reset the map view to its original state, effectively undoing all pan 
and zoom operations (map resets). We expected the RWT group participants to reset the map 
less than those of the VRT group (less map resets imply better performance). The parallel 
boxplot medians in Figure 4.26 show that participants of the RWT group reset their map 
more times on average (Mdn = 0, M = 2.3) than did those of the VRT group (Mdn = 0, M = 
0.7). There was no significant difference in the distribution of participants’ map resets 
between the RWT group and the VRT group (Mann-Whitney U = 87.0, nrw = 15, nvr = 15, p 
= .298). 






Figure 4.26  Parallel boxplots of map reset operations (map resets) by treatment. 
4.7.4  Digital Map Operation Comparisons Between Crosses of the 
Treatments and Participant Groups 
The following analyses involve comparisons of the digital map operations associated 
with the four experimental groups that are crosses of the treatment environments (RW/VR) 
and the participant groups (HighVZ/LowVZ). Only the four most frequently used digital map 
operations were examined (pans, zooms, addresses added, addresses removed) due to low 
frequencies for all other map operations pertaining to the crossed experimental groups. We 
examined parallel box plots, key statistics and statistical tests. A Mann-Whitney U test was 
chosen for statistical comparisons due to its robustness in situations when the normality of a 








Table 4.8 Descriptive Statistics for Digital Map Operation Variables by Treatment and VZ 
Group. 








  n Mdn Mean SD n Mdn Mean SD 
Pans 7 44.0 42.7 8.6 8 37.0 47.4 42.7 
Zooms 7 21.0 27.0 15.5 8 35.0 33.3 12.6 
Addresses added 7 6.0 5.7 1.0 8 5.0 4.0 0.7 











 n Mdn Mean SD n Mdn Mean SD 
Pans 7 68.0 58.1 29.1 9 62.0 76.7 37.8 
Zooms 7 21.0 19.9 13.0 9 36.0 31.6 17.3 
Addresses added 7 5.0 4.7 1.3 9 5.0 4.9 1.4 
Addresses removed 7 5.0 4.3 1.7 9 4.0 3.3 1.7 
 
When comparing like VZ groups, we expected the RWT group participants to pan the 
map less than those of the VRT group (less panning implies better performance). The parallel 
boxplot medians (see Figure 4.27) indicate that the RWT+HighVZ group panned their maps 
less on average (Mdn = 44.0) than did those of the VRT+HighVZ group (Mdn = 68.0); the 
distributions of the two treatments did not differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 
15.0, nrw = 7, nvr = 7, p = .250). The RWT+LowVZ group also panned their maps less on 
average (Mdn = 37.0) than did those of the VRT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 62.0); the 
distributions of the two treatments differed significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 35.0, nrw = 
8, nvr = 9, p = .038). 
We expected participants of the HighVZ group to pan the map less than those of the 
LowVZ group in both treatments. Surprisingly, the parallel boxplots associated with the VRT 
groups have a higher location than their RWT group counterparts in the cases of both the 
HighVZ and LowVZ participant groups. The boxplot medians indicate that the 




did those of the RWT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 37.0); the distributions of the two treatments 
did not differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 20.0, nhigh = 7, nlow = 8, p = .384). The 
VRT+HighVZ group also unexpectedly panned their maps more on average (Mdn = 68.0) 
than did those of the VRT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 62.0); the distributions of the two 
treatments did not differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 26.5, nhigh = 7, nlow = 9, p = .631).  
 
Figure 4.27  Parallel boxplots of map pan operations (pans) by treatment and VZ group. 
The parallel boxplots for zooms show striking similarities across the treatment 
environments and the spatial visualization participant groups.  
We expected the RWT group participants to use the zoom function less than those of 
the VRT group (less zooming implies better performance). The parallel boxplot medians (see 
Figure 4.28) show that the RWT+HighVZ group and the VRT+HighVZ group participants 
changed the zoom level of their maps the same number of times on average (Mdn = 21.0); 
the distributions of the two treatments did not differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 
17.5, nrw = 7, nvr = 7, p = .407). The RWT+LowVZ group changed the zoom level of their 
maps slightly less on average (Mdn = 35.0) than did the VRT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 36.0); 





the distributions of the two treatments did not differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 
34.5, nrw = 8, nvr = 9, p = .920). 
We expected participants of the HighVZ group to use the zoom function less than 
those of the LowVZ group in both treatments. The parallel boxplot medians indicate that the 
RWT+HighVZ group did use the zoom function less on average (Mdn = 21.0) than did the 
RWT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 35.0); the distributions of the two treatments did not differ 
significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 19.0, nhigh = 7, nlow = 8, p = .327). The VRT+HighVZ 
group also used the zoom function less on average (Mdn = 21.0) than did the VRT+LowVZ 
group (Mdn = 36.0); the distributions of the two treatments did not differ significantly 
(Mann–Whitney U = 16.5, nhigh = 7, nlow = 9, p = .126). 
 
Figure 4.28  Parallel boxplots of map zoom operations (zooms) by treatment. 
We expected the RWT group participants to add more addresses than those of the 
VRT group (more address additions imply better performance). The parallel boxplot medians 
(see Figure 4.29) show that participants of the RWT+HighVZ group did add more addresses 
on average (Mdn = 6.0) than did those of the VRT+HighVZ group (Mdn = 5.0); the 




7, nvr = 7, p = .126). The RWT+LowVZ group and the VRT+LowVZ group unexpectedly 
added the same number of addresses on average (Mdn = 5.0); the distributions of the two 
treatments did not differ significantly (Mann-Whitney U = 27.5, nrw = 8, nvr = 9, p = .441). 
We expected participants of the HighVZ group to add more addresses than those of 
the LowVZ group in both treatments. The parallel boxplot medians indicate that the 
RWT+HighVZ group did add more addresses on average (Mdn = 6.0) than did the 
RWT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 5.0); the distributions of the two treatments differed 
significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 10.5, nhigh = 7, nlow = 8, p = .049). Unlike the RWT 
outcome, the VR+HighVZ group boxplot does not have a higher location than that of the 
VR+LowVZ group as was expected. Furthermore, the VRT+HighVZ and the VRT+LowVZ 
group unexpectedly added the same number of addresses on average (Mdn = 5.0); the 
distributions of the two treatments did not differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 
28.0, nhigh = 7, nlow = 9, p = .749).  
 
Figure 4.29  Parallel boxplots of operations to add addresses (address added) by 
treatment. 
We expected the RWT group participants to remove more addresses than those of the 
VRT group (more address removals imply better performance). The parallel boxplots (see 





Figure 4.30) indicate that the opposite is true for both the HighVZ and LowVZ participant 
groups. The medians show that participants of the RWT+HighVZ group unexpectedly 
removed fewer addresses on average (Mdn = 4.0) than did those of the VRT+HighVZ group 
(Mdn = 5.0); the distributions of the two treatments did not differ significantly (Mann-
Whitney U = 16.5, nrw = 7, nvr = 7, p = .337). The RWT+LowVZ group also unexpectedly 
removed fewer addresses on average (Mdn = 1.0) than did the VRT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 
4.0); the distributions of the two treatments did not differ significantly (Mann-Whitney U = 
17.0, nrw = 8, nvr = 9, p = .075). 
We expected participants of the HighVZ group to remove more addresses than those 
of the LowVZ group in both treatments. This expectation is exemplified by the HighVZ 
group’s boxplots, which have a higher location than those of the LowVZ group. The parallel 
boxplot medians indicate that the RWT+HighVZ group did remove more addresses on 
average (Mdn = 4.0) than did the RWT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 1.0); the distributions of the 
two treatments did not differ significantly—though the p-value is suggestive (Mann–
Whitney U = 12.0, nhigh = 7, nlow = 8, p = .073). The VRT+HighVZ group also removed more 
addresses on average (Mdn = 5.0) than did the VRT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 4.0); the 
distributions of the two treatments did not differ significantly (Mann–Whitney U = 





Figure 4.30  Parallel boxplots of address removal operations (address removed) by 
treatment. 
4.7.5  The Task Workflow and Researcher Observations 
Participants in the real-world treatment and virtual reality treatment followed the 
same think aloud protocol as they verified residential addresses. They were accompanied by 
two researchers who observed and recorded their thought processes, actions, and behaviors. 
The observations were subsequently coded, analyzed, and a task workflow was generated. 
The resulting workflow is discussed in this section along with a description of the important 
participant behaviors that were observed. 
A diagram of the address verification workflow based on observations from both 
treatment environments is shown in Figure 4.31. This task workflow holds for all address 
verification scenarios encountered during this experiment. The components of the workflow 
are differentiated based on shape and color-coding. The rounded, oval shapes colored in blue 
represent either the beginning or ending of the task workflow. The orange-colored rectangles 




rectangles (beige) are important parts (or outputs) of the Planning Phase. The red triangles 
represent the major decision points of the workflow. One iteration through the workflow 





Figure 4.31  The VRFE task workflow diagram for address verification. 
Pre-planners decided to 
plan an optimal route on 
their first iteration through 
the workflow and were 




Planning Phase Behaviors 
Some of the earliest actions and behaviors observed in participants were centered on 
planning. At the earliest juncture of the Planning Phase, the most effective planners tended 
to “pre-plan”. Pre-planning is a behavior that has previously shown up in our field studies on 
the use of a paper map for address verification; it is defined as the process where, at the onset 
of the address verification task, participants formulate a comprehensive plan for their route 
and the order in which they intend to verify residences. In the previous studies, the tendency 
for participants to pre-plan has been linked to their spatial ability and their task efficiency. 
Pie graphs comparing participants’ pre-planning tendencies between treatment environments 
are shown in Figure 4.32. For the RWT, 4 out of 16 participants pre-planned (25%) 
compared to 12 out of 16 participants (75%) who did not. Pre-planning in the VRT was 
slightly lower, where 3 out of 16 participants were observed pre-planning (19%) compared to 
13 out of 16 participants (81%) who did not appear to pre-plan. 
In contrast to the pre-planners, some participants very quickly selected a residence to 
verify at the start of the exercise and moved on to navigation with very little planning if any 
at all. In general, the participants who failed to pre-plan tended to do limited planning up 
front (sometimes because of difficulty or frustration); their planning activities were spread 
across various legs of their routes. Many participants frequently revisited the Planning Phase 
throughout the exercise to adjust an existing plan or to further optimize. Effective planners 
generally exited the Planning Phase after selecting a destination that was believed to be 
optimal in terms of the overall route. The least effective planners haphazardly chose their 
destinations and some participants were even observed to select residences based on the 
order that they were listed in the dropdown list of the software, which was randomized and 




participants were observed to initially base their routes on the listed order of assigned 
residences per their printed materials. 
 
Figure 4.32  Pie graphs comparing participants’ pre-planning tendencies between the RW 
treatment (top) and the VR treatment (bottom). 
The very use of a handheld computer seemed to influence participants’ planning 
behaviors as well. We observed a markedly drastic decrease in participants’ pre-planning 
compared to the prior address verification studies. Another general observation is that fewer 
participants, if any, planned while they walked. This behavior, to plan on the move, was 
occasionally observed in the participants of Field Experiment 1 and Field Experiment 2, 


















participants’ tendency to pan frequently while viewing the digital map at its outer zoom 
levels; this facilitated better tracking of streets and potential routes during planning. 
Navigation Phase Behaviors 
During the Navigation Phase, participants checked cues from the environment and 
the map to reach their intended destination. Effective navigators tended to: 
• Pay attention to street signs, landmarks (including homes along the way) and 
relate them to the map. 
• Work through confusion and difficulty by making sense of environmental cues 
and map features to reorient themselves. 
• Pan the map as they traveled, but not excessively. 
• Limit their use of the digital map’s zoom function, oftentimes sticking to one or 
two zoom levels that facilitated easier tracking of their position, the network of 
streets and their routes. 
• Less frequently run into the map’s panning and zooming limits; less frequently 
reset the map. 
Less effective navigators tended to: 
• Misinterpret their direction and heading. 
• Wander due to difficulty interpreting the map and/or environment. 
• Switch to a different residence for verification when difficulty and/or frustration 
was too great. 
• Struggle with use of the software and digital map. 





• Either sparsely check and pan their maps or excessively do so out of confusion 
and frustration. 
• More frequently run into the panning and zooming limits of the map and 
sometimes use the map reset feature to start over with the navigation process. 
• More frequently review the map and revise their routes. 
Verification Phase Behaviors 
The behavior of participants changed once they reached the vicinity of the address 
being verified. During this Verification Phase, participants made a final decision about the 
correctness of each assigned residence with respect to the map. A key difference in 
participant behavior during the Verification Phase was the increased thoroughness with 
which they scrutinized a variety of cues near the residences being verified—this was done to 
ensure that each home had the correct address number, was on the proper street and was 
located in the proper place on the map with respect to what was seen on the grounds of the 
neighborhood. Participants who were most effective during the Verification Phase tended to: 
• Change their attitude regarding the veracity of the map once reaching their 
destination; during navigation, participants seemed to trust the map without 
question, whereas during verification the most effective participants approached 
the map with skepticism (e.g., they assumed that the placement of assigned 
residences were incorrect until verified and proven otherwise). 
• Demonstrate an increased thoroughness in terms of their scrutiny of the map and 
environmental cues—especially in checking the position of the neighboring 
residences of those that were verified. 




• Modify the map spots more frequently, with an increased and balanced use of the 
functions to “add” and “remove” map spots. 
• Avoid resetting the map, which returned the view of the map to its default state. 
• Have a better grasp of their direction and heading and made fewer errors of 
judgement in this regard. 
4.7.6  Identifying Usability Issues 
The address verification software that participants used was developed specifically 
for this research. The software could be viewed as a minimum viable product (MVP) in the 
development sense because it included only those features that were necessary to complete 
the task and to log participants’ actions at the interface. Though usability testing was not a 
primary objective of this experiment, the pre-production nature of the software helped us to 
better understand how usability issues might be identified during evaluations conducted 
within the treatment environments. The attending researchers drew two key conclusions 
when reflecting on the usability issues that surfaced: 
1) Based on their use of the field study and think aloud methods, both environments 
were well-suited for participants and observers to identify a variety of usability 
issues centered on the mobile computer and its software. 
2) The virtual reality treatment was exceptional in several respects:  
i. For participants, it was of sufficient fidelity to draw out behaviors and 
interactions that reflected real-world usage patterns without the drawbacks 
that come with traveling substantial distances on foot in a real 
neighborhood (e.g., physical exertion, adverse weather, safety concerns 
and distractions). 
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ii. For observers, it was much easier to shadow participants in the VR lab.
Observers were readily able to closely examine participants’ interactions
with the mobile device and display. The real-world treatment
environment, on the other hand, raised concerns by researchers that they
were not able to directly observe many of participants’ interactions due to
the physical and cognitive demands of facilitating the study and
shadowing participants while traveling on foot. In other words, researchers
felt that they could not always sufficiently keep up with participants in the
real-world—this was not a problem in the VRT.
Table 4.9 lists usability issues that were identified in both environments through (a) 
researchers’ direct observation of participant interactions with the mobile device and (b) 





Table 4.9 Usability Issues Identified During VR/Field Experiment. 
Category Usability Issue Description 
Planning 
Difficulty referring 
to residence list  
The full list of assigned residences could only be viewed when 
the user tapped a drop-down list to select one to be verified; the 
user was not able to otherwise view them all at once—this 




There was no way for the user to change the orientation of the 
map based on a north-up or track-up preference; physical 
rotation of the mobile device was not ideal. 
 
Orientation of street 
labels 
The street labels did not rotate with the map when the user 
physically rotated the device. 
 
Visibility of street 
labels 
The street labels were fixed and were not always visible (i.e. they 
were off screen sometimes) depending on the cross section of the 
map being viewed and the user’s zoom level; labels should travel 
with their respective streets as views change. 
Map Spot 
Functionality 
Moving a map spot 
is not intuitive 
To move a map spot requires two actions: 1) the existing map 
spot is removed, 2) a new map spot is added to the intended 
location; moving a map spot should be a one-step process; if the 
user adds a map spot that unknowingly already exists on the 
map, the previous map spot is retained rather than replaced and 
still requires removal by the user to correct the map. 
 Possibility of duplicate map spots 
Multiple map spots could be added for the same address; each 
address should have only one map spot. 
 Map spots are difficult to tap 
The map spot icons (and their hotspots) were too small for some 
participants to select and manipulate with the stylus; this led to 
false negative taps. 
 Recognizability of active map spot 
It was difficult to differentiate, from all other map spots, the map 
spot associated with the active residence being verified; visual 
indicators such as size and color could help. 
 Visibility of closely grouped map spots 
When the map spots were closely grouped, it was difficult to see 
the corresponding address numbers because they overlapped. 
 
4.7.7  Comparisons of Observations Recorded in Treatments 
A comparison was made of the observations that were recorded in each of the 
treatment environments. The total number of observations recorded in each treatment as well 
as their variation offers some insight into the effectiveness of the treatments. The observation 
totals, by treatment, are shown in Figure 4.33. Combined, the two treatments resulted in 
1954 total observations that were captured in researchers’ written notes. For the real-world 
treatment (RWT), 1167 observations were captured, which accounted for 60% of the study 
total. The virtual reality treatment (VRT) yielded 787 observations, accounting for 40% of 





Figure 4.33  Graph of total number of recorded observations by treatment. 
The 1954 coded observations coming from both treatments were combined, randomly 
analyzed and classified into distinct types. A total of 113 unique observation types were 
identified during the analysis. The 1167 coded observations of the RWT could be sorted into 
74 of the 113 types, accounting for 65% of the variation in observation types. The 787 
observations of the VRT could be sorted into 98 of the 113 types, which accounted for 87% 
of the variation in observation types. Of the 113 total observation types, 59 types (52%) were 
common to both treatments, 15 types (13%) were exclusive to the RWT, and 39 types (35%) 
were exclusive to the VRT.  
Figure 4.34 shows the observation categories by treatment group. Overall, more than 
half of the observation categories were shared between the RWT and VRT. Despite the VRT 
yielding fewer total observations (787) than the RWT (1167), it was comprised of more 
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Figure 4.34  Graph of coded observation types by treatment. 
4.7.8  Observer Feedback 
Observers were asked to compare and contrast their data collection experiences in the 
real-world treatment (RWT) and virtual reality treatment (VRT). For the RWT, observers 
noted the benefits of conducting the field experiment in a real-world setting. Such benefits 
included the authenticity of the environment, its contextual richness, and the ecological 
validity of conducting the field experiment in an actual neighborhood. However, observers 
noted that the benefits inherent to the real-world field study came with tradeoffs. Among the 
challenges encountered in the real-world, observers cited: 
1. Difficulty keeping up with and shadowing participants on foot. 
2. Difficulty observing participants’ interactions with the mobile device and 
environment. 
3. Difficulty recording observations while staying mobile. 
59 observation types








Observation Types by Treatment





4. Potentially long travel distances and travel times, which can be physically exerting 
for both participant and observer. 
5. Difficulty ensuring participant safety while multitasking during the exercise. 
6. Inability to conduct the exercise in poor weather conditions. For example, participants 
were unable to effectively use the stylus and operate the handheld computer in rain or 
extremely cold temperatures. 
The VRT mitigated the challenges listed above. By confining the study exercise to the VR 
lab space (10 cubic feet), the required walking was drastically reduced. The simulated 
walking effectively enabled participants to travel substantial distances in the virtual 
neighborhood simply by taking a few steps away from the center of the simulator floor. The 
accompanying observer needed only to stay out of the way of the participant during the 
exercise (see Figure 4.9).  
Observers noted that the minimized walking, the absence of traffic and other safety 
hazards, and the ease of shadowing participants in the simulator altogether reduced the 
burden of multitasking that was prevalent in the field environment. The VRT facilitated 
closer observation of participants’ behaviors and actions. Observers also noted that they 
could more closely scrutinize participants’ interactions with the handheld device (e.g., errors 
and usability issues were easier to recognize).  
In summary, the VRT enabled observers to devote more attention to participants as 





4.8  Discussion 
In this experiment, we examine and compare the outcomes of two evaluations of a 
location-based task. One evaluation was conducted in a real-world setting where participants 
walked a neighborhood to verify six residential addresses with a mobile device and digital 
map—the real-world treatment (RWT). The second evaluation was conducted in a VR lab, in 
which the real-world task environment was simulated and the field study protocol was 
replicated—the virtual reality treatment (VRT). In the two treatment environments, 
participants who were screened into high (HighVZ) and low spatial visualization ability 
(LowVZ) groups completed a couple of tasks: (1) They verified six neighborhood residences 
using address verification software and (2) they pointed to their starting location twice during 
the exercise (once halfway through and a second time at the end). Quantitative and 
qualitative data were collected and analyzed. This section covers results that are relevant to 
the research questions, hypothesis tests, and key findings of the experiment. 
4.8.1  Feasibility of Replicating a Field Experiment Using VR 
Initial research questions were concerned with the feasibility of using a virtual reality 
lab to replicate a field study. Could we create a VR lab to duplicate the rigorous, mixed-
method field study procedure that was carried out in the field? In both of the treatment 
environments of this experiment, participants followed the same study protocol and 
completed the same tasks. Task performance metrics were captured in both environments in 
addition to observations that were recorded by attending researchers. In our prior field studies 
on the task, participants had the ability to: 





• Seamlessly use a mobile device during interactions with the environment. 
• Think aloud as they completed the tasks, answering occasional questions from 
attending researchers.  
Observers had the ability to: 
• Facilitate the study and ensure that a specific protocol was followed. 
• Train participants on the task. 
• Shadow participants and take notes on their think aloud, behaviors, mobile device 
use and software use. 
• Occasionally ask participants clarifying questions regarding behaviors and actions 
that are relevant to a task outcome or approach. 
To enable these important capabilities in the VR lab, careful attention was paid to the 
selection of the underlying VR technology, the fidelity and accuracy of the virtual 
environment, the interaction design, and the data collection procedures. Table 4.10 
summarizes key features of the VR lab that enabled our team to create an immersive and 
functional substitute to a real-world field study experience. 
Table 4.10 Features of the VR Lab that Made a Field Study Feasible. 
Feature Description 
6-sided CAVE 
- Facilitated immersion in virtual environment as participants completed the task. 
- Enabled use of separate mobile device while viewing IVE (difficult w/ HMD). 
- Enabled a shared VR experience between participants and researchers. 
Hi-fi., 3D Model 
Neighborhood Replica 
- Streets, signage, buildings, residences, and other important landmarks were  
   incorporated into the 3D model to closely reflect the real neighborhood.  
- Geolocation of 3D model facilitated accurate locations and distances. 
Hands-free Locomotion 
- In a confined lab space, participants traversed a virtual neighborhood using a  
  locomotion interface that allowed them to travel at walking speeds. 
- The walking interface allowed for hands-on interaction with the mobile device. 
- Participants quickly acclimated to the “your body is the joystick” metaphor. 
Reproduced Data 
Collection Procedures 
- Two researchers shadowed each participant as was done in the RW field study. 
- Distance, time, and participants’ pointing angles were accurately recorded. 
- Notes were taken on participants’ think aloud, behaviors, and task outcomes. 
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4.8.2  Quantitative Analysis 
In the Results Section, hypothesis test statistics were intermingled with other results 
and boxplots pertaining to participants’ task performance and digital map operations. For 
clarity, this section further discusses the hypothesis test outcomes and provides additional 
graphs and tables to summarize the key findings.  
The ten hypotheses of this experiment are grouped as follows: 
Group 1) Between-treatment comparisons (RWT vs. VRT) of participants’ task 
performance (H1, H2, H3) and digital map operations (H6, H7, H8). 
Group 2) Between-participant group comparisons (HighVZ vs. LowVZ) of participants’ 
task performance (H4, H5) and digital map operations (H9, H10). 
Based on the above groupings, Table 4.11 organizes and lists the hypotheses and provides 
descriptions of each for reference.  




Description of Relationship Based on 
Group 1 
RW vs. VR 
H1 The RWT group will outperform the VRT group on the tasks. 
Task performance 
variables H2 The RWT+HighVZ group will outperform the VRT+HighVZ group. 
H3 The RWT+LowVZ group will outperform the VRT+LowVZ group. 
H6 Map usage of the RWT group will differ from the VRT group. 
Digital map 
operation variables H7 Map usage of RWT+HighVZ group will differ from VRT+HighVZ. 





H4 The RWT+HighVZ group will outperform the RWT+LowVZ group. Task performance 
variables H5 The VRT+HighVZ group will outperform the VRT+LowVZ group. 
H9 Map usage of RWT+HighVZ group will differ from RWT+LowVZ. Digital map 
operation variables H10 Map usage of VRT+HighVZ group will differ from VRT+LowVZ. 
Task performance variables: Task time, distance traveled, address verification errors, 1st point-to-origin test, 2nd point-to-origin test. 
Digital map operation variables: Pans, zooms, pan limit reached, zoom limit reached, address added, address removed, map resets. 
Task Performance Outcomes: RWT vs. VRT 
We expected that the real-world treatment participants (RWT) would outperform 




environment. Hypothesis tests were run to determine if there were significant differences in 
participants’ task performance between treatments. Table 4.12 and Table 4.13 summarize the 
results of hypothesis tests associated with H1. The expectation was that the real-world 
treatment group (RWT) would outperform the virtual reality treatment group (VRT) per the 
five task performance variables. Only the 2nd point-to-origin test error showed statistically 
significant differences between the two treatments. As expected, the error angles made by 
participants as they pointed to their origin for the second and final pointing test were greater 
for the VRT group (M = 35.4, SD = 43.8) than for the RWT group (M = 17.3, SD = 
16.0). Although great pains were taken to simulate walking, to incorporate landmarks, and 
to accurately recreate the layout and scale of the real-world neighborhood, participants took 
advantage of these features only through visual input and through the optic flow of the virtual 
environment; limited proprioceptive cues were available through the CAVE and locomotion 
interface, thus, the spatial updating that one takes advantage of during normal walking was 
not available in the CAVE. The literature frequently cites the importance of inputs from 
natural walking (e.g., proprioception, kinesthetic and vestibular information) to facilitate 
spatial orientation and path integration (Chance, Gaunet, Beall, & Loomis, 1998; Klatzky & 
Loomis, 1998; Ruddle, Volkova, & Bülthoff, 2011; Waller & Hodgson, 2013). The pointing 
errors that participants made in the VRT could be attributed to a lack of these inputs. There 
were no significant differences between the VRT and the RWT for the 1st point-to-origin test 
error, which suggests that participants made pointing errors to a lesser degree earlier in the 
exercise, however, as more time passed and as participants traveled deeper into the 
neighborhood, the discrepancy grew in terms of their ability to spatially update their position 




why there were significant differences between the two treatments for the second pointing 
test and not the first. 
Table 4.12 Summary of Mann-Whitney U Tests Comparing Task Performance Variables 
Between Treatments. 
Performance Variable 
Real World Virtual Reality Test Statistics 
n Mean Rank n Mean Rank U Z p 
Task time (min.) 16 14.5 14 16.6 96 -.64 .522 
Distance traveled (mi.) 15 13.5 15 17.5 83 -1.20 .230 
* p < .05; rejected H0: There is no significant difference in the distribution of scores between the RWT & VRT. 
Table 4.13 Summary of Welch’s and Independent t-tests Comparing Task Performance 
Variables Between Treatments. 
Performance Variable 
Real World VR Test Statistics 
Mean SD Mean SD t d.f. p 
Address verification errors 3.1 2.0 2.5 1.3 .933 26.0 .360 
1st point-to-origin test error 14.7 14.0 37.6 54.5 - - - 
2nd point-to-origin test error 17.3 16.0 35.4 43.8 - - - 
Log(1st point-to-origin test error) 1.01 .42 1.15 .68 .696 21.6 .503 
Log(2nd point-to-origin test error) 1.03 .48 1.37 .39 2.05 28.0 .050* 
* p < .05; rejected H0: µrw = µvr. 
Welch’s t-test used for address verification errors and 1st point-to-origin test error. 
Independent-samples t-test used for 2nd point-to-origin test error. 
Table 4.14 summarizes the results of hypothesis tests associated with H2 and H3. The 
expectation of H2 is that, for the high spatial visualization group, participants who completed 
the tasks in the real-world treatment (RWT+HighVZ) would outperform those who did so in 
the virtual reality treatment (VRT+HighVZ) per the five task performance variables. Only 
distance traveled showed statistically significant differences between the two treatments for 
the HighVZ group. The distances participants traveled were significantly greater for the 
VRT+HighVZ group (Mdn = 1.33 mi.) than for the RWT+HighVZ group (Mdn = 1.02 mi.). 
Observers in the VRT noted a key issue with the locomotion interface where many 




direction even though they intended to come to a stop—this was due to those participants 
being off-center of the locomotion dead zone within the CAVE. These occurrences were 
most common when participants interacted with the mobile device and software. During such 
interactions, VRT participants typically came to a physical stop, but they did not pay 
attention to the unintended locomotion that was happening within the virtual neighborhood. 
It will be important to minimize or eliminate the drifting occurrences in future uses of the VR 
lab so that the calculated travel distances are more accurate. 
The expectation of H3 is that, for the low spatial visualization group, participants who 
completed the tasks in the real-world treatment (RWT+LowVZ) will outperform those who 
did so in the virtual reality treatment (VRT+LowVZ) per the task performance variables. 
There were no task performance measures that showed statistically significant differences 
between treatment environments for the low spatial visualization group. 
Table 4.14 Summary of Mann-Whitney U Tests Comparing Task Performance Variables 
Between Treatments (by VZ Group). 










  n Mean Rank n Mean Rank U Z p 
Task time 8 7.7 7 8.4 25.5 -.23 .818 
Distance traveled 7 4.7 7 10.3 5.0 -2.43 .015* 
Address verification errors 8 8.1 7 7.9 27.5 0 1.00 
1st point-to-origin test error 8 8.1 7 7.9 27.0 .06 .952 










  n Mean Rank n Mean Rank U Z p 
Task time 8 8.9 9 9.1 35.0 -.05 .960 
Distance traveled 8 10.3 9 7.9 26.0 -.91 .363 
Address verification errors 8 10.6 9 7.6 23.5 -1.15 .250 
1st point-to-origin test error 7 7.6 9 9.2 22.0 .64 .522 
2nd point-to-origin test error 8 7.2 9 10.6 21.5 1.35 .177 
* p < .05; rejected H0: There is no significant difference in the distribution of scores between the RWT & VRT. 
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Out of the fifteen tests that were run against the address verification and pointing task 
variables, two (13%) showed statistically significant differences (p < .05). Fewer overall 
significant differences were identified in the hypothesis tests than was expected. The 
boxplots from Section 4.7.1 show a trend where the RWT group participants tend to have 
lower averages across the task performance metrics; this includes shorter task times, shorter 
travel distances, and smaller error angles for the pointing tests (i.e., better performance). 
Only address verification errors showed similar averages between the two treatments. A 
reasonable explanation is that although the boxplots show evidence of treatment effects, the 
hypothesis tests did not have the statistical power needed to detect differences between the 
treatment environments. Furthermore, the features included in the VR lab (see Table 4.10) 
altogether minimized the treatment effects that otherwise would have had a stronger impact 
in a lab setting of inferior ecological validity.  
Figure 4.35 is a graph that summarizes which treatment groups had the best average 
task performance across the variables that comprise the address verification task and both 
pointing tasks. Notice that for the address verification task, the RWT group and the VRT 
group were nearly equal in terms of how often either group demonstrated better average task 
performance over the other. However, the pointing tasks—where participants were prompted 
to point to their origin on two occasions during the study—resulted in the RWT group 
outperforming the VRT group over 80% of the time. This may indicate that participants of 
the VRT had greater difficulty with spatial orientation and path integration (an important 
subcomponent of the address verification task), which could be explained by the lack of 
proprioceptive, kinesthetic and vestibular inputs in the VR lab (Chance et al., 1998; Klatzky 





Figure 4.35  Graph showing participant groups (based on treatment) with the best average 
task performance across the variable categories. 
Task Performance Outcomes: HighVZ vs. LowVZ 
We expected that participants of the high spatial visualization group (HighVZ), due to 
their spatial cognition advantages, would outperform those of the low spatial visualization 
group (LowVZ) in both treatment environments. Table 4.15 summarizes the results of 
hypothesis tests associated with H4 and H5. The expectation of H4 is that, for the real-world 
treatment, participants of the high spatial visualization group (RWT+HighVZ) will 
outperform those of the low spatial visualization group (RWT+LowVZ) per the five task 
performance variables. Two out of the five task performance variables showed statistically 
significant differences between VZ groups: Task time and distance traveled. 
Task times were significantly greater for the RWT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 43.5) than 
for the RWT+HighVZ group (Mdn = 29.0). This indicates that in the RWT, participants from 
the LowVZ group took longer to complete the address verification task than their HighVZ 
counterparts. The distances traveled by participants were significantly greater for the 
RWT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 1.29 mi.) than for the RWT+HighVZ group (Mdn = 1.02 mi.). 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
Pointing Tasks
Address Verification Task
Best Average Task Performance:
RWT vs. VRT Group
RWT had better performance VRT had better performance
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This indicates that participants from the LowVZ group took longer to complete the address 
verification task than their HighVZ counterparts. The HighVZ group has demonstrated 
superior task performance over the LowVZ group for both task time and distance traveled in 
the real world. These results are consistent with the task performance outcomes discussed in 
the FE1 Results Section and the FE2 Results Section of Chapter 3. 
The expectation of H5 is that, for the virtual reality treatment, participants of the high 
spatial visualization group (VRT+HighVZ) will outperform those of the low spatial 
visualization group (VRT+LowVZ) per the five task performance variables. Task times were 
significantly greater for the VRT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 43.0) than for the VRT+HighVZ 
group (Mdn = 27.0). Task time is the only performance metric that showed statistically 
significant differences between VZ groups in both treatment environments. It is unusual that 
the VRT showed significance for task time, but not distance traveled; these two variables 
have shown a strong positive correlation in the RWT of this experiment and in our prior 
address verification studies. A review of the boxplots for distance traveled (see Figure 4.16) 
shows the expected trend between the RWT+HighVZ (shorter distances) and RWT+LowVZ 
groups, however, for the VRT we see similar median travel distances between the HighVZ 
and LowVZ groups. This may be the result of the drifting effect that was observed in the 




Table 4.15 Summary of Mann-Whitney U Tests Comparing Task Performance Variables 
Between VZ Groups by Treatment. 
 Performance Variable HighVZ 
Group 









 n Mean Rnk n Mean Rnk U Z p 
Task time 8 5.9 8 11.1 11.5 -2.10 .036* 
Distance traveled 7 5.0 8 10.6 7.0 2.37 .018* 
Address verification errors 8 6.5 8 10.5 16.0 -1.63 .103 
1st point-to-origin test error 8 8.9 7 6.9 20.5 .81 .418 










  n Mean Rnk n Mean Rnk U Z p 
Task time 7 5.2 9 11.1 8.5 2.38 .017* 
Distance traveled 7 9.9 9 7.4 22.0 -.95 .342 
Address verification errors 7 7.0 9 9.7 21.0 1.06 .289 
1st point-to-origin test error 7 8.1 9 8.8 28.5 .27 .795 
2nd point-to-origin test error 7 6.4 9 10.1 17.0 1.48 .139 
* p < .05; rejected H0: There is no significant difference in the distribution of scores between the HighVZ & LowVZ groups. 
Out of the ten hypothesis tests that were run to determine if there were differences in 
task performance between the HighVZ and LowVZ groups, three (30%) showed statistically 
significant differences (p < .05) between spatial visualization groups. The results indicated 
that in the real-world treatment: (1) HighVZ participants traveled significantly shorter 
distances than the LowVZ group and (2) HighVZ participants had significantly shorter task 
completion times than the LowVZ group. In the virtual reality treatment: (3) HighVZ 
participants also traveled significantly shorter distances than the LowVZ group. These three 
outcomes are in accordance with the hypotheses. Again, fewer overall significant differences 
were identified in the hypothesis tests than was expected. This was unforeseen given how 
often spatial visualization ability has been linked to users’ proficiency on a variety of 
computing tasks. To delve deeper, we graphed the participant groups with the best average 




HighVZ group demonstrated better average task performance—more than 75% of the time—
across the two categories of task performance variables. This implies that effects associated 
with the participant groups’ spatial visualization ability may exist, but the statistical power of 
the hypothesis tests was insufficient to discern significant differences between the groups. 
  
Figure 4.36  Graph showing participant groups w/ best average task performance across 
the variable categories. 
Further evidence of task performance differences between the participant groups can 
be seen in many of the boxplots where the participant groups and treatment environments 
have been crossed. In such cases, the locations of the HighVZ participants’ boxplots for a 
given variable tend to be higher or lower than those of the LowVZ group (depending on 
which location indicates better task performance); this is generally true in the cases of both 
treatments. For example, Figure 4.15 shows boxplots of participants’ task times for the 
crossed experimental groups. In both treatment environments, the HighVZ group 
demonstrates shorter task completion times (i.e., lower boxplot locations and medians) than 
the LowVZ group. The boxplots for address verification errors and the 2nd point-to-origin 
test error show similar relationships. Distance traveled, which did not exhibit this 
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relationship, may have been negatively impacted by the drifting anomalies that were 
identified in the locomotion interface.  
Digital Map Operation Outcomes: RWT vs. VRT 
Table 4.12 summarizes the results of hypothesis tests associated with H6. The 
expectation was that the RWT group’s digital map operations would be significantly different 
from the VRT group. Two out of the seven digital map operations showed statistically 
significant differences: Pans and addresses removed.  
The panning operations were significantly greater for the VRT group (Mdn = 68.0) 
than for the RWT group (Mdn = 40.0) as was expected. Thus far, we have associated 
increased panning with poorer performance. Boxplots of the panning operations—broken 
down by crosses of the treatment environments and participant groups (see Figure 4.27)—
reveal several trends. Notice that in both treatment environments, the HighVZ group has 
logged greater median panning operations than the LowVZ group. This would typically be an 
indicator that increased panning may be a function of thoroughness (or some other favorable 
strategy) rather than confusion given the fact that the HighVZ group has consistently 
outperformed the LowVZ group across the task performance metrics in our studies. 
However, while the HighVZ groups do have greater median panning operations, the LowVZ 
groups have greater means, which can be seen in the right-skewed boxplots in addition to the 
presence of outliers that have extreme panning frequencies (> 100); these trends are in line 
with observations that indicated that increases in participants’ panning can be attributed to 
confusion and difficulty. Such behavior was first discussed in Field Experiment 1 of the 
previous chapter, where we observed an increase in LowVZ participants’ panning operations 
due to them having difficulty with navigation and during other situations that caused 
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confusion (see Navigation Phase Section); similar behaviors are discussed in this chapter’s 
task workflow section covering the Navigation Phase behaviors.  
Figure 4.37 shows the mean frequency of digital map operations across the various 
experimental groups. Notice that the RWT participants have a significantly lower number of 
panning operations on average than the VRT participants. Furthermore, the LowVZ 
participants pan more on average than the HighVZ participants. Taken together, these graphs 
imply that participants who belong to the LowVZ group and those who complete the tasks in 
the VRT are likely to pan their maps more, which is a behavior that we have shown to be a 
function of increased difficulty. Thus, it makes sense that the VRT+LowVZ group has 
logged the greatest number of average pans than any other experimental group; it is plausible 
that the greater degree of difficulty encountered by this group can be sourced to (1) the lower 
spatial visualization ability of the participants and (2) performance-hindering treatment 
effects of the virtual reality environment. 
The six verification scenarios are comprised of one address that needed to be 
removed and five that needed to be moved—remember, the move scenarios require 
participants to both add a map spot and to remove the pre-existing map spot for each 
scenario. Thus, in order for participants to correct their maps without errors, they would have 
to remove all six map spots (i.e., the software should log six address removed operations) 
and add five addresses back to the map in the correct locations per the move scenarios. This 
explains why in most cases, the more addresses that participants added and removed for this 
experiment, the fewer errors they tended to make. The frequency with which participants 
removed addresses from their maps was significantly greater for the VRT group (Mdn = 4.0) 




replicate the real neighborhood with high fidelity, it simply did not have all of the features 
and complexities of the real-world neighborhood, many of which could negatively impact 
participants’ ability to make map corrections (e.g., occluding objects, traffic, and other 
activities that might compete with the objective). This may explain the superior performance 
of the VRT group—they had less distractions and sources of confusion while locating 
residences and correcting the map in the virtual neighborhood, thus, it was easier for them to 
identify and remove addresses that were incorrectly placed on the map. 
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Table 4.16 Summary of Mann-Whitney U Tests Comparing Map Operation Variables 
Between Treatments. 
Performance Variable 
Real World Virtual Reality Test Statistics 
n Mean Rank n Mean Rank U Z p 
Pans 15 11.6 15 19.4 54.5 -2.38 .017* 
Zooms 15 16.7 15 14.3 95.0 .71 .478 
Pan limit reached 15 13.9 15 17.1 89.0 -.95 .342 
Zoom limit reached 15 17.1 15 13.9 88.0 1.00 .317 
Addresses added 15 16.4 15 14.6 99.5 .52 .603 
Addresses removed 15 12.2 15 18.8 63.0 -2.03 .042* 
Map resets 15 17.2 15 13.8 87.0 1.04 .298 
* p < .05; rejected H0: There is no significant difference in the distribution of scores between the RWT & VRT. 
Table 4.17 summarizes the results of hypothesis tests associated with H7 and H8. The 
expectation of H7 is that, for the high spatial visualization group, participants digital map 
operations in the real-world treatment (RWT+HighVZ) would be significantly different from 
those who complete the tasks in the virtual reality treatment (VRT+HighVZ) per the subset 
of digital map operation variables. There were no digital map operations from the subset that 
showed statistically significant differences between the two treatments for the HighVZ 
group.  
The expectation of H8 is that, for the low spatial visualization group, participants who 
completed the tasks in the real-world treatment (RWT+LowVZ) would have significantly 
different map operations than those who did so in the virtual reality treatment 
(VRT+LowVZ). Only one out of the subset of map operations, pans, showed statistically 
significant differences between the RWT and the VRT for the LowVZ group. As expected, 
the panning operations were significantly greater for the VRT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 62) 
than for the RWT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 37). As stated before, the LowVZ participants in 




higher panning frequencies signify poorer task performance for participants in general. In 
accordance with the conclusion drawn for H6, it seems that participants from the VRT have 
greater difficulty with the task as it relates to map use as can be seen by the greater frequency 
of pans from the VRT+LowVZ group when compared their RWT+LowVZ counterparts. 
Table 4.17 Summary of Mann-Whitney U Tests Comparing Map Operation Variables 
Between Treatments (by VZ Group). 











 n Mean Rank n Mean Rank U Z p 
Pans 7 6.1 7 8.9 15.0 -1.15 .250 
Zooms 7 8.5 7 6.5 17.5 .83 .407 
Addresses added 7 9.3 7 5.7 12.0 1.53 .126 











 n Mean Rank n Mean Rank U Z p 
Pans 8 6.3 9 11.4 14.0 2.07 .038* 
Zooms 8 9.2 9 8.8 34.5 -0.10 .920 
Addresses added 8 7.9 9 9.9 27.5 0.77 .441 
Addresses removed 8 6.6 9 11.1 17.0 1.78 .075 
* p < .05; rejected H0: There is no significant difference in the distribution of scores between the RWT & VRT. 
Digital Map Operation Outcomes: HighVZ vs. LowVZ 
Table 4.18 summarizes the results of hypothesis tests associated with H9 and H10. 
The expectation of H9 is that, in the real-world treatment, participants of the high spatial 
visualization group (RWT+HighVZ) will have a significantly different frequency of map 
operations than those of the low spatial visualization group (RWT+LowVZ) per the subset of 
digital map operation variables. Only one out of the subset of map operation variables 
showed statistically significant differences between VZ groups: Address added. The 
frequency with which participants added addresses to their maps was significantly greater for 
the RWT+HighVZ group (Mdn = 6.0) than for the RWT+LowVZ group (Mdn = 5.0). 




them. Generally speaking, the more addresses that participants added, the fewer verification 
errors they tended to make. The address verification error boxplots show that the HighVZ 
participant groups also have fewer address verification errors in both treatment environments 
(see Figure 4.17). It would seem that a greater frequency of address added operations tends 
to indicate better task performance, thus, it could be argued that the RWT+HighVZ group has 
demonstrated superior task performance to the RWT+LowVZ group as was expected. 
The expectation of H10 is that, in the virtual reality treatment, participants of the high 
spatial visualization group (VRT+HighVZ) will have a significantly different frequency of 
map operations than those of the low spatial visualization group (VRT+LowVZ) per the 
subset of digital map operation variables. There were no digital map operations from the 
subset that showed statistically significant differences between the two participant groups in 
the virtual reality treatment. 
Table 4.18 Summary of Mann-Whitney U Tests Comparing Frequently Used Map Operation 
Variables Between VZ Groups by Treatment. 








  n Mean Rank n Mean Rank U Z p 
Pans 7 9.1 8 7.0 20.0 -0.87 .384 
Zooms 7 6.7 8 9.1 19.0 0.98 .327 
Addresses added 7 10.5 8 5.8 10.5 -1.97 .049* 










  n Mean Rank n Mean Rank U Z p 
Pans 7 7.8 9 9.1 26.5 0.48 .631 
Zooms 7 6.4 9 10.2 16.5 1.53 .126 
Addresses added 7 8.0 9 8.9 28.0 0.32 .749 
Addresses removed 7 10.0 9 7.3 20.5 -1.11 .267 




4.8.3  Qualitative Analysis 
The mixed-method design of the studies enabled us to examine qualitative data to 
complement the quantitative analysis. Observations from the RWT and the VRT together 
were used to devise a task workflow for address verification as was done in our prior studies. 
This is the third and most comprehensive workflow generated for the task. Observations from 
both the real-world study and the VR lab study revealed behaviors that were germane to 
participants’ ability to effectively plan, navigate, and verify residences within the 
neighborhood using the mobile device and map-based address verification software. Both 
treatment environments enabled researchers to identify software usability issues. In this 
regard, the VR lab was particularly effective because participants were able to use the actual 
mobile device and software to perform tasks in a virtual environment that provided enough 
context to draw out real-world behaviors and actions.  
Observers lauded the VR lab because it was easier for them to shadow participants, 
observe behavior and discern participants’ interactions with the software without the 
distractions that were encountered in the real-world environment. There was also a key 
difference in the richness of observations that were recorded in the two treatment 
environments. Despite a greater number of total observations being recorded in the RWT 
(1167) when compared to the VRT (787), the VRT yielded more distinct observation types 
(35% of the total) than the RWT (13%). This can be attributed to the increased attention that 
observers were able to direct toward participants in the VR lab. When observers were in the 
RWT they recorded a greater number of overlapping and redundant notes, whereas in the 
VRT observers were more selective about the notes that they took. Aside from these 




experiment (52%) were identified in both the RWT and the VRT, which shows alignment 
between the qualitative observations that were captured by observers in both treatments. 
4.8.4  Observer Feedback 
When observers were asked to compare and contrast their data collection experiences 
between the two treatment environments, they praised the authenticity of the RWT while 
noting drawbacks such as the lack of experimental control, the inability to work in adverse 
weather conditions, the difficulty of shadowing participants on foot (across travel distances 
that sometimes approached three miles), and safety concerns. The VRT mitigated these 
challenges and facilitated a greater degree of experimental control, yet it retained important 
characteristics of the real-world environment and enabled key participant-observer 
interactions, thus, improving the ecological validity of a lab study. 
4.9  Conclusion 
In this experiment, we have shown that a comprehensive, mixed-methods field study 
on mobile computing that is conducted in a real-world setting can be replicated in a VR lab 
with worthwhile results. The VR lab was driven by a CAVE and a high-quality 3D model 
replica of the study neighborhood, which enabled key interactions between participants, the 
task environment, a mobile computer, and attending researchers who were able to shadow 
participants and record observations as was done in the real-world setting. Rich sets of 
quantitative and qualitative data were collected in both treatment environments, allowing for 
the same manner of task analysis and user analysis to be done.  
The use of stratified random sampling in both treatment environments enabled us to 
observe how two distinct user groups (i.e., participants with high and low spatial 




performance trends and behavioral observations associated with the participant groups were 
oftentimes consistent between the two treatment environments; our results were also 
consistent with findings from the prior field experiments (FE1 and FE2). In general, this 
experiment has shown that participants with high spatial visualization ability demonstrate 
superior task performance and more effective strategies while completing their tasks.  
When comparing the treatment environments, participants of the real-world treatment 
typically outperformed their virtual reality treatment counterparts (based on task performance 
averages); however, many measures did not show statistically significant differences between 
the treatments—this is thought to be due to small treatment effects, which speaks to the 
fidelity that we were able to achieve in the VR lab. Furthermore, by looking at crosses of the 
treatment environments (RWT/VRT) and the participant groups (HighVZ/LowVZ), we were 
better able to compare and contrast field study outcomes. Comparing study outcomes 
between the crossed experimental groups not only allowed us to identify and validate certain 
results (e.g., significantly faster task completion times for high spatial visualization 
participants in both treatments), but it also helped us to identify issues with the VR lab (e.g., 
erroneous travel distance calculations due to “drifting”) that should be addressed in future lab 
evaluations.  
In a similar experiment, researchers compared outcomes of a mobile computing task 
in a “virtual field environment” to those of a real field environment with respect to measures 
of presence, usability, and user experience (Brade et al., 2017). In our approach, in-depth 
comparisons were made between outcomes of the two treatment environments based on (a) 
statistical analysis and hypothesis tests of users’ quantitative task performance metrics, (b) 




visualization ability groups, and (c) findings from qualitative observations of participants by 
researchers who shadowed them in both environments. Whereas Brade et al. (2017) saw 
enough parallels across measures of presence, usability, and user experience between their 
treatment environments to prompt them to validate the virtual environment, we saw enough 
parallels in participants’ task performance, in their patterns of mobile computer and software 
use, in their approaches to the task (and their strategies), as well as in researchers’ data 
collection experiences in both environments—these outcomes allow us to reach a level of 
confidence in using our VR lab as a means to thoroughly study a mobile computing task of 
this nature. Rather than conduct a field study and a lab study to realize the distinct benefits of 
both (a resource intensive endeavor), we have shown that these methods can be combined 




CHAPTER 5 – DISCUSSION 
5.1  Introduction 
This dissertation has covered various lab and field evaluation methods that were used 
to examine location-based tasks that involve the use of a map. Table 5.1 lists the relevant 
research activities and their characteristics. This chapter summarizes key findings across the 
studies, it reflects on the various methods that have been employed, applications and future 
work are discussed, followed by a conclusion.  
Table 5.1 Overview of All Studies on Location-based Tasks (listed chronologically). 
Study or Experiment 























































































Rusch’s Lab Experiment1  X  X   X  X  X  X  
Ethnographic Field Study2 X  X   X  X     X  
Field Experiment 1 (oblique streets) X   X X X X X   X X  X 
Field Experiment 2 (oblique + grid) X   X X X X X   X X  X 
VR/Field Experiment X X  X X X X X  X X X X  
1 A prior lab experiment used for comparison (Rusch et al., 2012; Rusch, 2008); related, but not an experiment covered in this dissertation. 
2 A prior field study used for comparison; related, but not a study covered in this dissertation. 
5.2  Task Outcomes 
5.2.1  Spatial Ability and Task Outcomes 
Rusch’s Lab Experiment was the first to take participants’ cognitive abilities into 
account (Batinov et al., 2015; Rusch et al., 2012; Rusch, 2008). Prior to the experiment, 
participants were tested on their spatial visualization, logical reasoning, and perspective-
taking abilities. The results indicated that participants with higher spatial visualization scores 




pans, zooms, and map resets). In Rusch’s Lab Experiment, a stationary room was used to 
simulate a very small portion of the real-world task. In the actual scenarios, users would need 
to interpret a map, navigate a neighborhood on foot, and verify the correctness of residential 
addresses on a map. In the subsequent studies (with the exception of the Ethnographic Field 
Study), measures of spatial ability became more central to study designs and outcomes. Our 
group was interested in evaluating two specific types of users: Those with high spatial 
visualization ability (HighVZ) and those with low spatial visualization ability (LowVZ). 
Stratified random sampling was used to isolate HighVZ and LowVZ participants in Field 
Experiment 1 (FE1), Field Experiment 2 (FE2), and the VR/Field Experiment (VRFE). 
In FE1, participants navigated a neighborhood to find six residences and to ensure 
that they were correctly shown on a paper map. We hypothesized that participants who were 
screened into the high spatial visualization group (HighVZ) would demonstrate superior task 
performance and more effective strategies than those of the low spatial visualization group 
(LowVZ). This generally proved to be the case—not only for FE1, but also for FE2 as well 
as the two treatment environments used in the VRFE. This meant that—regardless of the type 
of map that participants used (paper/digital), or the street layout of the study neighborhood 
(grid-like vs. oblique), or whether or not participants were in the field or the VR lab 
treatment environment—the participants with high spatial visualization ability typically 
outperformed and out-strategized their LowVZ counterparts on the address verification task 
across the studies. This is an outcome that we have generally come to expect; one that could 
be used in similar location-based tasks to better drive the evaluation and development of 




In HCI and related disciplines, there are benefits to studying novice users (e.g., to 
gauge a system’s intuitiveness or learnability) as well as benefits to studying experts (e.g., to 
gauge a system’s depth and adaptability). However, this is difficult with a task such as ours 
(address verification) because it is, by nature, a seasonal task where fieldworkers have 
historically been very diverse in their backgrounds, education, experience, age, and other 
demographics. The reality is that advanced and expert users are difficult to come by for such 
a task. However, through our field studies and lab experiments, we have shown that 
researchers can gain valuable insights by examining how users who differ in spatial ability 
approach the underlying tasks. Though the HighVZ and LowVZ user groups do not equate to 
expert and novice users in our studies, there were discernable differences between their 
uptake of the task, their task performance and their behavioral patterns. These characteristics 
enabled us to identify aspects of the task workflow and interface design that were both 
productive and counterproductive for participants. This approach, of considering 
participants’ spatial visualization ability, could be used to better evaluate and engineer 
solutions for mobile computing systems and interfaces designed to support location-based 
tasks that involve map use. 
5.2.2  The Environmental Context and Task Outcomes 
The layout of the study neighborhood was manipulated throughout the field 
experiments. In Field Experiment 1 (FE1), the task environment consisted of a subsection of 
the study neighborhood that was difficult to navigate. This area was chosen deliberately to 
challenge participants. The study neighborhood was modified in Field Experiment 2 (FE2) to 
include a section of streets and residences that were more grid-like in their layout—the FE2 
neighborhood had a grid-like half located to the west and to the east was the more confusing 
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area originally used in FE1 (see Figure 5.1). Based on researchers’ observations and 
participants’ responses to exit questionnaires, we learned that the grid-like half of the 
neighborhood was easier and less confusing for participants to work than the non-uniform 
half.  
Figure 5.1 This map exemplifies the grid-like layout of streets in the western half of the FE2 
neighborhood compared to the non-uniform, eastern half, which proved to be more difficult 
for participants during the tasks. 
Participants struggled with spatial orientation and their interpretation of the map at 
intersections in the eastern half, where they would spend more time reviewing their maps. 
During such times, participants were observed to repeatedly rotate their maps and/or bodies 
at intersections to reorient themselves—this behavior is consistent with literature that has 
shown that participants can switch between map alignment strategies when disrupted under 
cognitively demanding conditions (Aretz & Wickens, 1992). Similar behaviors were 
observed in both treatment environments of the VR/Field Experiment (VRFE), which was 
situated in the confusing area of the neighborhood set to the east. Thus, changes in the 
difficulty of the task environment were expressed in participants’ behaviors and task 
performance outcomes. 
Streets laid out in 
a grid-like pattern 
were easiest. 
Non-uniform 
streets were the 
most confusing. 
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The environmental context was also an important consideration in terms of the 
research methods employed. In FE1 and FE2, we shadowed participants who walked a real 
neighborhood to complete a series of location-based tasks. By evaluating participants in the 
actual task environment, we got a better sense of their approach. For example, a task 
workflow was identified in each of the field experiments, which described behaviors related 
to participants’ planning, navigation and the manner in which they verified residential 
addresses while traversing the study neighborhood. In contrast, Rusch’s Lab Experiment 
(RLE) revealed very little about participants’ task workflow due to the setting: Participants 
used a mobile computer and map-based software while seated at an office desk rather than 
while walking a neighborhood—during RLE, interaction with the task environment was 
limited to photos of neighborhood vantage points that participants referenced. There was a 
great deal of experimental control during RLE, but that control came at the expense of 
researchers’ ability to observe real-world behavior and task performance outcomes in a 
natural setting. This tradeoff between the experimental control of the lab and the ecological 
validity of the field was addressed in the VRFE. 
For the VRFE, we used an immersive virtual environment to better simulate the task 
environment in a lab. An intuitive locomotion interface was used by participants to traverse a 
3D replica of the study neighborhood, during which time participants could freely explore 
their virtual surroundings and interact with map-based software that was displayed on a 
mobile device that they carried. This approach allowed us to maintain a high degree of 
experimental control in a lab setting, while drawing out real-world behaviors. Similar to the 
field experiments, the rich environmental context of the VR lab exposed participants’ task 




observations from the field studies were also evident in the VR lab, such as the tendency for 
participants to come to a stop when interacting with their maps or the negative effects that the 
smaller digital maps had on participants’ map usage and planning behavior—these behaviors 
are consistent with other studies on map use (Ishikawa et al., 2008).  
5.2.3  Map Use and Task Outcomes 
Certain map usage preferences and behaviors were consistent across the research. The 
majority of participants tended to prefer the map in a track-up orientation throughout the 
studies. However, both north-up and track-up map users were observed rotating their maps to 
reorient themselves at confusing intersections and in difficult areas of the neighborhood. 
Participants indicated that maps should include more street labels because it was sometimes 
difficult for them to keep track of street names at intersections and across long routes. 
Participants also indicated that the inclusion of prominent landmarks on the maps would have 
been helpful—for example, the paper map users of Field Experiment 1 (FE1) and Field 
Experiment 2 (FE2) took it upon themselves to draw landmark indicators onto their maps. 
A noticeable increase in participant map usage was observed during navigation, 
especially when participants lost their bearings. We also observed an increase in map usage 
when participants were in the final process of verifying a residential address on their map; 
this was oftentimes motivated by participants’ desire to be thorough and accurate, rather than 
in response to an increase in task difficulty. In general, participants in the high spatial 
visualization group (HighVZ) had fewer interactions with their maps than did those 
participants from the LowVZ group; this is likely because HighVZ participants tended to be 
more efficient when using their maps for planning, navigation, and other task-related 
activities.   
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In Rusch’s Lab Experiment and the Ethnographic Field Study, participants used 
digital maps to complete the location-based tasks. In FE1 and FE2, paper maps were used so 
that participants would not be restricted by existing software designs and task workflows. A 
practical consideration when we switched to paper maps was that we lost the software 
logging features that were available during use of a digital map. Thus, observers recorded 
notes and took tallies of participants’ paper map usage in FE1 and FE2; participants were 
also surveyed on map usage during the exit questionnaires. In the VR/Field Experiment 
(VRFE), we returned to the use of digital maps, in the field and in an immersive virtual 
environment, to complete a similar series of location-based tasks. This gave us an 
opportunity to compare and contrast the behaviors and task outcomes of the digital map users 
from the VRFE to those of the paper map users from FE1 and FE2. 
Some FE1 and FE2 participants were observed using the paper maps to create 
comprehensive plans and routes at the start of the task; we referred to this behavior as pre-
planning. Participants with high spatial visualization ability (HighVZ), for example, were 
observed to more frequently pre-plan and as a result they were generally more efficient. We 
observed a significant decrease in participants’ tendency to pre-plan when we began using 
the digital maps for the VRFE. 
Three bar graphs are shown in Figure 5.2. The top graph shows the percentage of 
participants that used paper maps to pre-plan in FE1 and FE2—more than 50% of 
participants did so. However, when we switched to the digital maps of the VR/Field 
Experiment, the pre-planning frequency of participants dropped from over 50% to 
approximately 20% in the field (see Figure 5.2; middle graph) and in the virtual reality 
treatment (bottom graph). This reduction in participants’ pre-planning frequency indicates 
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that the digital maps were less conducive to pre-planning behaviors. This may be explained 
by the smaller size of the digital map views, which limited participants ability to see the 
entirety of the study area as well as their ability to thoroughly plan routes as was afforded to 
paper map users, who were better able to survey the neighborhood; the work of Ishikawa et 
al. (2008) demonstrated similar negative impacts that mobile device screens can have on map 
use. 
Figure 5.2 Graphs of participants (across studies) who used either a paper map or digital. 
In addition to demonstrating the effect that digital maps had on pre-planning 
behaviors, Figure 5.2 also exemplifies the utility of the VR lab. A goal of building the VR 
lab was to assess its ecological validity when compared to the field. In a hypothetical 
scenario, we might have been curious about the impact that moving from a paper map to a 
digital map would have on participant behavior. Figure 5.2 shows that the study 
administered in the VR lab (bottom graph) was able to reflect the effect that digital maps had 
on participants’ pre-planning tendency in the field (middle graph). In both treatment 
environments of the VRFE, there was alignment in the behaviors of the digital map users, 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
Pre-planning w/ Digital Map in VR Lab
Pre-Planning w/ Digital Map in the Field
Pre-planning w/ Paper Map in the Field
Pre-planning of Participants Across Experiments




who showed a significant reduction in their pre-planning tendencies when compared to the 
paper map users of the prior field experiments (top graph); this outcome is a testament to the 
improved ecological validity of the VR lab. 
The type of map that participants used had further implications on their actions and 
behaviors. With paper maps, participants had the ability to better survey the neighborhood 
(i.e., the entire map could be viewed at once), they had the ability to jot down notes directly 
on the map and they could trace their routes and add visual indicators to the map (e.g., 
landmarks) to aid them in completing the task. The rigidity of the digital maps prevented 
such behaviors in participants. The most frequently used operations for digital map users 
were the pan and zoom functions. Some digital map users were observed to switch between 
certain zoom and pan levels depending on their activity. For example, planners and 
navigators tended to prefer less magnification of the map in order to survey the 
neighborhood, whereas participants were also observed to zoom-in during the final 
verification of residences to ensure the correctness of their maps. Paper map users were not 
burdened by the tedium of the pan and zoom functions, whereas digital map users relied on 
them in order to achieve views that were conducive to planning, navigation, and verification 
activities. 
5.3  Methodological Considerations 
This research highlights the tension that exists when choosing between a lab 
evaluation or a field evaluation to conduct user research on a location-based task. In the labs 
that were built for this research, there was the challenge of incorporating the task’s 
environmental context into a lab setting. The studies and experiments conducted in the field 




this section, we compare and contrast: (1) the field setting (i.e., neighborhood) that was used 
for the field studies; (2) the photo-driven, office lab used in Rusch’s Lab Experiment; and (3) 
the VR lab used in the VR/Field Experiment.  
Table 5.2 summarizes our experiences with respect to the research settings and their 
characteristics. 







Cost ($) Preparation Execution 
Data 
Collection 
Field Setting1 Highest Lowest High Highest Highest High 
Office Lab2 Lowest High Lowest Lowest Lowest Lowest 
VR Lab3 High High Highest Moderate Low High 
1 Field Setting: Represents the real-world neighborhoods that were used in the field studies. 
2 Office Lab: Represents the photo-based lab that was used in (Rusch et al., 2012; Rusch, 2008) to simulate the task in an office. 
3 VR Lab: Represents the CAVE-based immersive virtual environment that was built for the VR/Field Experiment. 
5.3.1  Ecological Validity 
In terms of ecological validity, the field setting was best suited for evaluating the 
address verification task because of the task’s high dependency on the environmental 
context—participants’ actual behaviors (e.g., planning, navigation) could be observed in an 
authentic task environment during the field studies. The challenge of the lab studies, on the 
other hand, was to provide sufficient environmental context (in a static laboratory setting) to 
draw out real-world behaviors and task outcomes. Between the two lab settings, the VR lab 
showed much more promise in its ability to immerse participants in a replica of the task 
environment (a virtual neighborhood) so that real-world behaviors and even some of the 
expected task performance outcomes rang true. 
5.3.2  Experimental Control 
Experimental control was high in the office lab because of its static setting. The 




experiment can be faithfully reproduced in an office of our choosing. Experimental control 
was also quite high with the VR lab because it too was conducted in a static setting where 
conditions, for the most part, can be replicated today using a CAVE. In some respects, the 
experimental control of the VR lab is much greater; for example, if we were interested in 
comparing study outcomes based on the presence (or absence) of certain landmarks in the 
study neighborhood, it would be relatively trivial to simply remove them from the virtual 
neighborhood and re-run the study—this is something that could not be done using the other 
methods. Of the three approaches, the field study gave us the least amount of control; we 
were at the mercy of factors such as adverse weather, construction zones in the study 
neighborhood, inquiries from curious neighbors, and many other potentially confounding 
factors stemming from the environment. 
5.3.3  Difficulty of Implementation 
The overall difficulty of executing a user study is a critical consideration for 
researchers. Our experiences are broken down into three subcategories: The difficulty of 
preparation, execution, and data collection.  
Preparation 
Rusch’s Lab Experiment required the least amount of preparation out of the three 
methods. However, it did involve software engineering, computer hardware and networking 
expertise to display photos of the study neighborhood (synced with the scenarios shown on 
the mobile device) within the office lab. The field studies were the second most difficult to 
prepare for as they required a substantial amount of time, effort, and travel to create a robust 
study protocol that researchers could follow in a mobile context. Preparation of the VR lab 
was, by far, the most difficult. It involved multiple disciplines, multiple design iterations, 




reliability. If such a lab was already built, then of course the preparation required to use it for 
an evaluation would be much less. 
Execution 
Once study preparations were complete and participants could be run, the office lab 
proved to be the least difficult in terms of execution. Only one researcher was necessary to 
administer the experiment and to ensure that software and hardware were functioning 
properly—little to no technical intervention was required as everything was set up in a 
closed-loop network. Logistics were relatively simple—the researcher could conveniently 
schedule multiple participants on the same day, all of whom met the researcher at the same 
location. The task was introduced and explained, then participants sat down at a desk and 
went through several training scenarios. After any clarifying questions were answered, the 
remaining effort was left to the participant, who could complete the task in a relatively 
comfortable, seated position at an office desk.  
The VR lab study was the second most difficult to execute. There was considerable 
technical complexity in bringing up the CAVE projectors, launching the simulation 
application on the cluster, ensuring that the stereo glasses were charged and functioning 
properly with the optical trackers, and so on and so forth. If this all happened without a hitch, 
which was usually the case, then both researchers and participants tended to appreciate the 
convenience of the CAVE-based VR lab. Two or more researchers would be ideal to manage 
the technical complexity of the lab, to administer the study protocol and to shadow 
participants as they completed the location-based tasks in a simulated environment.  
The VR lab shined during participants’ training and during completion of the study 
tasks. The hands-free locomotion interface was intuitive enough not to distract participants 




having to walk significant distances through the study neighborhood. Safety was also a non-
factor, aside from researchers ensuring that participants did not inadvertently run into the 
physical walls of the CAVE due to the effects of immersion—which made them feel as if 
they were in a large neighborhood rather than a 10x10x10-foot lab space. For researchers, 
there was no need to watch for traffic or other safety hazards and the burden of taking notes 
while walking behind participants—which proved to be difficult in the field—was all but 
eliminated. By reducing or eliminating such encumbrances, researchers could direct more of 
their attention toward participants’ think aloud stream, their behaviors and their interactions 
with the mobile device and environment. 
The field study was the most difficult of the three to execute. Bear in mind that during 
the winter, we could not run participants at all and once the bitter midwestern cold subsided, 
we were still reliant on favorable weather conditions so as not to confound study results. If 
the weather permitted, there were then logistical challenges in transporting all parties and 
materials to the study neighborhood. Two researchers were necessary to administer a strict 
study protocol—while on foot—in a neighborhood nearby campus. A substantial time and 
effort commitment were necessary from all parties. The required walking, which oftentimes 
approached two miles, could physically exhaust both participants and researchers—this was 
especially true for researchers on days that multiple appointments were scheduled. 
Altogether, the complexity of facilitating the study while constantly moving was daunting in 
the field. 
Data Collection 
Data collection was easiest in the office lab, which was automated; the researcher 
only needed to initialize the experiment. The VR lab was also automated so that task times, 




most difficult during the field studies, where the burden was on researchers to record task 
times, travel distances and routes. The field studies required researchers to transport and 
travel with data collection equipment such as smartphones, GPS, compasses, stop watches 
and written materials. Furthermore, the field studies required a great deal of multitasking 
from attending researchers, all while they were expected to shadow participants on foot and 
record observations. The burden of walking was significantly reduced in the VR lab, which 
enabled researchers to focus more on observing participants and less on keeping up with 
them. 
5.3.4  Resourcing / Cost 
A final consideration is the overall cost of using each of the research methods. The 
field study cost was high. Major drawbacks of the field studies include the need for more 
personnel and greater time commitments, increased equipment costs and more complex 
logistics. Additionally, location-based studies such as ours can raise safety concerns in the 
field and they are subject to cancellation or delays on account of bad weather or inaccessible 
study areas—these factors can affect study schedules and further increase the cost of 
research.  
The VR Lab also has a high cost due to the implementation that we chose. Like many 
CAVEs, in order to stay up and running, the facility that we used required a dedicated lab 
space that was shared with other researchers; it required clusters of specialized computers, 
expensive projectors, complex software, and the availability of technical experts for 
troubleshooting if anything went awry. These factors tend to make CAVEs rare and less 




The office lab, on the other hand, required significantly less preparation, it was 
comparatively low in its complexity, and it could be staffed and replicated with relative 
ease—all of which contribute to a reduction in the overall cost.   
5.4  Limitations 
The experiments had one independent variable in common: The participant groups. In 
each experiment, participants were screened into a high spatial visualization group (HighVZ) 
and a low spatial visualization group (LowVZ). Researchers were able to focus on the 
outcomes of participants with polar opposite spatial visualization abilities, however, this 
excluded participants who fell somewhere in-between, which limits the generalizability of 
the results. All of the experiments make use of the think aloud method, which could have 
created unnatural situations that may have biased or altered user behavior and thought 
processes—possibly influencing some of the study findings. The observations recorded by 
attending researchers for each of the experiments were also susceptible to these effects in 
addition to the bias of researchers’ interpretation; though researchers did review coding 
schemas for their observations on multiple occasions, they lacked the time and resources to 
ensure intercoder reliability. The field settings of the studies were subject to variations in 
weather, differences in participants’ walking behaviors, and other confounding factors 
stemming from the neighborhood.  
A CAVE-based virtual reality lab was used in the VR/Field Experiment. No 
participants had prior experience with VR technology, thus, they required basic training on 
use of the technology and the locomotion interface. Participants were noted to be excited and 
engaged due to the novelty of VR—such factors could have influenced task performance and 




lab is that it limits participants’ exploration of the neighborhood to visual input and limited 
body movement. Specifically, the lack of ambient sounds, the noise of the CAVE and its 
projectors, and the inability of participants to walk naturally—these may have limited the 
fidelity and the degree to which participants felt immersed within the virtual environment. 
Lastly, access to a CAVE, its cost and the resourcing required can be prohibitive to 
researchers who want to go beyond the traditional lab environment to conduct user 
evaluations on a location-based task.  
5.5  Applications 
The methodology used in the present work can be applied to evaluations of similar 
location-based tasks. We used a rigorous, mixed-methods approach, whereby a quantitative 
dataset on participants’ task performance and map usage was collected as well as a 
qualitative dataset on their thinking and behaviors (i.e., the think aloud method, direct 
observation, and questionnaires); together, these were used to better understand user behavior 
and task outcomes. We have demonstrated that this approach is effective in evaluating tasks 
that require the use of a map—paper or digital—in the field or in a lab setting.  
In the preceding work, Rusch’s Lab Experiment (RLE) presented an alternative to 
field studies, whereby a lab method was used to study a location-based task in a controlled 
setting—it incorporated views of the task environment in a non-immersive fashion. In the 
present work, we discuss the construction and use of an immersive, virtual reality lab for the 
evaluation of location-based tasks. Such a method can be used in mobile computing 
evaluations to simulate task environments in a controlled lab setting, while retaining much of 
the ecological validity that is appreciated in the field. Furthermore, by building a VR lab and 




outcomes of the two evaluation techniques—we have demonstrated an approach that can be 
used to assess and validate labs of a similar nature and purpose. 
5.6  Future Work 
We plan to continue our development of the VR lab so that we are better able to 
simulate real-world environments and replicate field evaluations of location-based tasks. This 
means that we will continue to refine our field and lab evaluation methods so that apt 
comparisons can be made between outcomes of the two. In addition to increasing the fidelity 
of the virtual environment and further automating data collection, we plan to add features 
that will allow us to simulate GPS on the mobile devices and digital maps that are brought 
into the lab.   
From an implementation standpoint, VR systems based on head-mounted displays 
(HMD) such as the Oculus Rift™ or the HTC Vive™ present interesting alternatives to the 
CAVE-based approach that we have adopted due to their accessibility and reduced cost. 
However, interaction design challenges related to the collaboration of participants and 
observers during shared use of such technologies will need to be worked out. Furthermore, 
the capabilities required to incorporate and track external mobile devices and other artifacts 
for HMD-based VR experiences will have to be resolved before field studies such as ours can 
be replicated using these technologies. 
5.7  Conclusion 
In this research, we use lab and field study methods to evaluate a location-based task 
that involves map use. It has been reported that only 5% of mobile HCI research explicitly 




only gained insights into the task itself, but we have also gained insights into the strengths 
and weaknesses of the methods used. 
The lab evaluation method was used in the earlier work concerning the address 
verification task, by which the task environment was simulated (photos were used) so that 
participants could complete a series of address verification scenarios. In Rusch’s Lab 
Experiment (RLE), participants’ task performance and digital map operations showed 
correlation to their spatial visualization and perspective-taking abilities (Batinov et al., 2015; 
Rusch et al., 2012; Rusch, 2008). In a complementary field study, we used ethnographic 
methods whereby we observed government fieldworkers execute a task similar to address 
verification. The Ethnographic Field Study (EFS) made evident the richness and complexity 
of a location-based task similar to our own. In this research, we built on the learnings from 
these prior studies. We conducted three more experiments on address verification. We 
examined the differences between participants with high spatial visualization (HighVZ) and 
low spatial visualization ability (LowVZ) across the experiments and we learned that 
participants in the HighVZ group typically outperformed and out-strategized their LowVZ 
counterparts. We identified a task workflow and associated behaviors that were consistent 
across experiments, to which participants’ spatial visualization ability could be linked. 
The experiments all shared a mixed-methods design that built on learnings from the 
previous studies. Rich quantitative and qualitative data sets helped us to recognize a variety 
of phenomena across experiments. For example, when we switched participants (from using 
paper maps) to using digital maps in our experiments, we noticed that this had an adverse 
effect on their planning behavior. We recognized that participants struggled in areas of the 




patterns seen in typical neighborhoods; participants also struggled at confusing intersections. 
We recognized that during times of confusion and difficulty, participants tended to check and 
rotate their maps more frequently; in the case of the digital map users, they demonstrated 
noticeably more zoom and significantly more panning operations. These such behaviors 
showed links to participants’ task performance and their spatial visualization ability 
grouping. 
In our group’s early work, we recognized the strengths of evaluating a location-based 
task in an office-based lab in which the task environment was simulated. The lab approach 
had a high degree of experimental control, strengths in quantitative analysis, and its relatively 
simple implementation was easily replicated. However, the office-based lab method fell short 
in terms of its ability to reflect the rich context of location-based tasks—its ecological 
validity is also questionable. The VR lab proposed in this dissertation represents the best of 
both worlds: The experimental control of the lab and the ecological validity of the field. 
Using the VR lab, we were better able to immerse participants in the task environment so that 
real-world behaviors and even some of the expected task performance outcomes rang true. 
This was enabled by our CAVE-based implementation, which allowed for: Hands-free 
locomotion in an immersive simulation of the study neighborhood; use of external devices 
and tools; automated data collection; and the ability for observers and participants to interact 
in a shared, virtual environment. 
The VR lab showcased in the present work represents a middle-ground for the 
evaluation of location-based tasks, where the trade-offs between the lab method and the field 
method are not so severe. However, this brand of lab comes with its own trade-offs: It is not 




VR, however, is relatively cheap and advancements continue to be made in key interaction 
techniques such as room-scale experiences, the incorporation of external artifacts, and 
collaborative/shared virtual environments. As these new and more immersive tools are 
incorporated into HCI evaluations, there will be a need to assess, compare and validate them 
for use in mobile HCI research. This dissertation presents such an approach, which can be 
applied to mobile HCI research concerning the evaluation of location-based tasks that 
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APPENDIX D.  VR/FIELD EXPERIMENT CODED OBSERVATIONS 
Listed below are the coded observations that were recorded during the VR/Field
Experiment (see Chapter 4). Two researchers shadowed each participant as they completed
the task while following a think aloud protocol. In descending order, the table below lists 
observations that were found in both treatment environments (top; blue), observations that 
were exclusive to the real-world treatment (middle; red), and observations that were 
exclusive to the virtual reality treatment (bottom; green).
Codes Identified in RW & VR Observations (59 total; 52%) 
Administrative Miscellaneous 
Body Orientation (North-Up) Planning (Local) 
Body Orientation (Rotation) Planning (No Plan) 
Confusion (Intersection) Planning (Pre-Plan) 
Confusion (Numbering) Planning (Target Address Change) 
Cue (Ignores Address) 
Planning (Target Address Selection: 
Nearby) 
Cue (Number) Plotted (Path) 
Direction (Egocentric Reference Frame) Real Error Discovered (Address) 
Direction (World Reference Frame) Skill (Poor Orientation) 
Error (Direction) Skill (Poor Route Planning) 
Error (Navigation) Skill (Poor Software) 
Error (Verification) Skill (Software) 
Ground Search (Target Address Found) Strategy (Checks Addresses Near Target) 
Ground Search (Target Address Overlooked) Strategy (Changed List Order for Route) 
Ground Search (Target Street Found) Strategy (Used List Order for Route) 
Ground Search (Target Street Mismatch) Strategy (North-Up During Planning) 
Logged (Body Rotation) Strategy (Navigates Without Map) 
Logged (Lost/Confused) Strategy (Not Thorough) 
Logged (Map Rotation) Strategy (Rotates Body During Verification) 
Logged (Odd/Even) Strategy (Rotates Map During Difficulty) 
Logged (Verification Choice) Strategy (Rotates Map During Orientation) 
Logged (Verification Correctness) Strategy (Rotates Map During Verification) 
Logged (Verification Time) Strategy (Thorough) 
Map Orientation (No Rotation) Strategy (Trusts Map Over Grounds) 
Map Orientation (North-Up) Strategy (Wayfinds Before Selection) 
Map Orientation (Rotation) Strategy (Zoom-In Verification) 
Map Orientation (Track-Up) Strategy (Zoom-Out Navigation) 
Map Reset Strategy (Zoom-Out Planning) 
Map Search (Bearings) Usability (Issue) 
Map Search (Target Address) 
Assistance Given Plotted (Stop) 
Confusion (Orientation) Real Error Discovered (Street) 
Cue (Ignores Landmark) Strategy (Reset Map Before Began) 
Logged (Numbering Pattern) Strategy (Rotates Body During Orientation) 
Planning (No Pre-Plan) Strategy (Rotates Body During Planning) 
Plotted (Disorientation) Strategy (Verified Difficult Address Last) 
Plotted (Move) Strategy (Verified Targets Simultaneously) 
Plotted (Pointing Test) 
Codes Identified in VR Observations Only (39 total; 35%) 
Confusion (Direction) Plotted (Diagram) 
Cue (Address) Plotted (Map Checks) 
Cue (Ignores Number) Plotted (Lost) 
Cue (Ignores Sign) Plotted (Planning) 
Cue (Intersection) Plotted (Target Address Change) 
Cue (Landmark) Plotted (Verification Error) 
Cue (Sign) Skill (Navigation) 
Ground Search (Alternate Target Address Found) Skill (Orientation) 
Ground Search (Alternate Target Street Found) Skill (Route Memory) 
Ground Search (Closer Target Address Found) Strategy (North-Up During Navigation) 
Ground Search (Target Address Mismatch) Strategy (North-Up During Verification) 
Ground Search (Target Address Not Found) Strategy (Rotates Map During Navigation) 
Ground Search (Target Location Found) Strategy (Stylus as Compass) 
Map Search (Target Address Found) Usability (Feature) 
Map Search (Target Address Missing) Usability (Suggestion) 
Map Search (Target Address Not Found) Verification (Corrected) 
Map Search (Target Address Overlooked) VR (Advantage) 
Map Search (Target Street Found) VR (Disadvantage) 
Planning (Target Address Selection) VR (Observation) 
Plotted (Bearings Regained) 
Codes Identified in RW Observations Only (15 total; 13%) 
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